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Editorial

ORDERS

ARE BOOMING,
BUT WHAT ABOUT

?

PROFIT
Akhi Akter

The COVID-19 pandemic
threatened the whole world,
impacted all kinds of business
including fashion business and
created great uncertainty among
people, however, over time,
the situation is getting normal,
people are becoming used to it.
According to the recent news
of national and global media,
the fashion industry is bouncing
back from the coronavirus crisis.
Manufacturers are getting huge
work orders.
The biggest fashion retailers
of the world--including Inditex,
H&M, Massimo Dutti, etc.--are
observing increased sales in the
quarter edged above levels seen
before the pandemic. Due to
the coronavirus outbreak stores
were closed and restrictions were
imposed on movement. Now, most
of the stores are reopened.
According to a recent report
published in Reuters, Inditex sales
accelerated in the May-July period
to 6.99 billion euros, 7 percent
higher than in the same period
in 2019. Not only Inditex other
leading brands also observing
sales growth.
As the brands and retailers are
bouncing back, it means apparel
manufacturers are getting enough
work orders. According to the
apparel leaders of Bangladesh,
Bangladeshi apparel makers are
now flooded with work orders.

You may think that the fashion
business is then going ok, the
situation is win-win! The sad but
true fact is though the apparel
manufacturers are getting huge
work orders, they are not getting
the right price. Most of the buyers
are offering lower prices. So, their
profit margin is not increasing at a
satisfactory rate.

Some other problems
are also contributing to
lessen the manufactures’
profit. Buyers are placing
orders with a short
lead-time that puts
manufacturers in another
trouble. Moreover, it
is prime time to ship
goods for the upcoming
Christmas sales. Western
retailers and brands are
asking for flying goods to
their stores to catch the
peak season for sales.
To supply the products on time,
exporters have to deliver their
products through air freight.
Freight charges have already
risen due to the adverse effects
of Covid-19 on the global shipping
sector. Textile and apparel makers
are facing the extra cost.
A recent report said that the
apparel exporters of Bangladesh
are apprehending significant
losses in business for missing

It can be said that the
cautious move during
taking orders can
protect the supplier’s
benefits. Manufacturers
now have to take
orders considering
their capacities too, as
the failure to execute
will bring criticism for
the company and the
country as well.

freight transport deadlines as the
number of scanners and flights
at Hazrat Shahjalal International
Airport in Dhaka is currently
insufficient to meet demand.
In the running situation, apparel
makers have to click the
opportunities and utilize the
situation to survive in a sustainable
way. Excess work orders have
given an extra benefit to exporters
to negotiate better prices. They
should not work with all orders
they are getting. Before confirming
any work order, manufacturers
need to ensure a sustainable profit.
It is a great opportunity for
exporters to negotiate better
prices. When a manufacturer can
say ‘no’ to a retailer while taking
an order, there is an opportunity to
ask for better prices. Also, a united
approach among manufacturers
should have had to deal with
buyers for their sustainable profit.
In fine, it can be said that the
cautious move during taking
orders can protect the supplier’s
benefits. Manufacturers now have
to take orders considering their
capacities too, as the failure to
execute will bring criticism for the
company and the country as well.
Author:
Akhi Akter
Managing Editor
Textile Today
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Who will ensure ethical
buying practices of brands
and retailers?
The Rana Plaza tragedy led to form legally binding authorities like Accord and Alliance to
ensure factory safety. Almost $4billion worth of work order cancellation and suspension
during COVID 19 pandemic has brought a demand to form such type of legally binding
authority to ensure suppliers' rights to have an ethical business model as brands and
retailers cannot exercise unethical purchasing practices.
Textile Today Analysis

Some foreign
media, workers
unions and
human rights
organizations
are always
emphasizing the
poor conditions of
the RMG industry
in Bangladesh
in the name of
the Rana Plaza
incident, they
never highlight the
buyers who placed
orders there--Zara, Mango,
Benetton, and
Walmart retailers
produced clothing
in the Rana Plaza
factories.

Introduction
With the outbreak of the COVID-19
pandemic, the cancellation of
work orders by global retailers
was common to most Bangladeshi
apparel suppliers. Holding or
canceling work orders left the
apparel exporters in severe crisis
as they faced cash shortages
to pay workers as well as raw
materials dues.
Manufacturers want true
partnership from the brands and
retailers, also demand a win-win
business model to secure their
business and workers’ rights.
The recent move of the Accord
Foundation has brought the
demand for a win-win business
model before the industry people,
as Accord always talks about
their control over the Readymade
Garments (RMG) industry in the
name of factory safety whereas
there are so many issues to focus
in the supply chain to ensure real
workers’ wellbeing.
Why ensuring a true partnership
is vital
At least 1931 brands have either
delayed, put on hold, or straightup canceled their orders since

the onset of COVID-19, according
to the Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association data provided last
year. The total value of these
orders was around $3.7
billion.
About 470 of
the buyers are
from the US and
approximately 280
others from the UK.
Italy and Canada
follow closely with
approximately 180
and 170 buyers
fully or partially
canceling or putting
their orders on hold.
Fifth and sixth in line
are Germany and
France.
The cancellation
and delaying of work
orders raised questions
about the ethical
standards or ethical buying
practices of brands and
retailers. And this question
is not less important than the
question of factory safety in
Bangladesh. When the Rana
Plaza incident happened, the
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To end these precarious reality, organizations like Accord should
stand beside the apparel manufacturers to protect their rights, as
legal accountability should not be about brands controlling their
supply chains rather it should be about pushing brands to ensure
ethical buying practices providing the right prices and taking true
responsibility for their workers.
media made the incidents the
only identity of everyone in an
established apparel industry!

manufacturers to offer less price
and control them in many aspects
during buying deals.

This incident came like a curse
for the industry as the world
was watching (still watches)
Bangladesh in the eyes of ‘Rana
Plaza’ and many buyers took away
orders from Bangladesh giving the
excuse of ‘poor compliance’ and
‘severe safety concerns’.
And still, buyers
are playing
the
game
with

We do not see international media,
labor organizations, or Accord to
talk about the unethical buying
practice of brands and retailers
that led to huge job insecurity
among workers. Some 1,915 RMG
factories have been declared laid
off and 324,684 workers have
become unemployed during the
COVID-19 pandemic, according
to a report revealed by the
Bangladesh Institute of Labour
Studies (BILS) in August 2020.
Brands and retailers who
canceled and suspended work
orders are mainly responsible
for such factories’ laid-off and
unemployment.
A report published in The Daily
Star said that at least 127 major
brands canceled contracts in
various stages of production -sometimes turning away finished
products lying at the port -- or
reneged on promised contracts.
An overwhelming majority are
asking for massive discounts for
products already produced or
delaying payments by six months
to a year, or worse, indefinitely.
The brands which canceled or
postponed the highest volume of
orders were: Primark, H&M, C&A,
Marks & Spencer and Tesco.
Of the top 50 brands which
reported the most cancellations/
postponements from Bangladesh,
only 10 have thus far made
public commitments to pay

in full for orders completed
and in production, according
to Worker Rights Consortium,
an international labor rights
monitoring body. These brands
are H&M, Marks & Spencer, Tesco,
Kiabi, VF, LPP, PVH, Inditex, Target
and Ralph Lauren.
Declaring of International Accord:
manufacturers’ responses
A few days ago while a press
release was issued by the
Accord Foundation declaring the
formation of the International
Accord, suppliers of Bangladesh
RMG did not welcome it at all and
protest against the release.
Many leading manufacturers
informed their concernment
about the misleading release.
The Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters

If the world
still recognizes
Bangladesh
through the Rana
Plaza incident,
why not the same
world equally
concerned about
the unethical
buying practices
of brands and
buyers?
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Scenario of unethical
buying practices of
brands and retailers
At least 1931 brands have either delayed, put on
hold, or straight-up canceled their orders

$3.7 bn

About

470

Total value of
these orders

5th and
6th in line

are Germany
& France

324,684

workers have
become
unemployed

Some

of
buyers are

The BGMEA President also said the industry has
zero-tolerance for backsliding on matters related to
safety, even while the rate of progress of certification
may not be as per expectation, but the RSC is
working to overcome these issues.
According to many manufacturers, highlighting only
its continuation, own control over the manufacturers
not addressing real issues within the supply chain.
If the world still recognizes Bangladesh through the
Rana Plaza incident, why not the same world equally
concerned about the unethical buying practices of
brands and buyers?

from US &
approximately

Rana Plaza incident was a combined criminal action of
the specific manufacturer and the buyers who placed
orders there to produce their cheap fashion products.

others from UK

Some foreign media, workers unions and human
rights organizations are always emphasizing the poor
conditions of the RMG industry in Bangladesh in the
name of the Rana Plaza incident, they never highlight
the buyers who placed orders there---Zara, Mango,
Benetton, and Walmart retailers produced clothing in
the Rana Plaza factories.

280

Italy &
Canada
follow
closely with
approximately

180 & 170

1,915 RMG factories have been

declared laid off

Association (BGMEA) President Faruque Hassan
said, “The claim that the International Accord
agreement is being implemented in Bangladesh by
the independent national tri-partite RMG Sustainability
Council (RSC) is misleading.”
He said that the RSC was formed as an independent
non-profit company, licensed by the government to
take over the Bangladesh operations of the Accord
and as such, the Accord functions in Bangladesh
ceased to exist as of May 31, 2020.
The RSC took over the monitoring regime as of June 1,
2020, bringing the Bangladesh RMG safety monitoring
regimes under one umbrella, Faruque said.
The RSC consists of all stakeholders having equal
representation and is an independent platform,
where the protocols of the former Accord 2013 had
been adopted; where they proved to be competent and
functional, the BGMEA president said.
“The board of the RSC was only accountable to its
stakeholders and works through a unique consensual
decision-making process, whereby no two groups
may influence operations.”

Following the tragic incident, an initiative known
as the Bangladesh Accord on Fire and Building
Safety was established to prevent other tragedies
from occurring. The independent, legally binding
agreement between brands and trade unions have
received over 200 signatories from leading apparel
companies from more than 20 countries, including H&M,
Zara, C&A, Abercrombie and American Eagle Outfitters.
Bangladesh RMG industry has been going through
huge investment in workplace safety and the
investment got a significant boost after the Rana Plaza
and Tazreen Fashion fire incidents.
All the members of BGMEA, BKMEA invested a huge
amount of money to upgrade workplace safety in
terms of fire, electrical and structural issues and
eventually those have been audited thoroughly.
“We are investing a huge amount of money in our
factories to upgrade the whole production process
and new machinery. New automatic, semi-automatic
and resource-efficient machinery has been added,”
said some leading factory owners to Textile Today.
Now Bangladesh has achieved a position that can
challenge and proudly say that the Bangladesh’s
RMG industry is the safest garments industry in the
world. Among the ethical auditing practices of major
manufacturing countries, Bangladesh has been placed
second on a list compiled by the Hong Kong-based
supply chain compliance solutions provider Qima.
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However, the role of the Accord
Foundation is not very impressive
to improve Bangladesh’s RMG
factories' safety issues. In the 8 years
of Accord’s operation in Bangladesh,
the progress was not satisfactory.
Only less than 25% of factories
have been certified under it for
safety issues. There are many
limitations by the factories which
were ignored during the Accord’s
certification process in the country.
Recently Rubana Haque said,
“Accord had almost zero impact in
Bangladesh. In the case of the RMG
Sustainability Council (RSC), it is
fully independent according to the
newly formed International Accord,
and is gaining the ability to operate
independently step by step.”
“Though the Accord started with a
good intention, it had many flaws
in the implementation process.
That is why the success of the
initiative is very insignificant,”
said Md. Fazlul Hoque, Managing
Director of Plummy Fashions.
Accord and Alliance inspected only
their member factory and they did not
inspect other factories. Even if Accord
comes for more years, they will not
inspect other factories.

Outcome is disappointing
The owners have to pay the
workers properly to be compliant.
However, in return manufacturers
are not getting fair prices and a
secured business model.
Now it is a big question ‘who will
ensure the right price considering
the manufacturers' extra expense?’
It is so clear that this is the buyers’
responsibility to ensure the right
price, however, they are always
pushing manufacturers to provide
clothing at the lowest prices.
According to BGMEA,
Bangladesh’s RMG factories are
increasingly investing money for
safety and sustainability. Besides,
production cost has gone up by
more than 30 percent in the last
five years. On the contrary, the
price of apparel is declining every
year.
BGMEA President recently made
a call about fair price while
addressing a roundtable titled
‘Seven years after Rana Plaza:
Who is doing what?’
“While it is a fact that in a free
market economy price cannot
be dictated, nobody can justify a
lower price to produce socially fair
goods,” he said.
Conclusion
Manufacturers have already
experienced difficulties due to the
buyers-driven trade deals during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Also, buyers are
offering lower prices while factories
are investing big for safety and
sustainability.
To end these precarious reality,
organizations like Accord
should stand beside the apparel
manufacturers to protect their
rights, as legal accountability
should not be about brands
controlling their supply chains
rather it should be about pushing
brands to ensure ethical buying
practices providing the right prices
and taking true responsibility for
their workers.

H&M Group
appoints George
Mudie as new
Chief Technology
Risk Information
Officer
George Mudie will assume his
role in January 2022.
Textile Today Report
George brings over 25 years
of experience in intelligence,
telecoms, media and retail sectors
along with a passion for helping
businesses to transform and
protect themselves.
George graduated from UWS with
a BSc in Mathematical sciences
followed by a Post-graduate
diploma in IT. In 2014 George
obtained an Executive Certificate
in Strategy & Innovation from MIT
Sloan. George holds a number of
security-related patents and also
contributes to security advisory
groups for the NCSC and the NCA.

“

Cybersecurity along with
regulatory compliance and
ethical data practices is
a competitive advantage
that will enable H&M Group
to create meaningful
relationships across their
brand portfolio. Altogether,
this is a collective
responsibility within the
organization, and I look
forward to contributing to
the security culture and
ensuring that customers, the
company, and colleagues’
information is safe and
secure.

“

Now Bangladesh has
achieved a position
that can challenge
and proudly say that
the Bangladesh’s RMG
industry is the safest
garments industry in
the world. Among the
ethical auditing practices
of major manufacturing
countries, Bangladesh
has been placed second
on a list compiled by
the Hong Kong-based
supply chain compliance
solutions provider Qima.

Fashion & Retail

George Mudie
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BIDA is going
to organize
Bangladesh
International
Investment
Summit in
November

Building awareness on
branding Bangladesh
is key in post- LDC

Figure: BIDA will host two
day ‘Bangladesh International
Investment Summit’ on
November 28-29, 2021 to
promote investments in target
sectors and build awareness of
#BrandBangladesh!

Textile Today Report
In post-LDC era Bangladesh is seeking to promote
investments in target sectors and build awareness of
branding Bangladesh.

"Bangladesh needs FDI to increase the investmentto-GDP ratio to expedite the GDP growth," Salman F
Rahman said.

According to United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD) report, Bangladesh's
foreign direct investment (FDI) is unlikely to pick
up in the near future as investment commitments
remain unenthusiastic.

Drawbacks

With FDI deteriorating at a miserable level and FDI
hovering around $2.5 billion annually. According to
the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS), In the
FY 2020-21, the private investment-to-GDP ratio
dropped to 21.25%, from 22.06% the previous year.
It is not surprising that Bangladesh's investment-toGDP ratio is the lowest in South Asia.

Bangladesh lack in ease doing business. There is an
immediate requirement of development of regional
connectivity, port facilities, and proper implementation
of one-stop service of the BIDA to bring FDI.
Not to mention, there are no appropriate
implementation of the OSS Act in delivering gas and
electricity connections to industries and providing
the environment clearance certificate within the
required time that dispirited investors.
Mustafizur Rahman, a distinguished fellow of the

To increase the investment-to-GDP ratio to expedite
the GDP growth, FDI attraction is a must.
Experts opined that to attract investment from
external sources, the govt. must sign free trade
agreements with as many countries as possible.
And targeting FDI from Asia, especially from
Japanese and Chinese investors, as they are really
fascinated to invest in Bangladesh.
Salman F Rahman, Private Industry and Investment
Affairs Adviser to the Prime Minister, said recently
at a declaration ceremony and press meet by
Bangladesh Investment Development Authority
(BIDA) that Bangladesh was yet to fully utilize the
investment environment that had been created in
recent years.

Weak regional connectivity
Poor ease of doing business
Absence of proper implementation
of one-stop service
Figure 1: Drawbacks in attracting more FDI.
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Korea, Singapore,
Hong Kong, China,
Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates,
India, Turkey,
Thailand, Malaysia,
and the Netherlands
have been invited.

The BIDA has also
invited the World
Bank, the Asian
Development
Bank, the Asian
Infrastructure Development
Bank, and the Japan International
Cooperation Agency to participate
in the summit.

Year 2015 Year 2016 Year 2017 Year 2018 Year 2019 Year 2020

Figure: Yearwise BD FDI inflow

Centre for Policy Dialogue,
proposed implementing the laws
and rules regarding to easing
doing business to draw FDI.
However the foreign companies
wish to invest in the export
processing or economic zones
and there are just three functional
ones.
Bangladesh International
Investment Summit

BIDA said the government took
a lot of initiatives to increase
the business environment, and
they would be highlighted at the
summit.
Regarding the summit, BIDA's
Sirazul Islam said it would
offer an effective platform to
promote private sector investment
opportunities in an integrated
manner.

The summit will showcase the steps
the government has taken over
the last five years to advance the
investment climate and ease the
process of doing business.

The summit will showcase
private sector investment
opportunities, highlighting national
competitiveness, policy priorities,
and deeper economic cooperation.

Md Sirazul Islam, Executive
Chairman of the BIDA, said the
agency was trying to attract
more FDI in all sectors to ensure
economic growth.

According to the concept note of
the summit, by hosting both inperson and virtual participants, the
event will promote opportunities
in high-growth thrust sectors,
while facilitating networking and
exchange of investment ideas.

Islam optimisms the number of
participating investors will be at
least 1,000 from home and 10
target countries that will keenly
explore investment opportunities
in Bangladesh.
Representatives of governments
and investors from the US, the
United Kingdom, Japan, South

Textile Today Report

Local policy-makers, investors, and
economists will also take part.

BIDA will host two day
‘Bangladesh International
Investment Summit’ on
November 28-29, 2021 to
promote investments in target
sectors and build awareness of
#BrandBangladesh!

The BIDA will spend Tk 10 million
for the program, while the
International Finance Corporation
(IFC) will bear all of the expenses
of the summit.

Arif Bhuiyan
appointed
as new CEO
of Babylon
Group

It will bring together industry
experts, policymakers, existing and
potential investors, development
partners, diplomats and media
representatives.
Analysts, however, say hosting
such an event will not be sufficient
to pull foreign investors. Rather,
appropriate implementation of
laws allied to investment and
effective one-stop service facilities
are needed to appeal investments
from abroad.

Figure: Arif Bhuiyan.

Babylon Group recently
appointed Arif Bhuiyan
as the CEO of the Group.
Versatile leader Arif Bhuiyan
brings into the Group,
27 years of exposure in
diverse organizations with
diverse businesses. He has
been in senior leadership
role, country executive
management, board for 14
years.
Babylon Group started their
journey in 1986 with a vision
to outclass in businesses by
upholding ethical values,
pursuing the policy of
continual improvements
on products, services, the
welfare of their people, being
very responsible in regards
to polluting the environment
by adopting improved
and latest manufacturing
methods. They have 20 sister
concern industries with huge
production capacity.
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Do you know the eco-impact
of a deep colored t-shirt?

DEEP DIVE 2.0
A complete system for
maximum coloration efficiency
with enhanced fastness,
and dramatically reduced use of
water, chemicals and energy
SAFE
EFFICIENT

CASE STUDY: Indonesia customer, Jet dyeing machine, 100% cotton knit, LR 6:1

®

-18%

-31%
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The Archroma Way:
Safe, efficient, enhanced
IT’S OUR NATURE
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Marketing Tips

Price negotiation skills: when
you are a seller (part ii)
MM Uddin
Effective negotiation strategies in
business are critical to be a gainer.
Sellers can face the dilemma
of losing the sale during price
negotiation. Thus every single
step you take, need to take so
carefully. You need to analyze
the other competitors, buyer
present sourcing hubs, marketing
strategies, etc.

our competitors, while we think
about synthetic, value-added and
luxury items. To compete with
them, we have to introduce more
functional, synthetic and valueadded products. In that case, if
we get any buyers from China,
Vietnam, India, Turkey, we will get
huge advantages in terms of CM
and FOB.

Recently our apparel exporters
are getting huge work orders. So,
we need to step carefully while
negotiating with buyers to get the
right price.

Our entrepreneurs need to think
that for which kind of products
buyers still do not consider
Bangladesh as the best sourcing
destination. So, we need to build
our capacity on those products as
we can increase our contribution
in the global market for those
products.

Competitor analysis: competitor!
Who is your real competitor? We
need the answer first, as we can
prepare ourselves to compete with
them. We can define competitor in
two ways:
A. Country-wise competitor: We
think China, Vietnam, India, Turkey,
Ethiopia, Indonesia and Cambodia
are our competitors. Are they our
competitors? If we compare based
on the manufacturing of basic
items, we would see that their
labor cost, energy cost and other
facilities costs are more than that
of Bangladesh. But yes, they are

B. Local supplier wise competitor:
We have 144 LEED green garment
factories certified by the U.S.
Green Building Council (USGBC),
9 out of the world's top 10
green garment factories are in
Bangladesh, 39 out of the world's
top 100 green industrial projects
are in Bangladesh and 500 more
factories are in the process of
getting LEED certification. So, who
will be the competitor here? Who

will compete with whom? It should
be clear first. So that unequal
competition can be reduced. But
in our country, we are doing an
unequal competition.
A LEED-certified factory’s
competitor will be a LEED-certified
factory or a green factory’s
competitor will be a green factory.
A LEED-certified factory should
not compete with a compliance
factory and a non-compliance
factory should not compete with
a compliance factory. In the name
of transparency, buyers know
everything from us, in this same
way buyers, must be transparent
with us about a single inquiry.
They have to declare that how
many types of factories they
have sent the same inquiry. If a
buyer gives an inquiry in three
types of factories (like LEEDcertified, Compliant and noncompliant) and starts negotiation
considering the lowest price
they get, the practice would
not be fair, however, maximum
buyers are practicing this unfair
thing. This unfair practice leads
manufacturers to do an unequal
and illogical competition with each
other getting orders at the lowest
price. It creates an unsustainable
business environment for the
exporters.
So, buyers should be ethical here,
at the same time, exporters should
avoid such completion that killing
their own business, making them a
loser and buyers are becoming the
winner.

Figure: Effective negotiation strategies in business are critical to be a gainer.

Right approach: Here I want to
tell an interesting true story of a
Swedish buyer who is sourcing
from China. One of our marketers
knocked him for a work order.
After a long discussion, the
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buyer sent some Twin-One
jacket pictures and asked for an
approximate price to understand
the supplier price ranges. While
the marketer asked about the
price, the buyer informed that
he was getting it by $ 24. During
price negotiation, the marketer
said he could supply it for $ 18-20
only. It was a wrong approach.
Another example will clear the
matter. Another buyer from the
same destination sent some
sweater pictures and asked for an
approximate price to understand
the supplier price ranges. While
the marketer asked about the
price, the buyer informed he was
getting it below $8.
The marketer said, “Your price is
competitive, but if you move to
Bangladesh you will not get the
advantage on raw material, but
you will have CM, GSP, transport
and service charge advantages.
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Overall you can save almost $
10000.00 in our MOQ 20000
PCs, whereas I know your order
quantity is almost 3 times than our
MOQ.” And finally, they got the
order without saying any target
price.
Learn to say “No'': “No” is a
powerful word but in our country,
maximum people can't say ''No”.
We need to think why? When we
go to a shirt store and offer dress
at a higher price, we are not afraid
to say “No” but at the negotiation
table, we are afraid of that
because we didn’t create many
more alternatives.
We give our maximum capacity
for 2 or 3 buyers and we build
our capacity to serve them. That
means we are loyal to buyers. But
remember, no buyer is loyal to
suppliers. In my opinion, buyers
only ensure their profit. When you
will give them the best price and

      
 

best quality, they will give you the
order. When you ask for any favor,
they will place the order in another
alternative. So, we have to handle
it professionally, not emotionally.
For creating more alternatives
our marketing and merchandising
team must be separated, dynamic,
proactive and sales target
oriented. Insight expert opinion is
that a supplier shouldn't give more
than 30% capacity for a particular
buyer. Even If they also added
that those buyers who are always
doing some basic item, we should
leave them after a period, because
it damages our creativity and
dynamism. And this will save the
sick and poor factories.
To be continued…
Author:
MM Uddin
The writer is a
Textile Engineer and
business analyst.
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Arrival of new investments
in geotextile, a ray of hope
Textile Today Analysis
As Bangladesh will soon to
graduate into a developing country
(DC) status, the govt. has taken
many countrywide infrastructure
development projects.

With a constant rise in demand
for geotextiles, need on imports
decreased significantly following
the start of domestic production
of nonwoven geotextiles.

In light of this – as perfect materials
for protecting river banks, roads,
landfills, ports, drainage structures,
and further civil projects – geotextile
has emerged as a potential sector in
Bangladesh.

At present, seven local companies
meet over 95% of the country's
demand for nonwoven geotextiles.
And, woven geotextiles are used in
some projects.

Currently, Bangladesh has BDT10Tk12 billion worth of geotextiles
demand annually. Bangladesh is
a riverine country and every year
river dredging, construction of dams
on river banks, river training will
increase, so will the use of geobags.
For instance, in the Padma Bridge
project, 1.47 crore geobags and
68,000 geotubes were needed for
river training, according to sources.
At present, the main raw material
of geotextile, polypropylene fiber
is imported from China, Vietnam
and a few Middle East countries.

Sector insiders expressed
optimism as the arrival of new
investments to a high expectation
that the demand for geotextile
products will see excellent growth
in coming days.
At the same time, as Bangladesh is
looking for product diversification,
geotextile holds great potential to
meet the demand locally and for export.
Western Superior Jute Industries
Limited, has already gone into
production on a minuscule.
It manufactures six tons of
geotextiles daily and setting up
new machine lines to enhance
production.

Capitalizing on geotextile potential

7 companies
produce geotextile in
Bangladesh

Geotextile are polymer
fabrics used in construction
of roads, drains, flood
protection embankments

BDT 7 billion
Total investment in
geotextile sector

BDT 10 billion
Annual demand
for geotextile
Local companies
meet 95% of
demand

Western Superior Jute Industries
Limited total investment stands
around Tk0.3 billion.
While Confidence Infrastructure
Limited, has invested Tk2 billion.
Starting with two non-woven
needle geotextile production
lines and gradually, it will double
its investment as per needs.
In addition, planning to start
manufacturing geotextile products
in March next year.
Confidence Infrastructure Limited
factory will be able to produce
70-80 tons of geotextiles per day
once it goes into operation in the
first quarter of 2022. The company
will primarily start with.
BJ Geo-Textile Limited, a leading
producer, and Dird Felt Ltd started
manufacturing geotextile products
with at least six manufacturing
lines each.
They said the sector has so far
witnessed an investment of around
Tk700 crore.
Dird Felt Ltd, a sister concern
of Dird Group, was the first
to start marketing geotextiles
in Bangladesh. The company
employed about 1,000 people and
has a daily production capacity of
about 75 tons.
The company supplied half of
geobags and geotubes used in
river training for the Padma bridge
project.
According to sources, BJ GeoTextile Limited's production
capacity is now the highest in
Bangladesh. It has sophisticated
equipment for the production of
geobags.
Rahat Geo-Textile & Synthetic
Ltd, FG Geotextile, Orchid
Geotextile Ltd, RM Geotex Ltd also
manufacture geotextiles.
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BRING FASHION INTO DYEING
Sustainable
Multi-functional
Complete range of dyeing auxiliary
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In Focus

Textile and garment machinery
imports decline by 16% in FY21
Staff Correspondent
As the new investment and business expansion were
hit badly by the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, imports
of garment and textile machinery declined by 15.80
percent in the last fiscal year.
According to Bangladesh Bank data, in the fiscal year
2020-21, Bangladesh imported garment and textile
machinery of $609 million, down by 15.80 percent,
which was $723.56 million in the previous year.
Imports of textile machinery recorded a 6.72 percent
decline to $177.24 million, which was $190 million.
Garment machinery imports fell by 19.02 percent
to $432 million, which was $533 million in the same
period a year ago.

$609 mn Overall garment &
textile machinery import in FY21


Import was $732 mn in FY20



15.80% decline

Garment machinery imports


$432 mn in FY21



19.02% decline compared to FY20

Textile machinery imports


$177.24 mn



6.72% decline compared to FY20

However, the overall imports of capital machinery in
the fiscal year 2020-21 plunged by 12.39 percent to $3.74
billion, which was $4.27 billion in the last fiscal year.
Talking about the decline of capital machinery
imports, industry people and economists opined that
the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic put a bar on new
investment. This is due to the slower demands of
clothing products in the global market.
“With the outbreak of Covid-19 pandemic in March
2020, the global economic activities were halted and
demands of apparel products fell sharply as people
stayed at home to avert infection of the novel virus,”
Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) Vice President Shahidullah
Azim told the Textile Today.

Exporters faced order cancellation and
slower work order inflows. Production
capacity remained unutilized. That
is why there was actually no new
investment and expansion
Shahidullah Azim
Vice President, BGMEA

market and the demand fell, the sector did not make
investment for expansion as well as new investment,”
Dr. Khondaker Golam Moazzem, Research Director at
Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD) told the Textile Today.
On the other hand, ease of doing business is not in
favor of the new investment, which is another reason
for the downtrend in investment, said the economist.
However, the sector people also are very optimistic
about the rise in capital machinery imports as the sector
is recovering from the fallout of the Covid-19 pandemic.
In the textile sector, we are thinking of expanding
our capacity as the work orders flow is increasing
and the global economies are opening. So in the
current fiscal, we are expecting a rise in imports,”
Mohammad Ali Khokhon, President of Bangladesh
Textile Mills Association (BTMA) told Textile Today.
But there is a problem regarding the connectivity of
gas and electricity for new investment, which needs to
get a quick response from the government, said Khokon.

As a result, imports of capital machinery declined.
But we are hopeful to turnaround as the global
economies are opening up and buyers are placing
more work orders, he added.

He also urged the government to ensure an
uninterrupted supply of gas in the textile industry so
that the manufacturers can run the factory smoothly.

“The present situation of the country’s private sector
investment is very poor. The RMG sector is not out of
that. As the sector is fully dependent on the global

If these issues are addressed properly, there will be
a huge inflow of investment from the investors both
local and foreign, he added.
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Jute showing potential future as big businesses
stepped up to take over shut state-run mills
Textile Today Report
Big businesses like Pran, Bay and Akij are among
the names who want to invest in state-run jute mills,
while two Indian jute mills and one from UK are also
in the contest to take over shut state-run jute mills.
After years of heavy losses, the state-owned mills
will be leased out for 5 to 20 years. 24 companies
competed for the lease of 14 out of 17 mills put on an
international tender.
Akij Group already has a strong presence in jute
business, whereas Pran is willing to enter the sector
as a new player and the group will run its business by
forming a joint venture with other jute mills.
Pran exports its products to over 140 countries. And
it export a lot of potatoes from Bangladesh using
jute bags. Jute shopping bags are also exported to
different countries. Foreign buyers now prefer jute
bags. There is also an opportunity to export jute
diversified products.
Pran is now looking to invest in the jute industry,
targeting exports by diversifying products alongside
shopping bags to grab the global market for such
products. This will create 3,000 new jobs and
such mills need heavy investment in infrastructure
development. Investment in roads, sheds, buildings
and machinery will also be required.
There is an enormous potential for jute products in
the world. But, such products need to be diversified
to reap the benefits. Akij Jute Mills is doing business
with a reputation. It now exports diversified products
abroad. The company has now applied for the lease
of a state-run mill to further strengthen its position in
the sector, ministry sources said.
As per the lease terms and conditions, the stateowned jute mills under private management need
to continue operation. So the mills can continue
production, diversification and export of jute goods.
The BJMC will be monitoring body to supervise
whether investors were fulfilling with the terms and
conditions. BJMC said the payment for the lease
would need to be made as rent on a monthly basis.
The first nine months will be given as a grace period
for deployment of resources. While the rent will go
up by 10% after every five years.

Corporation (BJMC), 32 jute mills were operational,
with five of them having cases pending in court.
State-owned jute mills have a history of lasting losses
and capital shortage for a lack of efficiency and poor
management.
On the other hand, in the jute industry, jute mills
under private management are making decent
profits for high efficiency and management capacity,
say industry insiders.
The move for privatizing state-owned jute mills is
very timely, which will open new horizons in the jute
industry in both domestic and foreign markets, said
Imran Ahmed, Deputy Secretary of the Textiles and
Jute Ministry. Jute and jute goods exports fetched
$1.16 billion in FY21, drawing attention from leading
businesses. Among foreign companies, Mohan Jute
and Pacific Jute of India and the Jute Republic in
London have submitted lease applications.
BJMC estimates that the state-run mills have total
assets worth of Tk25,352.46 crore.
Fixed assets amount to Tk14,329 crore – including
land, structures, installations and equipment,
transport vehicles, etc.

Initiative to privatize jute mills

17 mills to be
privatized 59 lease
applications submitted
by 24 companies 3
foreign jute mills

Shut state-run jute
mills to reopen
under private
management by
next year

14

49

32

applications
shortlisted

jute mills
under BJMC

mills to be
leased

Lease tenure

5-20 years

Reasons of leasing out
Under the state-owned Bangladesh Jute Mills
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Bangladesh’s textile
Epyllion arranges
investment prospect
Transformation of
Leadership Program in Uzbekistan
Amzad Monir

Textile Today Report

Epyllion Group has recently arranged a
“Transformation of Leadership Program”. The
Program creates a platform where the Leaders of
Epyllion unveiled a new vision and spirit. Every year
the program is arranged for the newly Promoted
Managers who step into the leadership role for the
first time and also for those who advance towards
the Senior Leadership Role.

The recent 14-member high-level
delegation visit from Bangladesh
to Uzbekistan has opened
up doors of opportunity for
businesses. Both the country’s
discussed in detail the current
agenda of bilateral cooperation
in the areas of investment, trade,
economic, industrial, cultural and
humanitarian.

Figure: The recent 14-member
high-level delegation
visit from Bangladesh to
Uzbekistan has opened up
doors of opportunity for
businesses.

They discussed the prospects
to establish joint textile clusters,
as well as attract leading experts from Bangladesh
as consultants on the development of the textile
industry in Uzbekistan.

Figure 1: Speakers urge the next level of success by leveraging
team-members potential, collaboration & capability build-up.

The leaders put forward their next-level strategy,
innovation, transformation need, achievements
as well as upcoming challenges and possible best
solutions to take Epyllion to a new height.
The Board of Directors & MANCOM Members urged
to achieve the next level of success by leveraging
team-members potential, collaboration & capability
build-up to serve the industry with the highest
standard & exemplary leadership.
The Management of Epyllion always likes to come
together to discuss, brainstorm and enjoy as one
team & thus make a difference.

Among the delegation, Mohammad Ali Khokon,
President, Bangladesh Textile Mills Association
(BTMA) held several meetings and signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with his Uzbek
counterpart regarding Investment opportunities by
the Bangladeshi businessmen and industrialists in
Uzbekistan. Uzbekistan offered land free of cost in
addition to power and gas connections.
As recently, the USA lifted a ban on Uzbekistan’s
textile industry that used children labor forcibly,
paving the way for international investment there.
“We have signed some MoU’s for setting up
industries in Uzbekistan after prospective meetings
with the Uzbekistan government officials and
local stakeholders. We will invest in some of the
industries,” said Khokon.
Bangladesh’s entrepreneurs are forging a relationship
with the Uzbek government so that “we can do interventure projects in the country for a longer period,”
he added. However, Khokon, did not specify the
sectors Bangladesh entrepreneurs that comprises his
entourage, have shown their interests in.
The Bangladesh team explored more economic and
developmental opportunities for the country by highlighting
the bright business opportunities of the country.

Figure 2: Transformation Leaders of Epyllion.

Bangladesh exports more goods to Uzbekistan
than imports. The export items include jute and jute
products, pharmaceutical and readymade garments
(RMG). In the last financial year, Bangladesh earned
$24 million from this market by exporting products.
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Innovation in
Textile Chemicals
for a Sustainable society

Surface Science is
our core technology
having more than
79 years history in
chemicals from
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$10bn RMG potential in Gulf
countries yet untapped
Textile Today Analysis
Bangladesh's RMG export amount to
GCC countries in 2020 (In $ mn)

Gulf countries apparel sourcing from
global markets in 2020
Source: International Trade Centre (In $ BN)

Source: EPB
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Bangladesh exports
only $367.49 mn
worth RMG in Gulf
region

Bangladesh supply about 5% of
annual demand of UAE, around
4% of Saudi Arabia’s and less
than 1% of the rest

$188.23 mn

$179.26 mn

knit products
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Bangladesh's RMG makers are yet
to fully discover the Middle East
market due to a lack of variety
in items and absence of a proper
marketing drive.
A recent Export Promotion
Bureau (EPB) data showed that
Bangladesh now exports only
$367.49 million worth RMG to Gulf
countries but Bangladesh’s apparel
industry has the scope to supply
about 5% of the annual demand
of the UAE, around 4% of Saudi
Arabia’s and less than 1% of the rest.
RMG industry leaders opined that
Bangladesh is missing out on
the $10 billion uncharted apparel
market with the Gulf countries due
to lack of initiatives on parts of
the government and the private
sector. In spite of having a good
diplomatic relations.
The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
is a political and economic union of
Arab states, including the United
Arab Emirates (UAE), Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, Oman, Kuwait and Bahrain.
The International Trade Centre
(ITC) data shows that, in 2020, the

BGMEA Vice-President Shahidullah
Azim said, "We have had talks with
our diplomatic missions several
times to organise a single country
expo where exporters may join
with their products, but it has not
materialized yet.
"Our discussion has been stuck
at courtesy meetings with our
envoys."

200
150

1.13

Kuwait

RMG export amount
226

hold a single country or regionbased expo to explore export
potential and make bridges among
customers and manufacturers.

UAE sourced
about $4.40
billion worth of
clothing items,
Saudi Arabia $3.01
billion, Kuwait $1.13 billion, Qatar
$660 million, Oman $608 million
and Bahrain $274 million from
global markets.
But, Bangladesh can supply about
5% of the annual demand of the UAE,
around 4% of Saudi Arabia's and less
than 1% of the rest, the EPB says.
Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) President
Faruque Hassan said Bangladeshi
apparel exporters have a great
opportunity in the Gulf and Middle
East markets that have remained
untapped for a long time owing to
a lack of initiatives.
"We are planning to explore those
markets in association with the
commerce ministry and the foreign
affairs ministry," Hassan added.
Experts opined that in the case
of new markets such as the Gulf
region, the government needs to

He mentioned that manufacturers
have explored the Latin American
markets, which is now worth $2
billion.
Shahidullah Azim said Gulf
countries have been sourcing
most of their apparel items
from China, India, Turkey
and other countries.
"Despite being the
second-largest
apparel exporter,
our participation is
very nominal in this
market.”
A huge opportunity in Gulf
countries has still been untapped
owing to a lack of government
initiatives, it will be a big market
for other export items such as
leather goods, jute and ceramics
A huge opportunity
in Gulf countries has
still been untapped
owing to a lack of
government initiatives,
it will be a big market
for other export items
such as leather goods,
jute and ceramics.
- Kutubuddin Ahmed
BGMEA former President

The EPB should organize a fair in
every country, they should invite
those countries' importers to display
other goods alongside garments.
"The commerce ministry may
activate our diplomatic missions to
make it successful," he added.
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Export Updates

Apparel exports jump
41.66% in September
Sayed Abdullah
In September, Bangladesh’s apparel export earned
a record $3.42 billion, with a growth rate of
41.66%, according to the data published by Export
Promotion Bureau (EPB).
Bangladesh’s top apparel body, Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA)
and Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers & Exporters
Association, (BKMEA) agreed that this is the highest
growth in the apparel industry’s history.
Also, in the July-September period in the fiscal year,
readymade garment (RMG) exported $9.05 billion
garment items, registering an 11.48% year-on-year
growth. Which was $8.12 billion in the last FY.
Among the total RMG export, $5.16 billion came from
knitwear export. With 15.69% year-on-year growth.
While, woven export earned $3.89 billion in the three
months to FY 2021, growing by 6.35% year-on-year
rise, according to EPB data.
After nearly one and a half years, the woven sector
registered a durable positive growth with the
reviving of the global economies, especially in the
western world.
The USA and the European Union (EU) have returned
to normal with a large number of people being
vaccinated against COVID-19. So the buyers of those
countries are placing more orders for the coming
summer and spring season just like before the
pandemic.
Apart from that, some purchases were shifted to
Bangladesh due to the military rule in Myanmar and
the horrors of COVID-19 in India.
Even before that, European and USA fashion buyers
transferred some purchases from China to other
countries including Bangladesh.
There have also been some purchases due to the
long-term lockdown in Vietnam. All in all, compared
to 2019, 15 to 20 percent more purchases have come.
Several RMG leaders opined that many orders from
the month of August were exported in September
due to the container- crisis. That is why there is a big
jump in apparel exports.

RMG export comparison between July-Sept period
FY2021-22 & 2020-21 (In $ billion) Source: EPB
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Sectoral export income in July-Sept FY22 period

They are also optimistic that in October, 20% more
work orders will come in the knit sector.
However, due to the volatility of yarn prices,
exporters are not very relieved.

$0.27bn

Home textile
The recent power crisis in China
for several days will
hurt the woven sector. As 80 percent of the woven
fabric comes from China. While local entrepreneurs
are sitting with the purchase order. If it is not solved
Jute and jute goods
Specialized textile
on time, there will be a disturbance in exports rhythm.

$0.212bn

$0.038bn

Home textile export earned $0.27
billion in the July-September period.
Which witnessed a 10.65% jump
compared to the same period last FY.
Specialized textiles export earned
$0.038 billion in the July-September
period. Grew by 29.08% compared to
the same period last FY.
Among the specialized textiles export earnings,
terry towel export earned 0.012 billion in the JulySeptember period. Grew by 35.59% compared to the
same period last FY.
While special woven earned $0.007 billion in the
July-September period. Grew by 35.71%% compared
to the same period last FY.
Manmade filaments and staple fibers export earned
$0.029 billion in the July-September period.
Witnessing an 11.76% decline.
In the July-September period Jute and jute goods
export earned $0.212 billion. Declining by 30.97%.
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RMG cargo holds
up at airport
hurting export
Textile Today Report

Air shipments at HSIA
Daily capacity:
600-700 tons of goods
Current pressure

1.5 times higher

than capacity

Airfreight cost also hiked
60% to 100%

Causes of pressure:
Container
congestion at
transshipment ports
Cargo shipping
charge increases up
to 400%
Buyers want goods
within short time

chartered cargo flight operator in Dhaka asking not
to be named.
With the increased demand for export, the situation
has turned more grim for the shortage of air freight
flights, be it dedicated ones or through the spare
luggage space on board passenger planes.
Nevertheless, in contrast to the pre-pandemic period,
from 15 flights a day, such flights have increased to
25 at present.
Yet, they cannot ship all the cargoes and nearly 200
tons of goods cannot be shipped due to lack of scanning.

Usually, 800 tons of cargo used
to be run through the two EDS
scanners, which was already a
very tough task.

Apparel export hiked

11.56% in Aug.
Every factory has
overcapacity orders

Current construction work of the third terminal has
also engaged a part of the cargo village which has
stalled the goods handling process.
RMG exporters have voiced that due to airline
shortage their cargo trucks have to wait three to five
days outside the cargo village. At that time traffic
police file cases against their vehicles.

Readymade garment (RMG) exporters are witnessing
substantial losses in business for missing freight
transport deadlines as the number of scanners and
flights at Hazrat Shahjalal International Airport (HSIA)
in Dhaka is currently insufficient to meet demand.
HSIA stressed to handle the increasing container
cargo pressure as apparel buyers and brands are
now eager to airship their goods to evade seaport
congestion with rising demand at their home markets.
Many buyers are asking to send their goods through
air freight as their stores are almost vacant due to
the pandemic.

Almost all airlines are now prioritizing China and
many have even been suspending flights from Dhaka
recently as they are getting three to four times
higher payments from Chinese suppliers.
In addition, a new rule stipulates exports to enter the
airport 30 hours prior to the flight. Creating more
barrier for the exporters.
On top of it, the cargo shipping charge has amplified
60% to 100% depending on the destinations.
Creating more worry for the apparel makers.

As a result, freight forwarders said 85% of the goods
that Dhaka airport handles are RMG.
But shipments are facing delays as there are just two
explosive detection system (EDS) scanners, which
are presently dealing with 1,200 tons of dry cargo
every day, of which 85% are clothing items.
Usually, 800 tons of cargo used to be run through the
two EDS scanners, which was already a very tough task.
Now the task is dreadful, said a senior official of a

courtesy: www.bangladeshmonitor.com
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Opinion

A culture of trust can help
companies become more
productive and profitable
MD Akhtarujjaman Tony
A study finds that building a culture of trust can
make a meaningful difference in companies.
Employees in high-trust organizations are more
productive, have more energy at work, collaborate
better with their colleagues, and stay with their
employers longer than people working at low-trust
companies. They also suffer less chronic stress and
are happier with their lives, and these factors fuel
stronger performance.
Even, people at high-trust companies report
74% less stress, 106% more energy at work, 50%
higher productivity, 13% fewer sick days, 76% more
engagement, 29% more satisfaction with their
lives, 40% less burnout compared to the low-trust
companies.
Textile and garments industry owners of
Bangladesh can also take advantage of this study
by transforming their companies into high-trust
organizations which can help them reduce migration
of their valuable employees and ensure sustainable
business growth.
Let’s have a look at the eight strategies that can help
build a culture of trust in your company to expedite
business growth.
Recognize excellence
Neuroscience shows that recognition has the largest
effect on trust when it occurs immediately after a
goal has been met, when it comes from peers, and
when it’s tangible, unexpected, personal, and public.
Public recognition not only uses the power of the
crowd to celebrate successes but also inspires others
to aim for excellence. And it gives top performers a
forum for sharing best practices, so others can learn
from them.
2. Induce “challenge stress”
When a manager assigns a team a difficult but
achievable job, the moderate stress of the task
releases neurochemicals, including oxytocin and
adrenocorticotropin that intensify people’s focus and
strengthen social connections. When team members

Figure: Employees in high-trust organizations are more
productive, have more energy at work, collaborate better with
their colleagues.

need to work together to reach a goal, brain activity
coordinates their behaviors efficiently. Leaders
should check in frequently to assess progress and
adjust goals that are too easy or out of reach.
3. Give people discretion in how they do their work
Once employees have been trained, allow them,
whenever possible, to manage people and execute
projects in their own way. Being trusted to figure
things out is a big motivator: A 2014 Citigroup and
LinkedIn survey found that nearly half of employees
would give up a 20% raise for greater control over
how they work.
Autonomy also promotes innovation, because
different people try different approaches. Oversight
and risk management procedures can help minimize
negative deviations while people experiment.
4. Enable job crafting
When companies trust employees to choose
which projects they’ll work on, people focus their
energies on what they care about most. As a result,
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organizations like the Morning Star Company—the
largest producer of tomato products in the world—
have highly productive colleagues who stay with
the company year after year. At Morning Star (a
company I’ve worked with), people don’t even
have job titles; they self-organize into workgroups.
Gaming software company Valve gives employees
desks on wheels and encourages them to join
projects that seem “interesting” and “rewarding.
5. Share information broadly
Only 40% of employees report that they are well
informed about their company’s goals, strategies,
and tactics. This uncertainty about the company’s
direction leads to chronic stress, which inhibits the
release of oxytocin and undermines teamwork.
Openness is the antidote. Organizations that
share their “flight plans” with employees reduce
uncertainty about where they are headed and why.
6. Intentionally build relationships
The brain network that oxytocin activates is
evolutionarily old. This means that the trust and
sociality that oxytocin enables are deeply embedded
in our nature. Yet at work, we often get the message

that we should focus on completing tasks, not on
making friends. A neuroscience experiment by Paul
J. Zak shows that when people intentionally build
social ties at work, their performance improves.
7. Facilitate whole-person growth
High-trust workplaces help people develop
personally as well as professionally. Numerous
studies show that acquiring new work skills isn’t
enough; if you’re not growing as a human being, your
performance will suffer. High-trust companies adopt
a growth mindset when developing talent. Some
even find that when managers set clear goals, give
employees the autonomy to reach them, and provide
consistent feedback, the backward-looking annual
performance review is no longer necessary.
9. Show vulnerability
Leaders in high-trust workplaces ask for help from
colleagues instead of just telling them to do things.
Research has found that this stimulates oxytocin
production in others, increasing their trust and
cooperation. Asking for help is a sign of a secure
leader—one who engages everyone to reach goals.

SANTAFRAME

Novel air-flow technique – the way
to high-quality processing
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Textile Today Question of the Month

Q&A

Recently ACCORD Foundation has declared ‘International
ACCORD'. If ACCORD comes again as such expanded form
- will it bring any benefit for the industry or to bring new
burden? What is your opinion?

Bangladesh has already complied with a Corrective Action Plan in
accordance with the recommendations of the previous Bangladesh
accord. The international accord's formation is unethical, contradicts
the laws of the land and has no recognition in Bangladesh. It is just
old wine in a new old bottle.
- Faruque Hassan
President, BGMEA

I’m the first person who took Accords’ first certification in
Bangladesh after many unnecessary struggles. Though the
Accord started with a good intention, it had many flaws in the
implementation process. That’s why the success of the initiative is
very insignificant. And that’s why the international accord may bring
new burden for the industry, I think.
- Md. Fazlul Hoque
Former President, BKMEA

The international accord has been formed mainly targeting protection
of workers' rights like freedom of association and health safety in the
garment sector worldwide, including Bangladesh. The two issues could
have been incorporated in the existing RMG Sustainability Council (RSC)
as it is a tripartite platform comprising brands, unions and industry.
- Khondaker Golam Moazzem
Research Director, Centre for Policy Dialogue
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Exclusive Interview

Apna Organics
is fashioning
its R&D to find
cost-effective
and sustainable
solutions

“

- Shivam Saraf, Director, Apna Organics Pvt Ltd.

Textile Today: How did you transform yourself in
Apna Organics Pvt Ltd business?
Shivam Saraf: Apna Organics Pvt Ltd. is a familymanaged business for over 50 years. I am the third
generation in this business. I accomplished my under
graduation from the UK in Business Administration
and then ccompleted Masters in Marketing
Management. After that I have done a specialized
course at SP Jain School of Global Management.
They
are specialists for familymanaged business courses
it gave me a better
outlook on how to run
a family business in a
ever-evolving market.
I have several chemical
engineers in my own
family that shaped

The Mumbai based Apna Organics Pvt Ltd
holds an exceptional identity in the textile
and apparel industry as a prominent solution
provider for the textile industry and garment
industry. It intends to work with clients now
and in the future having its existence in the
global arena, national and regional markets
with cherished brand equities to which
the Apna Organics Pvt Ltd would like to
contribute.
Shivam Saraf, Director, Apna Organics Pvt Ltd.
is the third generation leading the company
as the Director. In a recent interview with
Textile Today, Shivam Saraf shared his vision,
exclusive insights on Apna Organics Pvt Ltd,
business aspects in Bangladesh.

my mind on how the chemistry of a product works,
what are the needs of customers, bottlenecks, areas
needed R&D, etc. Thus, I have transformed myself into
the textile chemical business.
Textile Today: How do you see the business growth
and progress in Bangladesh and the global aspect?
In addition, Kindly share with us the future business
aspect in Bangladesh.
Shivam Saraf: We have been working in the
Bangladesh market for the last 30 years and this
is one of our biggest market. There were ups and
downs in the business. Despite the apparel price
shrink, local apparel manufacturers are looking
for sustainable chemical products, good value for
money, good products and customer service. This
is what Apna Organics is excelling right now and
we are seeing double-digit growth here. We are
confident that this trend will continue.
As for other markets, the recent sourcing shift from
China is making chemical manufacturing in India
stronger as well as neighboring Asian textile and
apparel manufacturing countries. Besides we will see
a continuation of this trend as a dependency on a
certain country is dangerous for business.
Future business aspect in Bangladesh
As for the future business aspect in Bangladesh,
during the COVID-19 pandemic, very few countries’
textile and apparel industry has been able to sustain
and maintain growth like Bangladesh. As an Indian,
myself, the Indian textile and garment industry
has been witnessing negative growth for the
last couple of years. Similarly, other textile
manufacturing countries are having trouble as
well.
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APNA ORGANICS PVT. LTD.

(AN ISO 9001:2015 / EN 14001:2015 & OHSAS 45001:2018 Certiﬁed Company)

“LEADING SOLUTION PROVIDER FOR TEXTILE AND GARMENT INDUSTRY”
INTRODUCING:

WATERLESS STONE-FREE ENZYME

ZDHC
Certified

Completely
Biodegradable

Zero Water
Consumption

Works at
Room Temperature

Bangladesh Office:
House 37 (3 Flr.), Gausul Azam Avenue, Sector 14, Uttara, Dhaka-1230
M. +88 01759 492897, +91 8828138906 E. apnaorganics@outlook.com
www.apnaorganics.in
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Exclusive Interview

‘A legacy of quality’ is the theme of Apna
Organics Pvt Ltd. and ‘Green-Tag’TM
is a platform where end customers
will receive the ‘Tag’ after they make
products complying with our standards.
We call it Green-Tag’TM.
Besides, we are also committed to the UN global
compact’s 10 principles. At the moment 90 to 92% of
Apna Organics products are completely sustainable.

Figure 2: (Left to right) Amzad Hossain Monir, Head of Business
Development, Textile Today; Shivam Saraf; Sandeep Dave,
Country Head, Apna Organics Pvt Ltd.

So, there is an enormous scope of growth for the
Bangladesh textile and apparel industry – besides
knit and woven, home textile and technical textile
is also will be the future. I think the COVID-19 has
opened the door for technical textiles in Bangladesh.
Textile Today: What kind of product range do you
have for the textile and apparel industry? Also,
manufacturers are getting into high-end garments
which need special chemicals. How are you catering
to these diverse segments?
Shivam Saraf: Having vast experience in this field,
Apna Organics Pvt Ltd. has an excellent idea about
chemical product ranges – from pre-treatment,
dyeing, finishing to printing and also technical textiles.
In the Bangladesh market, it is paramount to understand
the local cultural dynamics. The local working pattern
– these two things are vital for textile chemical
manufacturing companies who want to work here.
As for product ranges, Apna Organics is catering
to woven, knit dyeing, yarn dyeing, denim, printing,
garments and home textiles – although this segment
is small it has a huge prospect in the future –
meaning we have an entire range ready to cater for
the customers.
Textile Today: How Apna Organics is contributing
to sustainability? Also, the company has a ‘GreenTag’TM product range, kindly share with us the
sustainability vision.
Shivam Saraf: Many companies are greenwashing the customers by claiming their product
being sustainable. In the industry, there are
several certification bodies and processes. But
the bottleneck is that the end-customers do not
comprehend these certifications nor do they know
the criteria for the certifications.

The Green-TagTM shows that the garment or the
fabric has been fulfilled with the best processes with
the best chemicals. There has been no water wastage
and used less chemicals. A lot of Apna Organics
recent products require less energy consumption and
saves a lot of water. For example, we have recently
launched an enzyme-based product that is waterless.
‘Green-Tag’TM educates the customers about the
whole sustainability process.
We have recently done extensive research on costsaving per garment between Apna Organics and
other chemical solution providers available products
in Bengaluru – a garment hub in India. The result
shown is quite outstanding. Producing a garment
with our products on average will cost Rs. 7-8 –
including overhead cost, water, energy and other
costings. Whereas, using other chemical solution
providers' products it will cost Rs 28. That is a
significant recovery in terms of value addition, cost
recovery and also in sustainability.
In Bangladesh, chemical companies are selling
sustainable products at higher costs. Which is
a big hindrance for readymade garment (RMG)
manufacturers. It is putting the apparel manufacturers
in great danger of losing the business. In pre-treatment
baths it requires 7 to 8 products. with Apna Organics, it
has come down to 3 to 4 products.
Textile Today: What are the innovation coming for
the textile and apparel industry? How is your R&D
working?
Shivam Saraf: R&D is an ongoing process for any
company and R&D evolves according to the needs of
customers. There are two ways of seeing this:
1. L
 ike Steve Jobs said, “the customer does not know
his requirement.”
2. You should know customers' end requirements.
Having well versed in both the perspective, Apna
Organics is fashioning its R&D to find a solution
where it is cost-effective, consumes less energy, time
chemical and water.
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Worker wages increased in China, Vietnam: FLA documents
Mlaw Hlug
The U.S.-based Fair Labor
Association (FLA) recently
recorded a significant increase in
net wages, which increased from
29 percent to 57 percent over a
three-year period.
This increase allows factory workers
in China and Vietnam to make a
living without working overtime.
As factories reduce additional

overtime, factory workers in the
supply chain of the three FLA
affiliates can earn higher wages
during regular working weeks.
According to the report, ‘Reaching
Living Wage for Garment Workers’,
presents practical approaches to
achieving a living wage through
better purchasing practices by
buyers and better planning by
factory management.

Case studies in the report identify
the root causes of overtime as
well as describe how buyers,
suppliers and workers contribute
to improving wages and reducing
overtime.
Changes at the factory level
were included to ensure worker
participation so that factories
could implement new systems.

IndustriAll Global Union and its affiliates
urge boycott of Myanmar-made goods
Amena Kamal Khan
IndustriAll Global Union and its
Myanmar affiliate the Industrial
Workers Federation of Myanmar is
urging for a boycott of goods made
in Myanmar as part of a broader
campaign for comprehensive
economic sanctions against the
military junta.
As part of the 16-member Labour
Alliance, representing the entire
labour movement in the country,
the Confederation of Trade
Unions of Myanmar (CTUM) and
IndustriAll affiliate the Industry
Workers’ Federation of Myanmar
(IWFM) call for comprehensive

economic sanctions against the
military junta, which include a
boycott of goods as they say
worker rights are being “severely
violated”.
The CTUM initially issued the
boycott call in a May Day message
to the international trade union
movement, calling for support to
“starve and drive out the regime”.

Figure: IndustriAll Global Union and its
Myanmar affiliate the Industrial Workers
Federation of Myanmar is urging for a
boycott of goods made in Myanmar.

The unions point to “severe
violations of workers’ human
rights”, which mean trade unions
are no longer able to operate
freely in Myanmar.

Sri Lankan textile and garment exports jump 28% in H1′ 21
Desk Report
Textile and garment exports
in Sri Lanka grew by 28% on a
Y-o-Y basis to $2.50 billion in H1
’21, as per data revealed by the
Central Bank of Sri Lanka. The
sector contributed 56.43% of total
industrial exports from Sri Lanka
during H1 ’21.
Garments was the main exports
earner with $2.27 billion, noting
30.80% yearly growth.
While textile exports grew by

47.80% to $156.60 million in
January to June ’21 period.

Figure: Textile and garment exports in Sri
Lanka grew by 28% on a Y-o-Y basis to
$2.50 billion in H1 ’21. Courtesy: Manori
Wijesekera, GPJ Sri Lanka

Experts opined that the surge was
mainly due to the strong market
hopefulness in 2021. In addition,
Sri Lanka well managed COVID-19
infection in January to May period
this year that aided the country
gain an advantage over other
Asian apparel manufacturing
destinations where the pandemic
is still hurting their supply chains.
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Key features of Robintex’s MS LaRio
• Fastest in the world with top speed of 70
meters per minute
• Production capacity for knit fabric: 15-20
ton/day and woven fabric: 65-70,000 m/day
• Water based ink, No need of screen, 100%
Nickel free in bulk production
• Sustainable solution to Digital AOP arena :
Water-consumption reduced by 70% and
electric consumption by 30%
• No cost for ETP, completely sustainable

ROBINTEX GROUP
Corporate Ofﬁce: House 108 (5th
Floor), Road 11, Block C, Banani,
Dhaka, Bangladesh

Compliance:

Factory: Vulta, Rupganj,
Narayanganj Bangladesh
+88 02 9886218
 mail@robintexbd.com
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Managing dyehouse
towards zero: Cost saving
through innovation in
heat-setting

To stay competitive and
maximize profit printing
sector must look critically
at the printing process

Factory Tales: A video
documentary on super
performance digital
printing machine
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Steering Innovation

Managing dyehouse towards
zero: Cost saving through
innovation in heat-setting
Rahbar Hossain
Innovation in business is inevitable in a customerdriven industry. With each passing day, the business
needs to be better than yesterday to survive and in
turn, generate and grow profit margins. APS Group
is one of the familiar names in the Bangladesh textile
industry and is widely regarded especially for their
innovation and benchmark-setting initiatives, such as
‘Managing Dyehouse Towards Zero (MDTZ)’.

The stenter machine is from a well-known brand,
installed by APS group. The company Chairman
Hasib Uddin mainly took the initiative. In an effort
in describing the initiative, Hasib Uddin said, “We
have energy and space scarcity in our factories, and
every dyehouse has a minimum of 1 or 2 stenter
machines. Factories can’t install new stenter due to
space shortage, also it’s an expensive investment.
This development will help the dyehouses to be more
productive and energy-efficient and that was our
primary motivation of this development”.

Figure 1: Lycra single jersey fabric Heat-setting at 23m/min which
was previously 19m/min.

Recently, APS Group has brought a huge cost and
space-saving innovative development in stenter
machine. They have incorporated a pre-heat unit in
the stenter machine, which has increased production
capacity by around 25%. An insightful description of
the development has been provided below:
Table 1: Pre-heat unit specifications
Maximum working width

2600 mm

Machine dimension

4500 mm (L) x 1070
mm (W) x 2180 mm (H)

Consumables

Electricity, steam

Total connected electric
load

8.55 kW

Estimated steam
consumption

150 kg/hr.

Maximum allowable speed

50 m/min

Figure 2: Hasib Uddin, Chairman, APS Group sharing the story of
the development.

“We have taken the basic idea from already those
who have this kind of technology. But we have
designed and developed this in our factory which is
congenial for our industry also,” he added further.
APS Group have added an extra pre-heat unit (see
Table 1) right after the feeding zone. This is hard to
understand that the pre-heat unit is incorporated
additionally. The whole maintenance team and dyeing
team have given efforts to make it happen. Upon
multiple difficulties and hurdles, the machine is finally
running without any failure.
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Analysis of production data for Heat-setting
Table 2
Sl.

Fabric
Type

Before After
(m/min) (m/in)

1

Lycra
single
jersey

19

2

Lycra
fleece

3
4

Increase
(m/min)

Increase
(%)

23

4

21.05%

14

18

4

28.57%

Lycra
viscose

16

20

4

25.00%

Rib

15

19

4

26.67%

So, the estimated increase in production is about 2128%.
Previously, APS’s daily production used to be
between 7.5 to 8.5 tons per day for only heat-setting.
Daily production is currently 10 -11 ton per day after
incorporating the preheating unit. So, overall production
capacity has increased 25% on an average.

increase of total 35.28 kW electricity would have
been required. This means, 26.73 kW of electricity has
been able to be saved!
Comparison of thermal energy
This unit consumes about 150 kg steam per hour
which is equivalent to 1,00,000 kcal/hr. of thermal
energy. On the other hand, each chamber of a stenter
machine consumes 1,50,000-2,00,000 kcal per
hour. Thus, they would require 3,00,000-4,00,000
kcal thermal energy for two additional chambers.
Here, saving is 200,000-300,000 kcal/hr. of thermal
energy.
Comparison of dimension/space requirement
Most of the dye houses are in space crisis. But you
must increase your production capacity to cope up
the incremental business requirements. Two extra
chambers would take a minimum 6 meters space
while the preheating unit takes only about 1 meter.
Comparison summary

From the
Table 3
above data
Sl. Particulars
With
With 2 extra
Savings
Increase
(see Table
preheating unit chambers
(%)
2), it can be
1.
Electric
energy
8.55kW
35.28
kW
26.73
kW
21.05%
observed
consumption
that they
were getting
2. Thermal energy
1,00,000 kcal/
3,00,000200,00028.57%
roughly
consumption
hr.
4,00,000 kcal/hr. 300,000 kcal/hr.
1-1.25 tons
3. Total investment
$40,000
$70,000
$30,000
25.00%
production
4. Space requirement
1 meter
6 meters
5 meters
26.67%
from per
5. Increase in production 2.5 tons
2.5 tons
–
chamber from
the stenter
machine as it has a total of 7 chambers. In order to
The comparison summary (see Table 3) is clearly
achieve 2.5 tons additional production, they would have
showing that how profitable this new innovative
required an additional 2 chambers at a bare minimum.
development is!
Comparison of electricity consumption

Challenges APS experienced

The new pre-heat chamber has the following motors
for various purposes.

Although the journey has not been easy and smooth,
starting from the end of 2020, APS Dying unit has
been using the technology regularly. They had to
face machine parts scarcity in the local market and
adjustment of the new chamber with the machine’s
built-in chamber was the main challenge for APS
mechanical team.

3 Phase motor 2.2kW – 1 NOS
3 Phase motor 1.5kW – 3 NOS
3 Phase motor 1.1kW – 1 NOS
3 Phase motor 0.75kW – 1 NOS
The unit has a total connected load of 8.55 kW.
On the other hand, the addition of two more
chambers would require 2 more blowers (15 kW
each) and a larger motor for driving the chain, thus
resulting in an approximately 5.28 kW increase in
electricity consumption for the chain. Therefore, an

“Bangladesh has no infrastructure for industrial
machinery manufacturing. In fact, we have no such
backward linkage and raw materials. That’s why we
used some alternative materials and collected some
motor and gearbox from some other junk machinery.
Challenges made us more innovative!” added Mr.
Hasib Uddin.
The device has an extra controlling panel. If the
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These sensors can maintain steam flow to control the
temperature.
Unique advantages of the device
Generally, the widely available ‘continuous pre-heat
machines’ can’t do heat settings and ‘discontinuousmachines’ can do only heat settings. But the device
APS developed, which is ‘continuous-machine’, can
do both fabric drying and heat setting, up to 50m
per minute. Also, heat loss is negligible as heat is
transferred from body to body. Another unique point
is that the device doesn’t need any additional space.
Capacity of APS Group

Figure 3: Rashedul Islam Babu (ED, Knitting & Dyeing, APS
Group) showing how is the fabric quality to Tareq Amin (Founder
& CEO, Textile Today).

machine manufacturing company allows, APS team
can integrate the device controlling to the machine’s
master control panel.
How quality and heating uniformity ensured?
For single and double jersey fabrics, APS didn’t find
any quality issues and in order to ensure heating
uniformity, all drums are equipped with PT sensors.

Among the dyehouses in Bangladesh, there are
around 2000 stenters. If the companies want,
right now APS can prepare three devices monthly
with their existing team and capacity. However,
progressively, it is possible to prepare 8-10 devices
per month by setting up a small workshop.
If the entrepreneurs give opportunities to those
who are trying to bring innovative development in
machinery and in the production of small industrial
machines, this machine manufacturing heavy
industry will surely flourish in a very short period.
Additionally, fixed costs of the projects will come
down, which in turn will reduce overall business risk
as well, thus increasing value.

Bangladesh’s prospects in lingerie
Amena Kamal Khan
Bangladesh has a golden chance to capture this
high-end product segment and brighten the
country’s apparel product diversification. As lingerie
business is shifting from China for various reasons.
According to Zion Market Research, the global
lingerie market was worth $48 billion last year. It will
grow by $69 billion in 2024. However, setting up a
lingerie manufacturing factory requires a little more
investment than a normal knit factory. Bangladesh’s
RMG industry can pay close attention to this sector.
With the extra investment, it can earn a lot of
foreign exchange from this sector. Here are some
essential steps that can make Bangladesh the next
powerhouse in lingerie manufacturing:
1.	Banks must come forward and lower interest rates.
As the lingerie needs higher investment.
2.	Special cash benefits at a rate of at least 15% for
lingerie exporters.

Lingerie market expected growth by 2024
80
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50
40
30
20
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3.	Special benefits for lingerie investors to collect
taxes and VAT. In this case, the advance tax can be
reduced.
4.	Allocating land exclusively in special industrial
zones for investors in the lingerie industry. Giving
land at a reduced rate of at least a 10% discount.
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Fardin Fashion Ltd
One Stop All-Over- Print & Fabrics Solution Provider

Fardin Fashion Ltd (FFL) - an
up-and-coming company in the textile
all-over printing industry - located in
Ashulia, Savar, Dhaka. We are well
equipped with all the latest technologies
- ROTARY, FLATBED, DIGITAL &
SUBLIMATION - for providing any kinds
of printing solutions. We are pioneers for
strong R&D; vibrant & vastly experienced
marketing team; world class customer
service and 24/7 design support to
deliver the design sample within just 8
hours. We have established ourselves as
an important partner for a number of
renowned brands across the globe.

Compliances:

O ZDHC

Zero Discharge of
Hazardous Chemicals

Head Ofﬁce: House 18 (6th Floor), Road 13,
Sector 12, Uttara, Dhaka 1230

M. +88 01815 376606
+88 01816 823765

Factory: Dosaid School & College Road,
Ashulia, Savar, Dhaka 1341

E. ceo@fardinfashionltd.com
ceo.fardinfashionltd@gmail.com
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Exclusive Interview

Benevolent Textile Services started its journey in 2001. Since its inception,
the company has been focusing on providing textile printing solutions
facilitating technical and technological partnerships between
customers in Bangladesh and across the world. SPGPrints
becomes a unique printing solution provider around
the world. They are now providing rotary printing to
digital printing solutions. Their revolutionary technical
innovations made them the first to be able to offer highspeed printing of popular designs. Continuous product
innovation has brought them over 300 patents and enabled
them to rapidly redefine the digital printing landscape with
faster, more reliable and more versatile solutions.
Benevolent Textile Services is the exclusive agent of
SPGPrints B.V- the Netherlands in Bangladesh. Engr.
Ashraful Alam, Founder and President of the company,
has been successfully leading the company for a long
time. After completing his bachelor’s degree in Textile
Engineering and Technology from the Bangladesh
University of Textiles (BUTEX) he achieved versatile
experiences in several sectors of the textile industry. He
had also the opportunity to introduce latest state of
the art rotary printing machine, laser engraving
system and nova screens developed by
SPGPrints B.V., Holland.

“

In an interview with Textile Today Engr. Ashraful Alam shared his vision for a sustainable and most modern printing segment in Bangladesh.

To stay competitive and maximize
profit printing sector must look
critically at the printing process

Textile Today: Kindly share us
your journey, how did you start?

Ashraful Alam: Since the
beginning of Benevolent
Textile Services’ journey, it
provides unparalleled technical
and technological support to its
customers. Benevolent Textile Services
offers a range of printing screens,
chemicals, thickeners and specialty
auxiliaries for textile printing.
Because of our high-performance
products and professional services,
it has established itself as one of
the renowned trading companies,
especially in the textile printing
sector in Bangladesh.
We represent SPGPrints B.V. –
the Netherlands in Bangladesh.

SPGPrints is the leading provider
of system and application knowhow in textile and graphics printing.
In Bangladesh, we have brought all
of SPGPrints latest technologies like
laser engraving technology. Where
no water is required.
Besides, we introduced some
special screens from NovaScreen®.
Nova screens are characterized
by high-resolution and open areas
and a perfect paste flow. As a
result of this, a controlled amount of
paste is transferred to the substrate,
so you can boost print quality
and productivity. With which the
printing sector can save 15-20% of
printing paste – which is the main
costly item in printing. It can also
print in less pressure – meaning

increasing printing productivity.
Textile Today: How do you see
the prospect of Digital Printing in
Bangladesh?
Ashraful Alam: In my analysis,
Digital Printing has a very good
future in Bangladesh. Now a
number of Bangladeshi companies
are successfully running reactive
digital printing though initially, it
was not so easy. I want to say that
Bangladesh is already experienced
in reactive digital printing.
Very few companies have started
pigment digital printing though
there are some challenges in
pigment digital printing. But still,
no company has started ACID
and Disperse (not sublimation,
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direct disperse printing) printing.
If we want to make high-end
products like swimwear, outerwear,
innerwear for big brands like
Adidas, Nike, Puma, etc. I think it is
the best time to invest in this.
In the end, I want to say as we are
representing SPGPRINTS B.V, we
are offering our JAVELIN series both
for Reactive, Acid & Disperse digital
printing. We can support anyone
with our strong technical team.
Textile Today: How is Benevolent
Textile Services contributing to
the national and global printing
sector? How do you position your
company in the sector?
Ashraful Alam: As a technologyproviding company, I can proudly
say we are one of the leading
companies in the printing sector in
terms of sustainable printing with
reduced cost.
We teach our employees to ensure
that. Besides, we have introduced
special screens. So that they
know the art of better printing
techniques at less cost and less
environmental impact. In terms
of providing the newest printing
technology, we are certainly one of
the top companies.
Textile Today: How textile finishing
can be done using less chemicals to
save environmental pollution?
Ashraful Alam: Actually, there are
various types of textiles finishing
like mechanical finishing, chemical
finishing, and enzyme finishing.
For mechanical finishing, we
do not need any chemicals like
raising, sueding, calendaring,
shrinking, compacting, etc.
In addition, we have done some
research on textile chemicals’
environmental impact. For example,
in the traditional method, we use
different softeners to soften a
garment fabric, etc. which increases
the load in the affluent. And adversely
impacting the environment.
Whereas, in newer technologies

Figure 2: Textile Today Team was in conversation with Engr. Ashraful Alam.

– developed by some of
the leading textile chemical
technology providers – they
have developed a sustainable
calendaring process. Where textile
factories can produce the same
calendaring effect in the finished
fabrics – without being hazardous
to the environment.
A lot of intensive research has
been performed in the last decade
in the field of textiles along
with technical textiles. This has
resulted in increased knowledge
of the possibilities of this process
regarding demands as wettability,
shrinkage resistance of wool,
dyeability, printability, coating and
washability of conventional and
technical textile.
Like the plasma treatment has an
explosive increase in interest. Most
notably, this technology enables
the most up-to-date effects like
water repellency, fire retardant
fabric, anti-bacterial finish, etc.
Plasma treatments use in industrial
applications, for example in the
medical, biomedical, automobile,
electronics, semiconductor and textile
industry. So, I will say these types of
sustainable technologies will certainly
dominate the printing market.
Textile Today: What are the
specialties of Rotary screen
engraving machines?
Ashraful Alam: If I elaborate on the

Rotary screen engraving machines,
over the years, its technology has
evolved greatly from films to inject
engraving to present laser Rotary
screen engraving technology.
In laser, there are two
methods:
1. Direct laser engraving
2. Laser exposing.
In laser exposing, everything is
conventional except the laser
expose using a diode. Laser
exposing is the negative imaging
of a screen using unique direct
exposing technology. The entire
workflow remains the same as with
all other exposing technologies
like film or ink-masking. This makes
the system especially suitable
for customers who already have
this wet process but who want to
improve their quality of output.
Direct laser engraving is the
latest Rotary screen engraving
technology. Direct Laser Engraving
is a single-step dry process –
simply engrave your coated screen
with your desired design and print.
It eliminates costly consumables
like film or ink and time-consuming
processes like exposing and washing.
SPGPrints’ Direct Laser Engraving
(DLE) solutions are unique
regarding the quality of engraving
with CO2 lasers allowing
the engraving of plates and
seamless printing forms for several
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applications. Various materials like
polymer, elastomer, and lacquer can
be engraved independently of their
color for the flexo, dry offset, screenprinting and embossing applications.

I can proudly say that one of the
leading printing factories is using
our printing paste technology, and
they save around 20-25% printing paste.
We must use water stripping technology
– this ensures the reuse of rotary screens
up to 7-8 times. Meaning we have to
invest in these kinds of technologies to
save cost in the process leaving unethical
competition among ourselves for orders.

It is crucial to get the most
suitable rotary screen engraving
machine that can provide your
printing business with many
benefits. Specialties of rotary
screen engraving depend on
the usage of the software. At
Benevolent Textile Services, we use
the best available software. Here
we use different modules for color
separation, creative coloring, etc.
In our printing sector, people are
still dependent on Photoshop
and Illustrator – but these are
not textile-based. Whereas, our
engraving software are based on
textile. This ensures accurate color,
designers can easily manipulate
designs. Another benefit is the
raster file, which means it is made
up of pixels. When the image–
engraved by the laser machine line
by line, point by point – is ready, the
design will come out automatically.
Textile Today: Digital engraving
is becoming popular in the
Bangladesh printing industry.
How does laser engraving bring
an individual design or a personal
touch to a product? How is it
helping to satisfy buyers?
Ashraful Alam: As I said, you can
print and submit your sample
faster in direct digital laser
engraving. Because you have
polymerized screens in the stocks.
This process is fully automated,
meaning eliminating human error.
Here, sharpness is highest and
response is faster. This is how you
can satisfy buyers.
Textile Today: What prospect do
you see for the country’s printing
sector? How it can reap the benefit
from the ongoing corona situation?
Ashraful Alam: I believe textile
printing has a bright future. The
sector is growing simultaneously

Textile Today: How can new
entrepreneurs enter into the printing
segment? What kinds of the business
strategy should they follow?

with the Readymade Garments (RMG)
industry. Although, in the last decade,
the local conventional printing
units have been invested heavily.
However, with the rise of
sustainable purchase behavior
among fashion consumers – the
demand for newer sustainable
printing technologies and methods
will certainly grow.
Bangladesh is passing a
transitional period from average
and low-quality print to higher
and more sophisticated printing
qualities. In this context, I can
tell that we have an optimistic
future ahead. It is very crucial to
predetermine the market or buyer
you want to work with. Since if
you chose a brand that gives mass
orders, then rotary is the solution.
For short and specialized quantities,
digital and flatbed are ideal.
I must say unethical competition
to get orders is putting immense
pressure not only on the printers
but also on the technology
providers. To get out of this
scenario, the printing sector must
look critically at the printing
process which is ultimately
draining our profit. For example,
we are not reusing the printing
paste or automatic color kitchen.
There are dispensing systems that
will accurately dispense color (1gm
difference).

Ashraful Alam: In my opinion, new
entrepreneurs should come with
new concepts and new products.
As for investing in the printing
sector, new entrepreneurs should
get three digital printing machines
– reactive, acid, and disperse
to cover all the areas. With the
complementary of flatbed printing
machine. Expansion depends on the
growth prospects, and flatbed can be
complementary regarding investment.
With 3 printing machines, roughly
1800 meters of fabric can be printed
daily. So, this will be a very good
combination of reactive, acid, and
disperse for polyamide printing.

In our printing
sector, people are
still dependent on
Photoshop and
Illustrator – but these
are not textile-based.
Whereas, our engraving
software are based on
textile. This ensures
accurate color,
designers can easily
manipulate designs.
Another benefit is the
raster file, which means
it is made up of pixels.
When the image–
engraved by the laser
machine line by line,
point by point – is ready,
the design will come out
automatically.
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GOLLER Sintensa Cyclone
Washing Range – First wet process
of synthetic fabric production
CHTC Fong’s Story
The worldwide athletic apparel
market grew significantly between
2009 and 2020. This market is
further estimated to grow due to
peoples growing awareness on
sport and exercise in daily life, that
will bring in US$ 207 billion in sales
by 2025 (Source: https://www.
statista.com). There are many new
synthetic fabric manufacturers set
up and increased their production
capacity in the last decade.

even when wet, durable, easy-care,
lightweight, soft-touch, etc., are
intrinsic to activewear garments.
However, these properties are not
readily achievable in 100% cotton,
circular knitted fabrics. Hence
the need for synthetic circular or
warp-knitted fabric production
and processing becomes inevitable
for addressing the opportunities in
the activewear segment.

The very first step in synthetic
activewear processing or spandex
processing is spun oil washing
(refer to diagram 1). Goller is a
major international player in this
segment and a major supplier in
wet finishing lines for high-end
synthetic fabric manufacturers
worldwide.
GOLLER – A brief introduction
Goller was founded in Germany
and produced first open-width
textile processing ranges in 1948.
Goller became a member of the
CHTC Fong’s Group in 2006. The
integration of Goller into the CHTC
Fong’s Group helped it to develop
and spread at a tremendous rate
with its highly engineered textile
wet finishing ranges for the textile
industry.

Figure 1: Goller is one of the global market leaders in the manufacturing of open-width
textile processing ranges.

Nowadays, Goller is one of the
global market leaders in the
manufacturing of open-width
textile processing ranges and her
wet processing ranges including
those for spun oil washing are

These growth statistics
of athleisure products are
encouraging knit processors
to consider expansions and
diversifications to meet the
needs of this segment including
new players from India and
Bangladesh. Many investments are
therefore being planned to tap the
huge potential presented by this
segment.
Garment properties like protection,
insulation, moisture permeability,
stretch, shape retention, optimum
heat and moisture regulation,
rapid drying, dimensional stability

Figure 2: The spun oil washing ranges from Goller are suitable for wide varieties of fabric
from microfiber to spacer fabric.
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• Environment-friendly process
Success story
Thanks for the input of different
users which helped Goller to
design a versatile range for
various application and process.
Goller has successfully installed
more than hundreds of high
productivity spun oil washing
ranges worldwide for processing
undergarment, swimming and
activewear, including a modular
unit installed in front of the
Monfongs stenter.

Diagram 1. Process flow of synthetic fabric in dye house.

widely used to produce high
quality woven and knitted fabric in
worldwide textile dyeing factories.
Objectives of spun oil washing
Spun oil washing is a pretreatment wet processing of
synthetic woven or knitted
(circular/warp knit) fabrics with
an appropriate de-oiling chemical
agent to remove spun oils from
yarn & fabric surface. These
lubricants are applied in the
spinning process which remains
on the fabric through the knitting
process. The purpose of open
width spun oil washing process
is to make fabric pre-shrinkage,
reduce and keep certain levelling
of oil distribution on the fabric,
and thus ensure uniform dyeing
and finishing results in subsequent
finishing steps.

If a grey fabric with oils on it is
heat set, there is an accumulation
of these oils in the stenter. This
creates chances of fire in the
exhaust pipelines and in the heat
exchangers. Oil dripping further
creates quality problems in
subsequent processing. But after
spun oil washing, if the washed
fabric is pre-heated and set, the
stenter will remain oil-free and
safe, eliminating risks of fire and
improving fabric quality.
The benefits of Goller spun oil
washing ranges:
•	Avoids fire hazard in stenter
while pre-setting
• Even dyeing results
• Pre shrinkage of fabric
•	Suitable for wide range of
fabrics from light to heavy gsm

The spun oil washing ranges
from Goller are suitable for wide
varieties of fabric from microfiber
to spacer fabric. Some fabrics
have a Lycra content of 40% or
more, and weight of the fabric
is between 40gsm to 500gsm
in general. End-users of fabric
include Adidas, Calvin Klein, M&S,
Nike, UA, Uniqlo, Victoria’s Secret,
Wacoal …and other top clothing
brands in the fashion market.
Investment in continuous openwidth processing requires a lot of
knowledge, such as how to control
the tension and shrinkage of the
fabric. Goller has a wide range of
different modules and a team of
skilled engineers that can customize
her ranges to meet the specific
needs of customers in the field of
continuous open-width processing.
A long history, global experience,
continuous innovations make
Goller a popular choice for
continuous open-width processing
of both woven and knitted
products in the industry.

Turkish manufacturers to target US market
Abu Hasnat
Turkish textile manufacturers
showcased their products at the
second exhibition ‘i of the World’
in New York City.

The two-day event which concluded
on 29 September, drew a number
of leading US apparel producers,
designers and distributors.

The exhibition organized by the
Istanbul Textiles and Raw Materials
Exporters Association (ITHIB).

Ahmet Oksuz, ITHIB president
said, “Every year, the US imports
$43 billion worth of textiles,

making it the world’s largest
textiles market.”
Meanwhile Turkey represents the
world’s fifth largest exporter of
textiles, and the second largest
exporter to the EU.
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The 9th ZnZ Fabrics Week showcases
153 new fabric products
MD Akhtarujjaman Tony
Zaber & Zubair Fabrics Ltd, a gigantic textile &
apparel manufacturer in Bangladesh with 42 years of
manufacturing and marketing experience, and winner
of the National Exporter Gold Trophy for 11 times for
its paradigmatic export performance arranged the
9th edition of the Zaber & Zubair Fabric Week from
14-19 September 2021.

seen as the reference of their successful business in
terms of customer satisfaction at the exposition.
Though the core objective of this event is generating
orders from customers, but also branding the
Bangladesh textile & apparel industry worldwide by
being enlisted among the globally well-known textile
exhibition events.

At the event, they showcased 153 newly developed
products focusing the Autumn-Winter season of
2022-23 for their customers. The fabric samples were
presented in an innovative way this time by turning
them into garments beside leg mockup form so that
customers can observe the end product look with
the fabric.
Their most selling Core Products, new and
sustainable products for say, polyester recycled
fabrics, stretchy fabrics, textured fabrics, and fabrics
best for everyday use were presented in different
segments along with the products of their brand
Blue Jeans at the exposition.
“This time we have tried to use sustainable
materials for all our products to make them more
acceptable to the customers as well as end users,”
Md. Mozammel Hossain, Head of Marketing of ZnZ
Fabrics Ltd said while walking Textile Today through
the exposition. Such expositions also increase inquiry
from the customers and prompts sales, he also added.
Some exported sample products made of the fabrics
supplied by ZnZ, and sent by their customers also

Figure 2: Md. Mozammel Hossain, Head of Marketing of ZnZ Fabrics
Ltd. talking to Factory Tales Coordinator Rahbar Hossain.

ZnZ make a huge investment in research and
development to design and manufacture new
products by conducting market study so that they
can help buyers selecting fabrics for their products
rather than merely depending on the buyers. In R&D,
ZnZ has an enriched team including technically savvy
people from Italy, Sri Lanka, and India to develop
new and rend focused products.
“We want that after 10 years Bangladesh will attract
buyers as a trusted source of quality products no
just for the cheap ones,” Anol Rayhan, Sr. Manager
(Brand & Customer Care) ZnZ Fabrics Ltd. said while
talking about their R&D department’s capacity and
goals with Textile Today.
Visitors from various apparel manufacturing
companies said that such exhibition helps them to
choose the best one from all available fabrics and
suggest the new ones to their buyers.

Figure 1: The 9th ZnZ Fabrics Week showcases 153 new fabric products.

The next edition of ZnZ Fabrics Week is expected to
be held at the end of January 2022 which will focus
on the Spring-Summer season of 2023.
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Factory Tales: A video
documentary on super
performance digital
printing machine
Kazi Farhan Hossain Purba

Textile Today is now functioning as an effective
Innovation Hub and working for disseminating
factory knowledge, promoting innovations & best
practices and branding Bangladesh all over the
world. To make the knowledge more effective,
accessible and enjoyable to the audience, Textile
Today Innovation Hub (TTIH) has taken a new
initiative of walking the audience in factories with
videos packed with knowledge, industry expert
interviews and process descriptions that are
catered for the viewers with utmost care.
With that objective in mind, TTIH has published
their first Factory Tales video episode on their
YouTube channel which was filmed in Robintex, a
pioneering textile factory.
As a Factory Tales team member, I am going to
walk you through the ‘Behind the scenes of our
very first episode.
In front of the machine
After shooting the intro, Factory Tales Team went to cover the main
focus of the video – MS LaRio, a digital single pass AOP printing
machine, only one in Bangladesh. The colossal Japanese train lookalike machine came into the camera with its innate glory.
Shooting the step-by-step process
Being a complex machine of 204 heads, the working
process of this machine may seem difficult for an outsider.
To make the process crystal clear to mass people, the TTIH
Factory Tales team requested Md. Shariful Islam, Senior Vice
President, Dyeing and Printing to describe the full process
of reactive printing with MS LaRio.
Shariful walked us through every step from preprocessing
to the printing machine, its different parts, functions and
finishing processes in a very easy way which appeared to
be extremely helpful for any viewer wanting to learn about
digital AOP printing in the future to come.

Factory Tales team

GET, SET, GO!
On the 7th of September, the
Factory Tales team checked in
Robintex premises at 11:00 am and
the representatives of the Robintex
embraced the team with care.
After the initial ice-breaking and
introduction, wasting no time, the
team appeared at the walkways
of Robintex for an intro of the
video. With a mic in hand, Sanjoy
Saha, the chief presenter stood
with his full confidence and on
the other end Ashraful Alam, the
videographer, stood focused with
his camera. With the direction of
Rahbar Hossain, Factory Tales
Coordinator, the first-ever intro of
Factory Tales video documentary
rolled out.
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meters per minute.”
After asking Robin Razon
Sakhawat, the Director of Robintex
Group about the marketing
prospect of the machine, he
said, “Initially we had really small
machines. So, there were some
limitations on the capacity of the
orders that we could take. Now
that we’ve invested in a bigger
machine, we’re getting a very
good response from our buyers.
Right now, the order situation
is evolving. Every month we’re
getting more and more orders.
The local market is also very
strong in this sector. The response
that we’re getting from all the
buyers is fantastic so far!”

Figure 2: MS LaRio, Robintex’s singlepass digital AOP Printing machine.

Md. Nasimuzzaman Nasim, Junior
Vice President, Digital PrintingMSL Unit, took the responsibility
to describe the ‘Operational Wi-Fi
remote control’ where he can
control all the operations of the
machine with a tab in real-time.

I also had a part in the video!

1

We can save up to 95%
of water and 20-30%
electricity consumption
compared to the
conventional printing.”

Message from the Managing
Director and the Director of
Robintex Group
To make the Factory Tales video
complete for the viewers, we took
the interview of the minds behind
investing in such an expensive machine.
Regarding the reason behind
bringing MS LaRio to Bangladesh,
Sakhawat Abu Khair Mohammed,
the Managing Director said, “In
Robintex, our motto is to invest
in machines that are environment
friendly and productive. Ms LaRio
is not an exception to our motto.”
Regarding the environmental
and energy efficiency aspects,
Sakhawat said, “We can save
up to 95% of water and 20-30%
electricity consumption compared
to the conventional printing.”
The environmental aspect
is crucial but what about its
production? To clarify this, he said,
“The productivity is also much
higher. The more colors we use in
conventional rotary printing, the
slower it gets. But here, we can
run any number of colors at 25-70

Abu Khair Mohammed Sakhawat
MD, Robintex-Group

2

We’ve invested in a bigger
machine, we’re getting a
very good response from
our buyers. Right now, the
order situation is evolving.

Robin Razon Sakhawat
Director, Robintex-Group

As the continuation of Textile
Today Innovation Hub’s ‘Setting
Transformation Blueprint (STB)’
project, four projects are running
in Robintex. One of the projects
is about a comparative study
between conventional AOP and
Digital AOP printing which I’m
carrying out proudly and diligently as
a Transformation Leader (TL) with the
industry representatives and Textile
Today’s continuous support. As I have
worked closely with MS LaRio, I had
to describe my findings in front of the
camera for the viewers.
After taking all the interviews,
B-rolls and footage, we went home
with golden memories for making
educational content that will help
the AOP printing enthusiasts in
years to come.
Conclusion
Robintex Group believes in new
environment-friendly technology
which will help our upcoming
generations. Like Robintex, we
have a lot of exemplary factories in
our country which are maximizing
their profit, minimizing energy
consumption, carbon footprint and
taking care of the environment
with their best practices, latest
technologies and ideas. TTIH Factory
Tales is ready to embark you all to
those factories with the great video
journeys packed with adventure and
learning opportunities.
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Nice Denim tops in
woven fabric export
Rahbar Hossain
Nice Denim Mills Ltd. stood first in woven fabric
export from 2020. According to Bangladesh Textile
Mills Association (BTMA) data, Nice Denim exported
41,827,240 m/kg or $845.22 mn valued woven fabric
in 2020 (Jan-Dec). And in 2021 (Jan-Jul), Nice Denim
already exported 33,679,592 m/kg or $656.71 mn
valued fabric.
Ha-meem Denim and Shasha Denims stood in 2nd
and 3rd position respectively.
How Nice Denim holding out the 1st position?
Nice Denim Mills Limited, one of the leading
manufacturers and exporters of denim fabric, a
business unit of Saad Group started its journey in
2016 with a vision to establish itself as the largest
denim manufacturer in the world. Only within five
years of journey, this denim mill has been able to
stand out from others with its adoption of state-ofthe-art technologies and industry best practices.
Nice denim always giving priority to customers in
three ways. These three things are as follows.
1. Quality product
2. In time delivery and
3. Minimum costing
For producing quality products Nice Denim is taking
care of all raw materials from cotton to chemical. All
chemicals are GOTS & bluesign® certified. In fact, in
all the process quality is ensured diligently.
As raw materials are not available in this pandemic
situation, they keep 4 months stock in-house. That’s
why it is easy to deliver with the shortest lead time
and Nice Denim goes ahead of others.
“We always use machines at highest capacity.
Suppose the Ball warping machine’s maximum speed
is 400 m/ min. We are running at 400 m/min not
even at 390 m/min. This is how we are saving power,
manpower, water and other resources and achieving
the production goal with quality,” said Engr. Ahammod
Babor, Head of Operations, Nice Denim Mills Ltd.
Machine efficiency as well as saving time in production is
the main things to achieve production goal.
Sample development is also costly and timeconsuming, but Nice Denim is matching the maximum

Figure: Nice Denim Mills Ltd. operation team.

sample first time with their experienced team.
Nice Denim always adopt new technology, production
process and has many good practices such as• Salt-free dyeing
• Waterless dyeing
• Advance denim
• Cradle 2 Cradle
• Ozone finish
• Laser friendly product
• Condensate recovery
• Solar power (partially)
• Full in-house power
• Production friendly planning
• Proactive customer support (if necessary)
Table: Nice Denim Mills Ltd. at a glance
Establishment year

2016

Land area

967129 Sq. Ft

Section Area

572000 Sq. Ft

Production capacity

6 million Yards (Per Month)
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Fast or ethical?
Which fashion trend
to pick and why?
Dilruba Sultana
The race of getting trendy has
been never-ending. The world is
rotating not only by its momentum
but also by the continuous
alteration of fashion zests. From
the mid-nineteenth century
until now, the mass production
of clothes kept ascending at
the hands of fashion brands
and leaders of the industry. The
latest data inform us that we, as
consumers, consume 400% more
than we consumed 20 years ago.

safety precautions, health and
environmental hazards, female
worker abuse everything is less
considered under it when the goal
is only 'profit' and 'maximizing
profit'.

the workers, no child labor, safe
environment for both of the male
and female labor, paid leave and
health services, adequate safety
precautions and least amount of
damage to nature.

Ethical Fashion: Ethics should be
put into fashion. From seed to
selling, every stage of production
should have clearance, whether
it is harming the people, the

The ruthless pathway of fast
fashion: Here are some points
highlighting the detrimental effect
of cheap and quickly changing
fashion.

To meet this enormous demand,
the production side of fashion
goods is creating environmental
hazards. Additionally, by the name
of outsourcing at a cheap rate,
supply chains have been shackled
to minimal wage and poor working
conditions, which is drastically
inhumane in some cases.
This is what fast fashion brought
to our life; where questions keep
coming from the point of ethics.
So, ethical fashion emanated as a
reaction or as a solution to 'fast
fashion' devastation.
How to Define? Before digging
deep down, we should look at
the definitions of fast fashion and
ethical fashion.
Fast Fashion: Fast fashion
established 52 seasons instead of
4, focusing the largest amount of
cloth selling in the least amount of
time.
Cheap or child labor, poor working
environments, the least level of

Figure: Ethical fashion emanated as a reaction or as a solution to ‘fast fashion’ devastation.

planet and the animals as little as
possible or not. Thus, building safe
and sustainable living conditions
for future generations.
Ethical fashion teams up with
sustainable fashion, which has a
slight difference from the previous
one. Ethical fashion emphasizes
'living' not 'minimum' wage of

Environmental:
•	Liable for 10% or 1.2 billion tons
of global carbon emissions.
•	Responsible for 20% of water
waste globally.
•	Pollutes oceans, rivers and
stream waters heavily by
chemical wastes.
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RUNHE working to be a
well-established name in
Bangladesh textile industry

Fashion & Retail

•	85% of textiles are dumped
every year causing heavy
landfills.
•	Non-renewable sources are
getting depleted because of
over-usage
•	Animals like foxes, raccoons,
and wolves are killed for fabric
like Fur.
Societal
•	80% of apparel is made by
young women aged between
18-24
•	Forced and child labor is
evident in the rapid production
process.
•	Only 2%-4% of the price we pay
for clothes goes to the workers.
•	60-70 hours of working hours
per week generates only $300.
•	Female workers are paid less
than their male co-workers.
•	1 in 6 people is working in the
global fashion industry creating
a heavy labor percentage
dependent on it.
•	Vast tax breaks and lenient laws
& regulations are challenges for
developing countries
•	Working environments are
unsafe with no benefits or
protection
Big Brands' Fast Fashion
Practices:
1. H&M: The 2nd largest world
fashion retailer has failed to pay
a living wage to its 850,000
garment workers. This brand is
accused of neglecting the inhuman
working conditions of its workers
that caused more than 100 deaths.
2. SHEIN: The Chinese brand adds
500 products on its website at a
very cheap price causing textilemade landfills to be heavy. The
cheap rate raises questions about
its living wage policy.

3. BOOHOO: The British brand
was investigated by The Sunday
Times on one of its factory
workers who were making as little
as £3.50 an hour. Also, COVID sick
workers were compelled to go to
work. BOOHOO is claimed to be
one of the least sustainable fashion
brands in the UK.
4. FOREVER 21: This American
retail brand pays $4 per hour
which is less than the state's
minimum wage level. This brand
is accused of body shaming when
it sent diet bars to its plus-sized
customers.
5. URBAN OUTFITTERS: This
50-year-old American brand once
asked its employees to work on
the weekends for free to enhance
team-building activity! In 2020,
this brand was charged for stealing
an Australian indigenous artist's
design.
6. PRIMARK: "SOS messages"
were found in this Irish brand's
clothes written by one of the
Chinese workers, where it was
claimed that they were forced
to work 15 hours a day under
inhumane labor practices.
7. MISSGUIDED: Like BOOHOO,
this is another UK brand named
to be one of the least sustainable
brands in the UK. This brand
claims to be not only fast but also
rapid in fashion. 1000 new styles
per week are proof of the claim.
But what they avoid claiming is the
environmental detriment resulting
from this rapid fashion.
8. ZARA: Another secret message
was found in Istanbul, Turkey
in 2017 from the employees
who work under one of the
manufacturers of this Spanish
brand, saying they had to work
free before the manufacturer went
bankrupt.
9. VICTORIA'S SECRET:
America's most famous lingerie
brand is producing mostly from
unsustainable materials. This brand

is branded for using child labor
and sexual harassment of two
models who were fired just after
their complaint was made.
Ethical Fashion as a Solution: It
is high time to say goodbye to
fast fashion and embrace ethical
fashion to save the planet and
human rights. Below are some
points explaining why.
Ethical fashion emphasizes the
living wage of workers in every
stage of production.
•	Sustainable or environmentfriendly production is another
target of ethical fashion.
•	This fashion aims at better
working conditions and safety
assurance.
•	It encourages quality over
quantity.
For these reasons, ethical fashion
is costly indeed. But it never
exceeds the cost of lives, human
rights and the health of mother
nature. One thing we should all
care and that is, single purchase
at a high cost with high quality is
better than multiple purchases at
low cost with low quality.
Some Ethical Brands: The brands
mentioned here practice fair trade,
fair labor and many more as their
branding ethics. Important details
are included too.
BODEN, KOTN, PACT, BOODY,
PATAGONIA, TENTREE, ABLE,
EILEEN FISHER, TRADLANDS,
There are many in ques to be
called ethical fashion brands.
Each of them is sincere in their
fairness and transparency. All of
them are praiseworthy for their
efforts towards sustainability and
ethical practice. It is good news
for us that customers are getting
aware too. From 2018, the online
searches related to sustainability
and ethical fashion have increased
to 75%.
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R|Elan™
EcoGold with
CiCLO®– A
new revolution
in eco-friendly
fashion
Reliance Story
Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL),
India’s largest company, has
launched R|Elan™ EcoGold with
CiCLO® - a new fabric technology
having a unique chemistry that
enables activation of biomimetic
biodegradation process.
Ever increasing demand for
environment friendly products
from eco-conscious consumers
have enforced apparel brands,
fashion houses to seek a unique
chemistry that can provide a
biological solution to environment
related issues. R|Elan™ EcoGold with
CiCLO® fabric is designed to reduce
persistence of textile waste in landfills
and other related conditions.
Need for a solution to the
environmental crisis due to textile
waste accumulation
Today one of the major challenges
faced by the environment is the
accumulation of textile waste. In
the fashion industry, a majority
percentage of post-consumer
textile waste, weighing millions
of tons, end up in landfills. These
waste textiles can take up to 400+
years to decompose. In such a
scenario, it is extremely important
to be aware and take responsibility
to come up with new path breaking
solutions that can ensure reduction
of textile waste in landfills.
R|Elan™ range of fabrics from
Reliance Industries Limited offer
multiple possibilities with infused
technologies that bring about
special and lasting benefits in
the garment for the consumer.
R|Elan™ provides consumers nextgeneration fabrics that are in sync

with the latest fashion trends, and
fulfil their lifestyle needs as well.
R|Elan™ EcoGold with CiCLO®
fabric is the newest addition in the
R|Elan™ eco-friendly technologies
collection that enhances
sustainable fashion quotient.
R|Elan™ EcoGold with CiCLO® is
an innovative effort that will help
reduce the impact of unrecycled
textiles on the environment. This
technology enables microbes
living in the environment to break
down the materials and convert
them into basic elements like
carbon dioxide, water, minerals etc.
just like they break down natural
fibres. The chemistry used to make
the product is proven to be safe
for use in sustainable textiles by
OEKO-TEX ECO PASSPORT, an
independent certification system.
While unveiling R|Elan™ EcoGold
with CiCLO® for the fashion
industry, Mr Gunjan Sharma, CMO
– Polyester Division, RIL, said:
“Innovation and sustainability
are at the core of our R|Elan™
initiatives. To further strengthen
the core, we have introduced a
new path breaking solution in
sustainable fashion - R|Elan™
EcoGold with CiCLO® that will
help fight issue of textile waste,
conserve environment and at the
same time satisfy the consumer
needs of style and sustainability.
We are using one of the leading
CiCLO® technology of Intrinsic
Advanced Materials that makes
R|Elan™ EcoGold based fabrics to
degrade under specific conditions,
thus reducing the persistence of
textile accumulation in landfills.”
On the collaboration with Reliance
and R|Elan™ EcoGold, Mr Alastair
Drew, Intrinsic Advanced Materials:
“CiCLO® collaborated with Reliance
to make products that people love
and have a clear conscience about
the impact that those products
have on our earth. Together, we
will make a meaningful impact, one
step at a time. R|Elan™ EcoGold
will help apparel retailers globally
by giving them access to ecofriendly fibres that can be used to
make garments that will meet the

needs of conscious consumers.
R|Elan™ EcoGold with CiCLO®
reduces the impact of textile waste
on the environment. Now, get
ready to take eco-fashion to the
next level using R|Elan™ EcoGold
with CiCLO®.
About Reliance Industries Limited (RIL)
Reliance is India’s largest
private sector company, with
a consolidated turnover of INR
539,238 crore ($73.8 billion),
cash profit of INR 79,828 crore
($10.9 billion), and net profit of
INR 53,739 crore ($7.4 billion)
for the year ended March 31,
2021. Reliance’s activities span
hydrocarbon exploration and
production, petroleum refining
and marketing, petrochemicals,
retail and digital services. Reliance
is the top-most ranked company
from India to feature in Fortune’s
Global 500 list of “World’s Largest
Companies”. The company stands
55th in the Forbes Global 2000
rankings of “World’s Largest Public
Companies” for 2021 – top-most among
Indian companies. It features among
LinkedIn’s ‘The Best Companies to
Work For In India’ (2021).
About Intrinsic Advanced
Materials (IAM):
Intrinsic Advanced Materials (IAM)
is a joint venture formed in 2018
between Intrinsic Textiles Group,
a Silicon Valley start-up, and
Parkdale Advanced Materials, the
innovative fibers and yarns division
of textiles giant Parkdale, Inc., the
world’s leading manufacturer of spun
yarns. Our combined team is made
up of scientists, engineers and textile
industry veterans who are outdoor
enthusiasts and feel passionately
about protecting our planet.
IAM’s mission is to enable textile
manufacturers and brands to keep
making products that people love
with a clear conscience about the
impact that those products have
on our earth. There is a long road
ahead to solving the problem of
plastic pollution, but together, we
will make a meaningful impact, one
small step at a time.
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Denim trend is fast forward
with the fact of traceability
US Shampa
A perfect hanging Denim cloth in a store seems like
magic. But it’s much more than that. Because it has
the same story as an apple or a rose which needs
many human toils to bloom then poof!

particles is accurate. Still, this solution depends
on the potential to make significant changes
in circumstances of greenwashing trends and
sustainable products.

This elevated journey of a denim deal is needed
sustainability in terms of transparency about
products. So brands and retailers are collaborating
their efforts from cotton cultivation to worker welfare
by ensuring visibility and tracking of components—
including fibers, dye and trims to assist upstream
partners in proving provenance and quality.

Traceability also comes into play after the
consumer’s purchase. Here traceability is the lodestar
of a transparency initiative. It is a way of organizing
information of the earthly resources, the vast
human effort and ingenuity it takes to create even
something so small.
It is estimated that even if only 20% of jeans are
made out of recycled cotton, the whole process will
save up to 750 liters of water per pair of jeans. So
the Denim fashion is facing serious environmental
challenges.
Certainty about what components are in a pair of
jeans allows the garment to be recycled more easily
and effectively. As circularity enters the mainstream,
there is potential for suppliers to try to pass virgin
materials off as recycled inputs. Combatting this,
traceability validates that recycled materials are genuine.

Figure 1: Digital denim traceability is the solution to inform users
about the whole action of chains.

Because the anatomy of jeans includes numerous
components, from the fabric to trim such as thread,
zippers, buttons and rivets. And each of these
elements comes with its potential reputational risks.
So the customers want to track the journey of denim
from the farm to the closet hoping to restore the
inherent value by removing the magic with appreciation.
And hopefully, build some trust along the way.

Digital traceability is the solution
to inform users about the whole
action of chains. Its ability, together
with transparency, conceptualized
as an internal decision and assisted
by cross-sector collaboration are
found to be necessary to achieve
sustainability.
Extensive auditing is necessary to ensure that the
information corresponding to the microscopic

Labels can nominate suppliers and then prompt them
to avoid chemicals on the restricted substance list and
adhere to their corporate social responsibility guidelines.
Last year, Lane Crawford debuted sustainable fashion
popping with a social impact initiative to ensure
responsible habits. In partnership with blockchainpowered Lablaco, each garment offered a scannable
QR code where a fully traceable history – from who
previously owned the garment, where it has been
worn, the environmental impact of the purchase and
a digitized note from the original owner. It comes as
more consumers are growing aware of the ecological
consequences of fashion.
Dutch Cleantech Company has taken an initiative
partnered with The Movement with its blockchain
traceability solution app Aware.
Aware’s nanoparticle technology comes into play in
proving that the final jeans products are made out
of recycled material. More specifically, Aware can
trace the origins of the cotton used in production. It
claims to be the first technology in the world to trace
recycled cotton.
CertainT® platform tags test and tracks raw materials
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such as cotton and lyocell through each stage of
production— from spinning to dyeing, weaving
and cut-and-sew assembly. Materials are tagged with
a unique molecular tag and products can later be
forensically tested using a portable device at the yarn,
greige or finished product level to verify their legitimacy.
This added traceability is a valuable advantage for

D e n i m To d a y

communications of a product with the consumer by
touching the lives of many people: those who grow the
fiber and produce the yarn, fabrics, trims, and zipper.
Transparency starts with a Fabrication Facts tag.
Though some thinkers opine that it’s not good
for business to provide so much information to
customers but it’s the only way to do good business.

Intex South Asia International Business
Matching Week on 15-19 Nov
Textile Today Report
• International Textile Suppliers from 15 Countries & More
• Fashion Trends & Forecast for SS 22/23
• Interactive Business Forum Series
Intex South Asia International Business Matching
Week is being held from 15-19 November 2021
on Bee2Bee (www.bee2bee.asia), showcasing
international manufacturers and suppliers of
fibers, yarns, apparel and denim fabrics, clothing
accessories and allied services.
As one of the biggest and most established
international textile sourcing show of South Asia
having completed 7 successful editions in Sri Lanka
and Bangladesh and connecting over 1,000 global
textile suppliers with 25,000+ leading buyers from
30 countries and regions, Intex South Asia’s virtual
fair serves as a one-stop online sourcing platform
to help global manufacturers connect to discerning
buyers in South Asia and other international
economies and enable business opportunities across
the textile & apparel industry.
Bee2Bee is a smart and user-friendly virtual trade
fair and business matchmaking platform which has
already successfully arranged 4000+ B2B meetings
for 1200+ exhibitors and 10000+ buyers from 15
countries & regions till date.
With participation from India, Bangladesh, China,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, Korea, Turkey, Pakistan,
Vietnam, UK and Spain - the Virtual International
Business Matching Week will fulfil growing demand for
innovative & trendy fabrics & accessories for one of the
largest apparel manufacturing region in the world.
With multiple pavilions being organized by trade
bodies including FIEO and SRTEPC, the Intex South
Asia International Business Matching Week is shaping

Figure: Intex South Asia International Business Matching Week is
being held from 15-19 November 2021. Courtesy: Collected

up to be a tremendously dynamic and vibrant event.
This international platform is endorsed by the KOTRA
Colombo, Taiwan Textile Federation (TTF), Malaysia
Knitting Manufacturers Association (MKMA),
Thailand Textile Institute (THTI), TEXMAS - Textile
Merchants Group, Joint Apparel Association Forum
(JAAF), Sri Lanka Apparel Exporters Association
(SLAEA), Sri Lanka Apparel Brands Association
(SLABA), Pakistan Readymade Garments
Manufacturers and Exporters Association (PRGMEA),
Pakistan Knitwear & Sweater Exporters Association
(PAKSEA), Bangladesh Garment Buying House
Association (BGBA), Federation of Indian Export
Organisations (FIEO), The Clothing Manufacturers
Association of India (CMAI), Confederation of Indian
Textile Industry (CITI), Tirupur Exporters Association
(TEA), The Textile Association (India), Synthetic &
Rayon Textiles Export Promotion Council (SRTEPC)
and many more.
For further information please visit:
https://intexsouthasia.com/virtual/
index.html
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Export Updates

Bangladesh fares well in RMG
export to US than its competitors
Staff Correspondent
With the reopening of the economy and
improvement in the COVID-19 situation in the
US, Bangladesh’s apparel exports to the country
increased by 28 percent to $3.7 billion during the
January-July period of 2021.

Bangladesh’s apparel export amount to US (in BN)
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According to the US Department of Commerce's
Office of Textiles and Apparel (OTEXA), Bangladesh’s
apparel export shipment to the United States of
America rose by 28 percent to $3.7 billion during the
first seven months of the year 2021, which was $2.89
billion in the same period a year ago.
Compared to its closest competitors, Bangladesh
fared well in exports performance. China, the number
one exporter of clothing products to the US, also to
the global markets posted a 24.33 percent growth to
$9.13 billion.

2.89

Jan-July 2020

Jan-July 2021

Association (BGMEA).
Meanwhile, the worsening of the COVID-19 pandemic
in Cambodia and Vietnam is another reason for the
rise in exports.

Vietnam, the second-largest exporter of the US after
China, recorded a 16.43 percent growth to 0ver $8 billion.

“As the COVID-19 pandemic hit Vietnam and
Cambodia badly this year, which was not in the
previous year, the buyers relocated orders to
Bangladesh,” Mohammad Hatem, first vice president
of Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers and Exporters
Association told the Textile Today.

Cambodia’s apparel exports to the US rose by 7.88
percent to $1.65 billion, which was $1.53 billion in the
same period of last year.
On the other hand, India, the next-door close
competitor saw better growth than Bangladesh and
witnessed a 33.10 percent growth to $2.31 billion.

On the other hand, we are providing quality products
at a reasonable price and ensuring timely shipment at
any cost even in the pandemic, said the business leader.

"Global retailers went slow to place work orders
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. But with the start of
vaccination, they started placing orders as the store
was releasing stocks,” Kutubuddin Ahmed chairman
of Envoy Textile, told the Textile Today.
On the other hand,
consumers are in buying
mode because of ease in
the COVID-19 situation.
As a result, buyers have
imported goods with
larger volume from the
second quarter of the
year and it pushed the
exports earnings up, said
Ahmed, also a former
president of Bangladesh
Garment Manufacturers
and Exporters

3.7

We are very hopeful in retaining the growth as
the COVID-19 situation is better here and we are
providing all-out support to workers' health safety
and they are working, said Hatem.
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Reactive Dyes and Dye Intermediates
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ZERO WASTE
MANUFACTURING

SHREE PUSHKAR CHEMICALS & FERTILISERS LTD
301-302, 3rd Floor, Atlanta Centre near Udyog Bhawan
Sonawala Road, Goregaon (E), Mumbai - 400 063, India
MOB: +91 8657 4091 50, PHONE: +91 22 4270 2525
E-MAIL: nnm@shreepushkar.com
WEBSITE: www.shreepushkar.com

Figure 1: Mofazzal Hosen Pavel (Right), MD, Dongyi Sourcing Ltd, and Tareq Amin, Founder &
CEO, Textile Today signed for the cooperation on behalf of the respective companies.

Dongyi Sourcing and Textile Today
to work for steering innovation
AH Monir
Dongyi Sourcing Limited (DSL)
teams up with Textile Today for
steering innovation in the textile
and apparel industry.
In the signing program on 8
September at its premises
Mofazzal Hosen Pavel, Managing
Director, Dongyi Sourcing Limited,
and Tareq Amin, Founder &
CEO, Textile Today signed for
the cooperation on behalf of the
respective companies.
Amzad Hossain Monir, Manager,
Business Development and Md.
Eousup Novee, GM-HR & Strategy of
Textile Today were also present there.
Textile Today, the leading
global textile media platform in
Bangladesh appreciates Dongyi
Sourcing Limited (DSL) for its
contributions towards Textile
Today Innovation Hub.
DSL is a prominent readymade
garment buying agent and

exporter with a vision to deliver
world-class service, quality
solutions and value-added
services to end products for the
textile industries on a global level,
beginning from fabrics to fashion
through the market knowledge,
experienced sourcing professionals.
By 2025, DSL has a vision to be a
$100 million worth company.
Mofazzal Hosen Pavel said, “We
have started our journey amid
the pandemic. It was our main
challenge to keep the business
forward in such a troubled time. I
will gratefully thank my dynamic
team. As they made this journey
possible with their assistance.”
“We have focused and invested
in design and development. We
have a design team in UK besides
Bangladesh. We have very good
R&D and a design team. Who are
working relentlessly to ensure
quality and on-time product.”

“The beginning was not easy for us
to move forward with business as
Bangladesh and across the world
went for long-term lockdowns.”
“After June 2020, we didn’t have
to look back. And continuing to
move forward,” he added.
DSL Bangladesh offers product
sourcing, production and quality
assurance.
The company has cooperated with
prominent international buyers
such as NEXT (UK), Cencosud
(Chile), Crew clothing (UK), ASOS
(UK), Biedronka (Poland), MLSE
(Canada), Tequila Tromba (Canada),
Jeanologia – Walmart (Canada)
DSL is associated with top-rated
factories (Woven, Jersey and
Knitwear) in Bangladesh that
are highly organized, qualified, for
quality and on-time products, and of
course, compliance certified. It has a
few green-certified factories as well.
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Steering Innovation

It has a dynamic, talented, and wellexperienced team and a great office
structure, including fabric sourcing,
garment technology and compliance.
Design and product development
is the founding principle of Dongyi
Business has been built on.
Joining Textile Today Innovation
Hub
By partnering with Dongyi
Sourcing Limited, ‘Textile Today
Innovation Hub’ will expand to a
larger scale to bring innovations in
the textile and apparel industry.
Textile Today Innovation Hub has
been working on various industrial
projects in a systematic approach
to find out the solutions. The
solutions that can help the textile
and garment industries to become
more sustainable.
Tareq Amin said, “These signings
are really a milestone for the

Figure 2: Textile Today and DSL’s prominent team leadership and members graced the
signing ceremony.

Bangladesh textile and apparel industry.
As it signifies that the companies are
willing to drive innovation to achieve a
superior position not only locally but
also globally.”

Joining Textile Today Innovation
Hub, Dongyi Sourcing Limited
believes that the industry will
experience a new change in the
garment sourcing process, fabric
sourcing, development and research
team works and other processes.

Amin added, “In the initial stage
of the pandemic when everybody
was losing business, Mofazzal
Hosen Pavel started his Dongyi
Sourcing Limited at that very
moment. Which is truly amazing.
Showing his vision and confidence
to drive forward. I would say, this
courage is required throughout the
RMG industry.”

Being a part of this ‘Innovation
Hub’ Textile Today Associates will
not only support the platform to
function effectively but also the
Associates will be able to utilize the
knowledge, communication and
networking leverage of the platform
to position them in the markets as
an innovation-driven business.

Norsel Textilmaschinen AG
NORSEL AG, Switzerland

Reduce the number of human error caused of hand writing on grey fabric.
Saving fabric wastage by decreasing of marking size.
No more re-working because of lost information on the fabrics.
No mix up of fabric roll and easy sorting.
Full control of fabric inventory.
Track and trace fabric roll through all textile process.

www.norsel.com
BD hotline: +8801760385555
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Fineotex enters into a deep collaboration
with Eurodye-CTC for Indian market
Eurodye-CTC to transfer all its Indian business to Fineotex and
collaborate for technology transfer too
Fineotex Story
Fineotex Chemical Limited has entered into a
strategic collaboration with Eurodye-CTC, Belgium,
to commercialize specialty chemicals for the Indian
market. With this exclusive tie-up for the Indian
region, Fineotex will add to its portfolio specialized
pre-treatment and dyeing products for the cottonsynthetic and woolen fiber/fabric/yarn along with the
existing Indian business operation of Eurodye-CTC
with several well-known corporate accounts for their
very specialized products.

Choudhuri, CEO of Fineotex Chemical Limited.
“We are excited to have a competent and formidable
partner like Fineotex which has strong distribution
channels across India. The entire range of our
products can perfectly blend into the sustainable
textile value chain for India” said Michel Leclerc,
Managing Director, Eurodye-CTC.
Aarti Jhunjhunwala, Executive Director of Fineotex
Chemical Limited, said, “It is with immense pride
that we join hands with Eurodye-CTC. Fineotex
and Eurodye-CTC complement each other, and our
collaboration will ensure that textile companies can
procure their entire range of products and services
from a single source.”
Jhunjhunwala added, “Additionally, the textile
industry has received a huge boost from the Indian
government. Our collaboration with Eurodye-CTC
will ensure that all our textile customers benefit from
products that have green chemistries. Fineotex is
committed to the cause of the planet and people and
the cutting-edge research department of EurodyeCTC is known to be mindful of the environment and
ensures maximum conservation of earthly resources.”
Fineotex Chemical Limited is a global leader of speciality
chemicals headquartered in Mumbai India. Fineotex is
a leading speciality chemical producer with a market
leader position in the international textiles industry.

Eurodye-CTC as a partner brings to the table cuttingedge and specialized insight from the European
perspective, due to their deep four-decade-long
experience in research and development.
Additionally, the collaboration includes technology
transfers apart from channelizing Eurodye-CTC’s
existing business through Fineotex, under this synergy.
Eurodye-CTC, at its end, will capitalize on Fineotex’
special technical services for its existing customers too.
“Fineotex’ partnership with Eurodye-CTC will greatly
benefit our textile customers. As the Indian textile
industry gets ecologically sensitive and moves
towards greener and sustainable chemistry, we are
sure that the globally certified products of EurodyeCTC will find a huge demand from Indian companies.
Eurodye-CTC has REACH registration, Bluesign
certification & GOTS 6 certification for a large selection
of its product range. We hope to take this partnership
to other countries in the near future,” said Arindam

The company has entered the next phase of growth
by diversifying into growing home care and hygiene
products, and drilling specialty chemical segments.
On the basis of market capitalization as on March
2021, Fineotex ranks at 828 amongst companies
listed on NSE.
The business is well-diversified across key
international textile hubs such as Brazil, Germany,
Turkey, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
USA and Vietnam. FCL’s objective is to leverage
Fineotex and Biotex’s strengths to expand its market
share across existing and new customers in both
Indian and international markets.
Eurodye-CTC group is a world-renowned European
brand for specialized textile auxiliary manufacturer
with footprints in 60 countries. Eurodye-CTC offers
a rich selection of products which meet international
quality standards like REACH registration, GOTS,
Bluesign, Green screen, which ensures that its
formulations are free from any harmful ingredients.
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Matt Miner to
Join Walmart
as Global Chief
Ethics and
Compliance
Officer

News and Analysis

Huntsman Corporation to set up
a bonded warehouse at AMEZ
Textile Today Report

Textile Today Report
Recently, Walmart announced
that Matt Miner has been
appointed as executive vice
president and global chief ethics
and compliance officer.
Miner, with more than 20 years of
compliance and legal experience,
will lead the company’s global
compliance program and report
to Rachel Brand, Walmart’s
executive vice president of global
governance, chief legal officer,
and corporate secretary.
Also, he is absolutely thrilled to
join the business. He can see
this as an opportunity unlike
any other to tackle complex and
diverse issues as part of a truly
extraordinary company.
Miner comes to Walmart from
the Washington office of Morgan,
Lewis & Bockius LLP, where he
served as Partner and Leader
of the Washington White Collar
Litigation and Government
Enforcement Practice.
In this role, he advised numerous
companies on building and
enhancing their compliance
programs. He also represented
clients in connection with a
wide range of government
enforcement matters.

Figure: Projected view of Abdul Monem Economic Zone.

Abdul Monem Economic Zone
(AMEZ) is the second private
sector economic zone to
receive final approval from the
Bangladesh Economic Zone
Authority or BEZA. The zone is
situated 37 km towards the east
of Dhaka city adjacent to DhakaChattagram highway near the
Meghna-Gumti Bridge. Recently,
Huntsman Corporation (HUN),
a well-known chemical supplier
in the Bangladesh textile sector,
has decided to set up a bonded
warehouse in the Abdul Monem
Economic Zone.
HUN has leased five acres of land
from Abdul Monem Economic
Zone. In the first phase, HUN will
invest USD 20 million, which is TK
170 crore in Bangladeshi currency
(TK 85 per dollar).
Mohammad Harunur Rashid, an
adviser to the Abdul Monem
Economic Zones Authority, said,
"The US Company’s investment
in the pandemic was certainly
positive. Other investors will
also be interested to see it. The
design of Huntsman Corporation's
factory has already been finalized.
Construction of the factory will
start from next month.”
Later, HUN will set up a factory to
produce chemicals with raw materials
imported from abroad. HUN will get
duty free facility for the import of raw
materials which HUN has to keep in
the bonded warehouse.

HUN will manufacture chemicals
used in the textile industry,
especially softeners and
detergents at the bonded
warehouse. Traders in the
Bangladesh textile sector now
import these raw materials from
China, India, and Europe which
takes them a lot of time, costs
and more. So it is expected that
Bangladesh's textile sector will
benefit if it can take chemicals
from HUN.
Abdullah Al Mamun, Co-President
of BTMA, said to media, “If
Huntsman Corporation imports raw
materials from abroad and produces
chemicals here, it will be good for
textile traders. However, if Bonded
Ware House sells finished products
there, it will be a hoax”.

If Huntsman
Corporation imports
raw materials from
abroad and produces
chemicals here, it will
be good for textile
traders. However, if
Bonded Ware House
sells finished products
there, it will be a hoax”.
Abdullah Al Mamun
Vice President, BTMA
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been appointed as executive vice president and
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Te x t i l e S o l u t i o n s

Ruhul Amin, Country Manager,
Ningbo Runhe High-Tech
Materials Co., Ltd.
From the very beginning of our
journey in Bangladesh. I had a
vision, that RUNHE will be a wellestablished name in Bangladesh
textile industry.

RUNHE working to be a
well-established name in
Bangladesh textile industry

Bangladesh is an important market
for us as it is one of the top
garments producing country. And
Runhe gives its utmost importance
to it capture more and more
market share. And now, I can say
that Runhe Chemical’s a wellknown name in Bangladesh.
The Company develops and sells
textile pretreatment-dyeingfinishing Auxiliaries and other
quality products. And finishing
is our main strength – providing
quality products to our customers.

Runhe Chemical operates
around 14 countries. And we
have a strong supply chain
and provide products in only
10-12 days.
The company has a target to
increase its sales volume in
Bangladesh by $4 million by 2021.
Although, COVID-19 was a wakeup
call for the whole textile value
chain. On the positive note, Runhe
Chemical Bangladesh have not
experienced a nose dive in its
business in the pandemic. Rather
we are witnessing a steady growth
in sales volume.
For instance, in pre-pandemic
time, our chemical products
sell was around $2 million, now
it is going to increase from the
previous year.
In Bangladesh market, Runhe
Chemical has a good product
range and we are especially strong
in textile finishing – softener,
silicon softener, wetting and

Figure: Ruhul Amin, Country Manager, Ningbo Runhe High-Tech Materials Co., Ltd.

detergent, etc. – knit dyeing,
woven, washing in addition, we
have developed water repellent
chemical products, which is ZDHC
level 3 certified product.
We ensure a good support for our
customers. For any difficulties we
provide immediate assistance.

Sustainability is one of
Runhe Chemical’s top
priority. Runhe takes
the premise of "quality
first" and conforms to
the development trend of
"green and environmental
protection".
It has internally operated ISO9001
and ISO14001 management
systems for many years, and has
passed OHSAS18001 intellectual

property system certification;
products have passed bluesign,
GOTS, OEKO-TEX certification ;
Products have passed SGS, ZDHC
hazardous substance testing,
and have continuously won the
honorary titles of high-tech
enterprises, provincial research
institutes, high-tech enterprise
research and development centers,
Zhejiang science and technology
enterprises, provincial well-known
trademarks, China's well-known
trademarks, etc. Ten invention
patents. With the establishment
of post-doctoral workstations and
enterprise expert workstations,
it is a powerful promoter of the
introduction and R & D projects
of Runhe material talents. Also we
have other top level certifications as
well. We will strive our business with
mutual cooperation of our customers
as a renowned global brand.
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Associations' Activities

KiK finances Covid-19 vaccines
for RMG workers in Bangladesh
Textile Today Report
German clothing discounter KiK recently donated
towards the purchase of Covid-19 vaccines for
garment workers in Bangladesh.
The donation was made through the Bangladesh
Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association
(BGMEA), which will be forwarded to the Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare, BGMEA said in a press
statement on Tuesday.
The donation is part of KiK’s social responsibility
program as a long-standing partner of the garment
industry in Bangladesh.
BGMEA President Faruque Hassan said, “The garment
industry serves as the most important pillar of the
Bangladesh economy. This sector has suffered
tremendously from the effects of the Covid-19
pandemic and continues to do so to this day.”
Earlier in July, Bangladesh launched a vaccination
program for its RMG workers.

BGMEA seeks Spanish investment
in non-cotton and technical textiles
Textile Today Report

BGMEA seeks support of BD
Embassy to expand apparel
exports to US market
Textile Today Report
BGMEA President Faruque
Hassan and Vice President
Miran Ali met with
Bangladesh Ambassador
to the USA M Shahidul
Islam in Washington D.C on
September 10.
Figure: BGMEA President
During the meeting BGMEA
Faruque Hassan and
President Faruque Hassan
Vice President Miran Ali
met with Bangladesh
sought support and
Ambassador to the
cooperation of the Embassy
USA M Shahidul Islam
in Washington D.C on
in promoting bilateral trade
between Bangladesh and the September 10.
USA, including increasing
apparel exports to the US market.

He also requested the envoy to assist in exploring
avenues of attracting investment from US
businessmen and non-resident Bangladeshis in textile
industries in Bangladesh, particularly in the noncotton segment.
Faruque Hassan expressed thanks to Ambassador
M Shahidul Islam for his support and endeavor
in ensuring a positive bilateral trade relation of
Bangladesh with the USA.

Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) recently sought Spanish investment
in manufacturing non-cotton and technical textiles.
BGMEA President Faruque Hassan made the call during
a meeting with the Spanish Ambassador to Bangladesh
Francisco de Asís Benítez Salas at the apex apparel
body’s office in Dhaka, according to a statement.
BGMEA Vice President Shahidullah Azim also
attended the meeting.
The trio discussed various issues, including the
progress made in implementing workplace safety and
social and environmental sustainability of the local
readymade garment industry, added the statement.
Apprising the priorities of the RMG industry, the
BGMEA president stressed the production of valueadded apparel items made from man-made fibre
(MMF) and innovation in product development and
process optimization.
He highlighted the potential of the industry and the
need for industry upgrading, particularly in skills
and efficiency enhancement areas, technological

Figure: Francisco de Asís Benítez Salas receiving a token gift from
BGMEA President Faruque Hassan.

expertise, and diversification of products, especially
those produced from non-cotton.
Hassan sought support from the Spanish embassy
regarding the potential of foreign investment in noncotton and technical textiles and high-end apparel items.
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Textile millers going for
expansion to capture more
share in local market

Demand for
preferred fibers
growing rapidly

Did you know adding the IoT
makes textile inventory
management easier?
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The Trust Protocol provides,
for the first time, annual and
verified data to brands and
retailers for seven areas of
sustainability aligned with the
U.N. Sustainability Goals.

Through third-party
verification, robust data inputs
and bale-to-mill trackability,
the Trust Protocol gives
brands and retailers the critical
assurances they need to prove
the cotton fiber element of
their supply chain is more
sustainably grown with lower
environmental and social risk.
The more sustainable cotton
choice, today and tomorrow.
To learn more contact:
Ali Arsalan
aarsalan@cotton.org
+88 02 5503 5410
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Textile millers going for expansion to
capture more share in local market
Textile Today Analysis
In 2020, textile exports from the South Asian nation
dropped by nearly 17%. Shipments to Europe, which
is the destination for 60% of Bangladesh's garment
exports, recorded a significant decline to 19%. But
this year in 2021 the scenario is changing. In Europe
and America, with the improvement of the Corona
pandemic situation, the purchase of ready-made
garments has increased at an extraordinary rate.
KM Rezaul Hasnat is the chairman of Viyellatex
Group said, "In the last financial year, the textile mills
faced huge financial losses but the situation has
changed since January, 2021 and a huge amount of
orders are coming.”
Global brands are willing to change their sourcing
points from China. Apparel exports plunged 39.23
percent in January 2020 to $7.63 billion from $12.55
billion in December 2019, the market analysis tool
TexPro. The exports dipped 15.11 percent for the year
2020 (January to November) to $112.54 billion from
$132.57 billion in 2019.
So, Bangladeshi entrepreneurs have decided to
increase their production capacity to get the orders
which are shifting from China to Bangladesh.
Despite the epidemic, Bangladesh's textile sector
made new investments of Tk 4,060 crore in the last
11 months. The new investment will add 2 million
spindles to the spinning sector in the next two
years. According to the Bangladesh Textile Mills
Association (BTMA), 10 new textile mills have applied
for membership in the 11 months from November to
September this year.
New investments in Bangladesh textile sector
Textile Mills

Investments in Crore

Maksons Group

850

N.R. Spinning Mills Limited

373

Al-Baqarah Dyeing and Printing

8

Mondol Spinning Mills Limited

378

Rbd Fabric

10

Row tech

59

Karim Tex Limited

695

Abul Kalam Spinning Mills Limited

450

Universal Denim Limited

600

Jinnah Textile Mills - dbl group

637

Total

4,060

Source: BTMA

These investments were made to modernize the
industry, increase the capacity of Bangladesh's
textile backward linkages and decrease the lead time.
The BTMA President Mohammad Ali said, "In the last
20 years, many mills have gone out of business and
those that could not be modernized have lagged
behind. Besides, there was a reform in the textile
industry for five years in a row so a lot of investment
is coming which will increase our capacity."
Mohammad Ali is the chairman of Maxons Group
announced an investment of Tk 850 crore in two phases
on 30 acres of land in the Bangabandhu Economic
Zone at Mirsarai in Chittagong last December.
Meanwhile, Karim Tex Limited is setting up a
spinning mill at Kalampur in Dhaka's Dhamrai with an
investment of Tk 695 crore. This 1 lakh 10 thousand
spindle factory will produce 60 tons of yarn a day.
Managing Director of Karim Tex. Wahid Mia said,
“The global demand for knitwear like T-shirts,
trousers has increased tremendously during the
Corona period. That's why a lot of orders are coming.
We have decided to make new investments to meet
the additional demand.”
At the same time, the demand for yarn and fabric
is also increasing. However, as foreign buyers give
less lead time than before, the pressure has come on
the domestic textile mills. Rising yarn prices are also
pushing Bangladesh's apparel sector into turmoil.
Additional demand for yarn and fabric will continue
in the coming days. So manufactures have focused
on new factories as well as business expansion.
MA Rahim, Vice Chairman, DBL Group, said, “Jinnah
Textile Mills will have 56,544 spindles. Production
will start in 2023. There are plans to produce some
special yarns as well as ordinary yarns.”
Abdus Samad, Vice Chairman of S Alam Group, is
setting up a factory called Universal Denim at an
investment of Tk 650 crore in Bhaluka, Mymensingh.
1 lakh yards of denim cloth will be produced here
daily. Three and a half thousand people will be employed.
DBL Group is developing DBL Industrial Park in
Shrihat Economic Zone of Moulvibazar. Last month,
the leading garment and textile conglomerate
announced plans to set up Jinnah Textile Mills there
with an investment of Tk 638 crore.
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The factories will start production
this year and next two years. In
addition, many textile factories
are investing in business expansion.
According to a BTMA high official,
the spinning industry will be able to
produce 16 million bales of cotton
within the next two years after the
new mills will go into production.
75% of the investment will go to
the spinning section, while the rest

25% is will go to weaving, dyeing,
finishing and sizing sections.
BTMA President Mohammad Ali
said, “Bangladeshi entrepreneurs
buy machines from two or three
world-renowned companies. Those
companies are booked for the next
two years due to huge investment.
If someone wants to buy a new
machine, he will not get it before
2024.”

Yarn in South Asia (USD/kg)

Source: BKMEA, BTMA

Top 10 fabric exporting mills in 2020
Textile Today Analysis
Almost all of the country's top
fabric manufacturers are doing
good business.
According to the Bangladesh
Textile Mills Association (BTMA),
the owners of fabric mills were
adversely affected at one stage of
the onset of COVID-19 outbreak
in 2020. However, by the middle
of this year, the export-oriented
big industrialists are signaling a
positive change in the pace of
business.
Table: Top mills fabric export
amount in million meter/kg in
2020 (Jan-Dec)
Source: BTMA
Nice Denim

41.83

Ha-Meem Denim

28.20

Shasha Denims

26

Paramount Textile

21.36

Akij Textile Mills Ltd 20.46

Figure: Country's top fabric manufacturers are doing good business in the last two and a
half years from the beginning of 2019 to July 2021.

exported clothes worth $84.5
million worth of fabric. And in
January to July of 2021, Nice
Denim exported $69.7 million
worth of fabric.
Table: Top mills fabric export
amount in million meter/kg in
2021 (Jan-July) Source: BTMA

Envoy Textiles

19.31

Nice Denim

33.67

Mahmud Denim

18.53

Ha-Meem Denim

25.93

Amber Denim

17.46

Shasha Denims

15.09

Silver Composite
Textile Mills Ltd.

16.26

Pioneer Denim
Limited

14.50

Square Denims

15.98

Square Denims

13.93

Nz Denim Ltd

12.13

Envoy Textiles

12

Nice Denim became the top fabric
exporter in 2020. Nice denim is
capable of producing 72 million
yards of denim annually. Nice
Denim, one of the largest textile
manufacturers in the country. In
2019, exported $73.1 million worth
of fabric. In 2020, the company

Akij Textile Mills Ltd 10.99
Amber Denim

10.23

Paramount Textile

10.05

Ha-Meem Denim was second

position with exporting 28.20
million meter/kg in 2020. Shasha
Denims hold the third position
in 2020 with 26 million meter/
kg. Consequently followed by
Paramount Textile 21.36 million
meter/kg, Akij Textile Mills Ltd
20.46 million meter/kg, Envoy
Textiles 19.31 million meter/kg,
Mahmud Denim 18.53 million
meter/kg, Amber Denim 17.46
million meter/kg, Silver Composite
Textile Mills Ltd. 16.26 million
meter/kg and Square Denims 15.98
million meter/kg.
The biggest challenge last year
was to keep the textile factories
running. While work orders
were much lower. Buyers were
pressurizing to reduce the apparel
price but manufacturers had to
take orders in lower prices to keep
the factories running in the interest
of the workers.
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Top 10 yarn exporting mills in 2020
Textile Today Report
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Badsha Textiles Limited of Badsha
Group of Industries is the leading
company in the country among the
BTMA member companies in the
production and export of yarn. It
produced 44.55 million kg yarn in the
2020 calendar year. While it earned
100.24 million dollars in the first seven
months of the 2021 calendar year.

Yarn export amount of top ten mills (In million Kg) in 2020 (Jan-Dec)

NRG
Spinning

Given below are the leading 10
yarn exporters of Bangladesh:

AA Coarse Spun Ltd. – a company
of AA Holdings – exported yarn
worth $60.67 million in 2020. In
the first seven months of the 2021
calendar year, the spinning mill
exported $70.39 million yarn.

Also on the list are NRG Spinning
– produced 17.03 million kg yarn,
Maksons Spinning – produced
16.45 million kg yarn and Pakija
Cotton Spinning Mills Pvt Ltd. –
produced 16.21 million kg yarn in
the 2020 calendar year.

Pahartali
Textiles

All in all, the liquidity of the yarncloth mill owners' business is now
quite good. In terms of financial
viability, this is more reflected
in the export statistics of large
corporations.

Pahartali Textiles and Hosiery of
MM Ispahani Limited, was one of
the top ten yarn exporters last
year in terms of export value. It
produced 18.28 million kg yarn in
the 2020 calendar year.

MSA
Textiles

On top of it, the effect of a rise in
raw materials prices also boosted
the primary textile segment.

In the first seven months of the
2021 calendar year, the export value of
MSA spinning stood at $40.83 million.

Square Textiles produced 32.34
million kg yarn in the 2020
calendar year. In 2020, Square
exported more than $97.1 million
worth of yarn. And in the first
seven months of the 2021 calendar
year, Square Textiles exported
more than $70 million worth of yarn.

Kamal
Yarn

However, in the middle of this
year, the big export-oriented
industrialists are signaling a
positive change in the pace
of business. As increased
demand has been created in the
international market. Resulting in
an increase in the purchase order.

MSA Spinning – another company
of AA Holdings – exported yarn
worth $60.94 million in 2020.

In the first seven months of 2021,
Badsha Textiles and Kamal Yarn
have exported yarn worth 6.33
million dollars.

MSA
Spinning

According to the Bangladesh
Textile Mills Association (BTMA),
the owners of the yarn mills were
adversely affected at one stage
of the onset of the COVID-19
outbreak in 2020.

AA Coarse Spun Ltd. produced
26.49 million kg of yarn in the
2020 calendar year.

MSA Textiles – another company
of AA Holdings – exported yarn
worth $40.94 million in 2020. In
the first seven months of the 2021
calendar year, the export value of
MSA Textiles stood at $60.07 million.

AA Coarse
Spun Ltd

Although, the pandemic caused
by the novel Coronavirus has been
going on for more than a year and
a half. Causing disruption for the
millers as well as for the whole
apparel supply chain.

Kamal Yarn, another concern of
Badsha Group of Industries, is
also in the top ten by producing
22.83 million kg yarn in the 2020
calendar year.

Square
Textiles

In the last two and a half years
from the beginning of 2019 to
July 2021, spinning mills have also
performed really well.

Although in 2019, the company
supplied more than $12.50 million
worth of yarn to export-oriented
garment factories, it exported just
over $110.64 million worth of yarn
in 2020.

Badsha
Textiles Ltd

Bangladesh's textile spinning
sector is witnessing a good time
as yarn export and consumption is
growing in local garments factories.
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U.S. Cotton Trust Protocol adds
global apparel leader, PVH Corp.,
and its iconic brands as members
Cotton USA Story
The U.S. Cotton Trust Protocol is pleased to
announce the membership of PVH Corp., one of the
largest global apparel companies. This membership
will help PVH achieve its commitment to sustainably
source 100% of its cotton by 2025.
By joining the Trust Protocol, PVH will receive
verified data on sustainability practices from U.S.
cotton growers and access to aggregate year-overyear data for water use, greenhouse gas emissions,
energy use, soil carbon, soil loss and land use
efficiency.
“Joining the Trust Protocol helps us move forward
in reaching our sustainability goals and driving
continuous improvements in sustainable cotton
sourcing for our brands and at scale for the industry,”
said Marissa Pagnani McGowan, Chief Sustainability
Officer, PVH Corp. “This program will enhance our
ability to provide sustainable product offerings to
our consumers.”

“We are proud to welcome PVH as a new
member and to help them meet their bold
sustainability ambitions as established
in their Corporate Responsibility strategy
Forward Fashion,”

- Dr. Gary Adams,
resident of the U.S. Cotton Trust Protocol.

“In a period of growing demand for verifiably
sustainable supply, the Trust Protocol empowers
U.S. growers to demonstrate their stewardship and
be recognized for the environmental efforts they’ve
increasingly undertaken.”
The Trust Protocol has welcomed more than 450
brand, retailer, mill and manufacturer members since
its launch in 2020. This includes Levi Strauss & Co.
and its legacy brands, Gap Inc. and its collection
of purpose-led lifestyle brands as well as global

Figure: By joining the Trust Protocol, PVH will receive verified
data on sustainability practices from U.S. cotton growers and
access to aggregate year-over-year data.

apparel manufacturer Gildan. The Trust Protocol has
also welcomed UK retailers Tesco, Byford and Next
Plc. Other Trust Protocol member announcements
include the first 10 U.S. mills to join and the first
members in Latin America.
The U.S. Cotton Trust Protocol is aligned with the
UN Sustainable Development Goals, recognized by
Textile Exchange and Forum for the Future, and part
of the Sustainable Apparel Coalition, Cotton 2025
Sustainable Cotton Challenge, Cotton 2040 and
Cotton Up initiatives.

“Joining the Trust Protocol helps
us move forward in reaching our
sustainability goals and driving
continuous improvements in sustainable
cotton sourcing for our brands and at
scale for the industry,”

- Marissa Pagnani McGowan
Chief Sustainability Officer, PVH Corp.
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A world of colors YarnMaster®
PRISMA RGB full-color monitoring
Loepfe Story
RGB foreign matter detection is
the new benchmark for spinners
when managing contamination
control precisely to individual
requirements. The YarnMaster
PRISMA F-sensor illuminates the
yarn in the full spectrum of light
using the additive RGB color
model.
This absolutely unique
technology for yarn quality
control which uses the three
primary colors red, green and
blue, adding wavelength for
wavelength to enable world
unique full-color monitoring.
This unparalleled full color
functionality heralds in a new
era of foreign matter detection.
Enabling unprecedented
reliability in the detection
of foreign matter – in all
colors – even delicate shades
and whatever the glossiness
differences, in any type of yarn,
or indeed in any color and
mixtures thereof!
Beyond that, the RGB technology
allows a new color-based
determination of organic materials
within the yarn to separate them
from regular disturbing foreign
matter. These organic materials,
in particular, do not necessarily
have to be removed from the yarn
during the winding process, as
they are eliminated in subsequent
processes anyway. Important
factors such as these are taken into
account by YarnMaster PRISMA and
given the highest priority.
This is because the precise
detection and classification of
a disturbing or non-disturbing
defect leads directly to a lower
cut rate, which immediately
results in higher efficiency

and waste reduction. This is an
absolute MUST for the efficient
and effective performance of a
spinning mill. The YarnMaster
PRISMA yarn clearer system is the
right choice for every spinning mill.
Starting in basic yarn clearing
where already a massive increase
in efficiency - while keeping the
chosen quality - can be achieved.
Going further, through all quality
levels up to the absolute superyarn that is free from defects
which could not even be seen by
the human eye.
In summary, the YarnMaster
PRISMA enables the spinner to
reliably guide the yarn quality
control completely according
to his needs while balancing its
efficiency and quality. This aligns
fully to meet Loepfe’s ultimate
goal - ‘we want YOU to perform’.
30 years ago, in 1991, Loepfe
took a pioneering role in the
introduction of foreign matter
detection based on the SIRO yarn
clearing principle. The degree of
raw material contamination has
not improved since then.
The ability to control the
contamination in yarns is therefore
still of greatest importance to
spinners. With YarnMaster PRISMA,

Loepfe once again assumes the
leading role and elevates yarn
clearing to a new level - providing
maximum reliability in foreign
matter detection.
Open up new worlds - the
YARNMASTER® PRISMA
generation!
This next-generation yarn clearer
system focuses entirely on the
spinners’ needs. The four-sensor
technology guarantees the
four key benefits - Productivity,
Profitability, Versatility and
Reliability - at all times.
YarnMaster PRISMA represents
the new benchmark that opens up
new worlds where efficiency and
quality are in balance, yarn waste
and energy are reduced, one device
covers all challenges and Swissmade quality is the standard.
Get ready to dive into new
worlds:
•	Productivity Balanced efficiency
and quality
•	Profitability Yarn waste and
energy reduction
•	Versatility No limits in material,
color, climate, yarn count
•	Reliability Swiss-made and firstclass service

Figure: YarnMaster® PRISMA.
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Demand for
preferred fibers
growing rapidly
Textile Today Report

Global fiber
production
scenario.
Global fiber
production
per person is

14kg
in 2020

34%

Fiber production:

growth to 146 mn
tons by 2030

Fiber production has almost
doubled in the last 20 years
from 58 million tons in 2000 to
109 million tons in 2020, and is
expected to increase by another
34% to 146 million tons in 2030.
Global fiber production per person
increased from 8.4kgs per person
in 1975 to 14kgs per person in 2020.
According to a new Textile
Exchange report, the market share
for preferred fiber and materials
grew significantly in 2020. The
Preferred Fiber and Materials
Market Report 2021 outlines the
market for plant fibers such as
cotton, hemp, and linen; animal
fibers and materials such as
wool, mohair, cashmere, alpaca,
down, silk, and leather; manmade
cellulosics (MMCFs) such as viscose,
lyocell, modal, acetate, and cupro;
as well as synthetics such as
polyester, polyamide, and more.
The results show that between
2019 and 2020 the market share
of preferred cotton increased from

109 mn
tons in 2020

24 to 30 percent and recycled
polyester from 13.7 to 14.7 percent.
Preferred cashmere increased from
0.8 to 7 percent of all cashmere
produced while Responsible
Mohair Standard certified fiber
expanded from 0 to 27 percent of
all mohair produced worldwide in
its first year of existence in 2020.
The market share of FSC and/or
PEFC certified MMCFs increased
to approximately 55-60 percent.
While the market share of recycled
MMCFs is only 0.4 percent, it is
expected to increase significantly
in the following years.
Brands’ increased interest in
the use of preferred fibers and
materials was also demonstrated
by an impressive 75 percent
increase in the total number of
facilities (to 30,000) around
the world becoming certified to
the organization’s portfolio of
standards in 2020.
These standards include the
Global Recycled Standard (GRS),

Organic Content Standard (OCS),
Recycled Claim Standard (RCS),
Content Claim Standard (CCS),
Responsible Down Standard
(RDS), and Responsible Wool
Standard (RWS), Responsible
Alpaca Standard (RAS) and the
Responsible Mohair Standard
(RMS). In early 2021, Textile
Exchange launched the Leather
Impact Accelerator (LIA) to
address the major sustainability
challenges throughout the bovine
leather supply chain from farm
to finished leather, including an
Impact Incentives program.
However, the report also notes that
despite the increase, preferred
fibers only represent less than
one-fifth of the global fiber
market. Less than 0.5 percent of
the global fiber market was from
pre- and post-consumer recycled
textiles.
Indeed, global fiber production
has almost doubled in the last
20 years from 58 million tonnes
in 2000 to 109 million tonnes in
2020. While it is not yet clear how
the pandemic and other factors
will impact future development,
global fiber production is expected
to increase by another 34 percent
to 146 million tonnes in 2030 if the
industry builds back business as
usual. If this growth continues, it
will be increasingly difficult for the
industry to meet science-based
targets for climate and nature.
Whether for current or
post-pandemic business,
the production and use of
preferred fibers and materials
must be a non-negotiable
decision
La Rhea Pepper,

Founder and CEO
Textile Exchange

“Now is the time to accelerate
a transition to increasingly
sustainable practices to reduce
conventional fiber and material
production’s footprint on the planet.”
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Fiber demand growth %
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Textile Exchange aims to be the driving force for
urgent climate action, and its Climate+ strategy
calling for the textile industry to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by 45 percent by 2030 compared to
a 2019 baseline in the pre-spinning phase of textile
fiber and materials production, while also addressing
other impact areas interconnected with climate such
as water, biodiversity, and soil health.
“Increasing the uptake of preferred fibers and
materials, proliferating regenerative practices,
mitigating land-use change, supporting the transition
to renewable energy, and encouraging innovation
and circularity are known solutions towards Textile
Exchange’s Climate+ goal,” says Liesl Truscott, Textile
Exchange Corporate Benchmarking Director.
"There isn't time for the textile industry to pretend it can
continue to go down the same path it has been on,” says La
Rhea Pepper, Chief Executive Officer at Textile Exchange.
In fact, the greater the growth of the conventional
fiber and materials market, the greater the challenge
to address GHG emissions reductions will be.
Instead, courageous, ambitious, decisive, and
innovative action have to guide us in the next nine
years that are so decisive for the future of our planet
and all life on earth."
It is data and commentary like this that validates
why I put so much time and effort into building
FUTUREVVORLD.
Our aim is to be a place of growth and illumination
that will help us become more responsible terrestrials
who consider the planet and its inhabitants when, and
if, we choose to consume new “things".
As the fashion and footwear industry continues to
shift their focus to attract the conscious consumer, I
hope you'll join our mission in celebrating the growth
and awareness of those "courageous, ambitious,
decisive, and innovative" designers, brands and
releases, that promote a healthier, more sustainable
and inclusive world.
This news was published in Textile Exchange

Hub of the textile world
Groz-Beckert is the world’s leading provider of industrial machine needles,
precision parts and fine tools for knitting, weaving, felting, tufting, carding
and sewing.
As a globally active family-run company, we currently employ around
9,000 employees – more than 2,200 of whom work at our headquarters in
Albstadt, Germany.
We maintain long-term partnerships and open dialog with our employees
and customers, because we know: we can only move forward together.

www.groz-beckert.com
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Geotextile: The emerging frontier
Sabbir Rahman Khan
The term ‘Geotextile’ can be
separated into two pieces, ‘geo’
and ‘textile’. Theoretically, the
word ‘geo’ originates from the
Greek word meaning ‘earth’.
Geotextiles can be defined as
natural or polymer fabrics with
permeable textile materials that
are used in combination with soil
or any other civil engineering
material.
It is a branch of technical
textiles, is commonly used in the
construction of roads, drains,
harbor works, breakwaters, land
reclamation, and many other civil
engineering purposes and can
separate, filter, reinforce, protect,
or drain when used in association
with soil. They are generally used
as an alternative to granular soil filters.
Geotextiles can be divided into
two main categories: Fiberbased geotextiles & Fabricbased Geotextiles. Natural fibers,
Man-made fibers, Polypropylene,
Polyester, Polyamide and
Polyethylene, fall under “Fiberbased geotextiles.”
On the other hand, “Fabric-based
Geotextiles” entail woven, knitted
and non-woven geotextiles[1].
Five major functions play parts
for geotextiles to have its wider
application in both large-scale
civil engineering projects and
small-scale hardscape projects.
The functions entail separation,
drainage, filtration, reinforcement,
and sealing/protection.
According to the European
standards, requirements of
geotextiles in the application
areas are defined by: roads,
railways, earthworks, retaining
walls, drainage systems, erosion
control, dams, canals, underground
structures, solid waste disposal,
liquid waste containment, etc.
The introduction of geotextiles

was established in China and
Kerala of this subcontinent. Tracing
back to early civilization, woven
mats made of roads which were
used in Babylonia was the early
evidence of geotextile.
The wider application of
geotextiles began during the
1950s after the invention of
polymeric materials. Netherland
was the first country to initiate
the development of man-made
geotextiles in 1953 through
the “Delta” project to save the
country from the ravages of floods
generated from the Northern Sea.

Figure: The demand for jute geotextile in
developed economies is increasing day by
day because of its eco-friendly features
and competitive costings. Courtesy:
Collected

Other developed countries like
the USA started using geotextiles
especially to prevent soil erosion.
Around the 1960s, manmade
geotextiles started to gain
momentum around the globe[2].
At present, seven local
companies meet over 95% of the
country’s demand for nonwoven
geotextiles. And, woven
geotextiles are used in some
projects, including railways, but
domestic companies are yet to
manufacture woven geotextiles.
Currently, the world geotextiles
market is witnessing rapid growth
due to stringent government

regulations on the commercial use
of geotextiles. Moreover, due to
various functional advantages over
other materials, global demand for
geotextiles is increasing.
Furthermore, increasing
population, rapid urbanization
and increasing investments in
infrastructural developments are
some major factors triggering the
growth of the geotextiles market.
The global market for geotextiles
is anticipated to grasp USD8.24
billion by 2020, according to a new
study by Grand View Research
Inc. which further revealed that
the Asia Pacific was the biggest
geotextile end-user and is also
expected to be the fastestgrowing regional market over the
forecast period.
Besides, increasing regulatory
support in emerging countries
including India, China, UAE and
Brazil is also projected to enhance
the demand for geotextiles.
Non-woven geotextiles were the
most frequently used geotextiles
over the years, at an expected
consumption of 1,561 million
square meters[3].
For the last two decades in
Bangladesh, geotextiles or
geosynthetics have been applied
to some extent in the construction
of railways, roads (temporary and
permanent), highways, embankments
and retaining walls, in erosion control
and drainage systems.
According to industry insiders,
demand for geotextiles will grow
day by day in Bangladesh as there are
many infrastructures development
projects on the pipeline.
It is encouraging to note that
1.47 crore geobags and 68,000
geotubes were used in river
training meant for the Padma
bridge project. The demand for
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geotextiles in Bangladesh now
stands at BDT10 to BDT12 billion
per year[4]. The use of geobags
started in the country during
the last leg of the 1990s. In that
period, the demand then was met
through imports, mainly from Malaysia.
However, with our continuous
rise in demand for geotextiles,
dependence on imports decreased
considerably following the
commencement of domestic
production of nonwoven
geotextiles. At present, seven
local companies meet over 95%
of the country’s demand for
nonwoven geotextiles. And, woven
geotextiles are used in some
projects, including railways, but
domestic companies are yet to
manufacture woven geotextiles.
According to sources, Dird
Felt Ltd. was the first to start
marketing geotextiles in the
country. Presently, the company
employed about 1,000 people and
has a daily production capacity of
about 75 tons.
In addition, natural fiber-based
textile especially Jute geo-textile
(JGT) is becoming popular day
by day. Even though jute is a
seasonal agricultural crop, it still
widely grows in the South Asian
subcontinent, particularly in
Bangladesh.
The demand for jute geotextile in
developed economies is increasing
day by day because of its ecofriendly features and competitive
costings.
Research showed that JGT can
absorb 300%-400% of water. For
example, one square meter of JGT
can absorb 1.5-2.5 liters of water.
Hence, JGTs efficiently biodegrade
in a prolonged moist environment.
Leveraging on its jute production,
Bangladesh can earn billions of
dollars from the domestic market
by ensuring proper use of jute
geotextile (JGT) in preventing soil,
river and embankment erosion and
landslide in hilly areas instead of

exporting raw jute.
Considering the unique features
embedded within geotextile, we
surely can develop our homegrown weaving, non-woven and
warp knitting capability to master
the skills to manufacture fabrics
of varying specifications for the
progression of the geotextile sector.
Encouragingly, every year
Bangladesh Government allocates
a huge budget to build or renew
roads in rural-urban areas. If
geotextiles are used, then the life
span of those roads will increase
manifold.
Another potential avenue is the
effective management of the
sludge generated by Effluent
Treatment Plants (ETPs) installed
around Bangladesh.

spare parts
suitable for
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By using geobags, one can
easily separate the solid waste
from the slurry leading to a
safer environmental solution.
Pourashava and city corporation
management can take resort to
geotextile-led solutions during
clearing mud-clogged drains to
separate solids from liquid.
However, more research is required
to analyze and enhance the
performance of geotextiles in the
Bangladeshi context.
Experts suggest that
nanotechnology can be applied
for this purpose and modification
of both natural and synthetic
fibers as well as novel finishing
processes can be performed to
attain the best-desired properties
for the diverse and viable practical
application of geotextile.
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Norfil benefits
from flexible
production with
Comber E 90
Consistent quality thanks to reliable realtime information with Rieter Quality Monitor
Rieter Story
Rieter’s latest comber E 90 achieves the highest
level of productivity available on the market.
Together with the high raw material utilization and
the economical energy consumption, this results in
the lowest production costs per kilogram of combed
sliver. In addition to these capabilities of the E 90,
the Rieter customer Norfil was particularly impressed
by the continuous monitoring of the sliver quality.
This makes unpleasant surprises in the yarn a thing
of the past.
The comber E 90 produces up to 100 kilograms of
combed sliver per hour. The high combing speed
of 600 nips per minute, as well as the stable and
fault-free running behavior of the machine, enable
this highest standard of productivity (Fig. 1). In
addition, the E 90 delivers all quality levels with high
consistency: from yarns with low noil extraction to
fine yarns in a class of their own.
High flexibility and consistent quality
This flexibility was also an important aspect for Brazil
based Norfil S.A. to invest in the comber E 90. Norfil

Figure 1: The comber E 90 achieves the highest level of
productivity available on the market.

is a family-owned business in the state of Paraiba that
was founded in 1989. Thanks to continuous investments
in technology and automation, the company now
produces 2 400 tons of yarn per month.
Using raw material from their own cotton plantation,
Norfil manufactures high-quality yarn for the apparel
industry, with combed cotton yarns as their main
product. The company was looking for a comber that
could not only deliver consistently high quality; it
should also have the capability to produce different
quality levels with high consistency.

Their new comber E 90 meets these
expectations. The operating unit is very
easy to use, which enables Norfil to flexibly
change the quality requirements. The new
technology components developed for the E
90 significantly reduce the noil extraction and
lead to improved raw-material utilization.
Real-time information on sliver quality
The whole production at Norfil takes place with
total control over the sliver quality thanks to the
Rieter Quality Monitor (RQM). This proven Rieter
draw frame technology is now fully integrated in the
comber E 90. A sensor continuously monitors the
sliver quality produced by the comber and constantly
delivers exact and reliable information regarding the
current quality level. This allows deviations in sliver
weight and sliver evenness to be detected early.
As a result, unpleasant surprises in the yarn due to
changed settings in the comber are a thing of the
past at Norfil.
Its owner, Fabio Borger (Fig. 2), states: “The new
comber E 90 takes many things off our hands so

Figure 2: Fabio Borger, owner of Norfil, appreciates the reliable
real-time information provided by the Rieter Quality Monitor.
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that we can concentrate on our priorities. This is
mainly due to the Rieter Quality Monitor (RQM). It
is easily adjustable, and we can trust the settings.
The comber delivers the promised quality very
consistently at a high productivity rate.”
Quick change of noil level
Another requirement of Norfil for the new comber
was the ability to quickly change the noil level. Using
the E 90, they can quickly change from 14% to 24% –
this extends their working range and saves raw material.
The company can now produce sliver with a low noil
level of 14% with maximum consistency for Ne 30 at
a rate of 550 nips/min – with enough headroom to
easily accelerate to 600 nips/min if needed (Fig. 3).
Thanks to the huge noil savings with the E 90, Norfil
also managed to cut costs while maintaining quality.
Rieter has developed new technology components
for the E 90 that significantly increase the range of
applications of the top comb and circular comb. With
this new development, it is possible to reduce the noil
extraction amount by 3%, without the need to change
the settings of the top comb and circular comb.
As a result, raw material utilization is improved
significantly with low noil extraction. Maximum
output remains consistent even when producing

Figure 3: The comber E 90 delivers consistent CV-values at a
lower noil level compared to the former model E 62 and E 66.

high-quality yarns.
Norfil is very satisfied with the ongoing support from
Rieter technicians throughout the E 90 installation
project. In cooperation with Rieter technologists,
Norfil was able to implement new ideas, resulting in
a new combing process designed for their specific
needs. The comber E 90 is the best solution for
Norfil and they have already ordered the next batch
of combers.

MATI Industries Ltd launches “Protein Nest” project
Staff Correspondent
MATI Industries Ltd. is performing a project
called “Protein Nest” which basically focusing the
proper balanced food dietary of RMG workers in
Bangladesh. The inauguration ceremony of "Protein
Nest" was held on September 2021. Project Director
Manjurul Ahsan Pavel and Md. Asraful Alam Miraz,
Managing Director along with Tareq Amin CEO
and founder of Textile Today were present at the
inauguration ceremony.
Bangladesh is a country where more than 4.4MM
people are working in the RMG sector among them

more than 60% of workers are women. Apart from
their regular work in the factory, these women
are performing many roles in their daily life which
reduces their attention to individual health.
MATI Industries Ltd have introduced a model called
“Protein Nest” where they have targeted these RMG
women workers as well as male workers (including
family) to facilitate them sufficient protein with
another necessary food commodity in affordable
quantity, price and with better-quality compare to
the local market in the factory premises with the
concept of fair price shop.
“Protein Nest” is driven by a vision of a society
with equality where all the workers of different
industries(initially focused on RMG) will have access
to safe and nutritious(includes protein) food with
affordable price and quantity which will improve
their living standard in different parameters like
health, income, etc. To establish “Protein Nest” a
contract between Factory and MATI will be signed to
proceed further.

Figure 1: Distinguished guests of project 'Protein NEST's the
inauguration ceremony.

Next project of MATI Industries Ltd will be called
“¯^vej¤^x” which basically focusing the building of
entrepreneurship among the poor people at the
same time ensuring healthy food for the family. The
moto is “building health by learning business”.
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Did you know adding the
IoT makes textile inventory
management easier?
Emily Newton
There is a growing interest in
using the Internet of Things (IoT)
to improve inventory-related
tasks that originally occurred
through manual labor or educated
guesswork. For example, smart
sensors can give real-time updates
about stock levels or client orders.
Using the IoT for better inventory
management in textiles is not yet
common. However, that could
change as decision-makers get
acquainted with the benefits
mentioned below and others. Here
are some of the advantages you
can expect.
1. Understanding customer
behaviors and preferences
Mass production has long been the
ideal in the textile sector. However,
the fabrics used to make clothing
for people around the world don’t
always result in garments that fit
most customers well. That’s why
the IoT could spark a trend toward
smaller lot sizes, driven by textile

companies getting up-to-theminute details about what people
most want to buy.
For example, some companies let
people access online portals and
customize their garments. IoT
sensors could provide accurate
data from a brand’s warehouses to
potential customers, letting them
know the estimated lead times for
clothes they want to create.
Similarly, IoT sensor data from a
warehouse could show peaks and
dips in different kinds of fabrics.
Having that information gives
useful insights regarding possible
emerging trends.
2. Keeping tabs on clothing waste
and returns
When people no longer want
clothes that are not in good
enough condition to sell to
another owner, they often take
them to specialty clothing banks
or recycling centers. However,
people also return nearly new

Exclusively Promoting
in Bangladesh
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Figure: The IoT will help the textile sector stay competitive.
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clothes due to flaws, such as if
the stitching comes unraveled
or there’s other evidence of
poor-quality craftsmanship. The
IoT could help with both these
instances.
A textile waste collection company
called Ekocharita used 600 smart
sensors to monitor the fill levels
of clothing drop-off containers.
The results showed that this
approach caused a 30% reduction
in the time required to collect 1
ton of textile waste. The sensors
also caused a 20% decrease in
associated costs.
Textile company leaders could also
use IoT sensors to track the items
customers most complain about.
For example, do they return items
and express dissatisfaction due
to fabric defects, inconsistencies
in coloring or other reasons?
Updated data then makes it easier
to get to the root of the problem.
Is it a processing issue inside the
factory, a problem with the raw
materials or something else?
3. Maintaining worker health and
productivity
Succeeding with inventory
management means having
enough team members on hand to
keep operations running smoothly
without swamping individuals
or whole departments with the
extra workload. There’s a lot of
interest in manufacturing smart
textiles that help people monitor
their health. One prototype made
at MIT featured 30 sensors in a
T-shirt that measured things like a
wearer’s heart rate and respiration.
However, the IoT can also help
people stay healthy at the factory
level, ensuring they can work
at their best. For example, one
research project involved using an
IoT sensor to measure cotton dust
at a textile facility. Raw cotton
dust can irritate the eyes and lungs
and cause permanent damage.
That’s why regulatory bodies,
including the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA),
have workday exposure limits.
The IoT sensor researched for this
purpose collected temperature,
humidity and dust data, then
alerted managers when the
levels surpassed the permissible
amounts. Getting that ongoing
information could encourage
decision-makers to take action
by using air filtration equipment
or having people wear protective
gear in areas where cotton
processing happens.
Efforts like these to keep people
healthy and avoid the side effects
of their jobs could help factory
leaders have enough workers
to handle textiles and get them
ready for shipment. That outcome
has a positive knock-on effect
by allowing brands to meet
expectations for their fashion
industry clients.
4. Providing better textile
processing visibility
The people who oversee well-run
textile factories must consider
things that people unfamiliar with
the industry would overlook. For
example, what’s the best way
to store products in the facility?
That often depends on their
processing stage or format. Roll
textile carousels keep fabrics easily
accessible and off the floor, while
vertical garment carousels are for
fully finished pieces, such as suits
and pants.
Factory managers must also figure
out which factors enhance or limit
successful production. IoT sensors
can give richer details about
every aspect of what happens in a
textile facility, from fabric cutting
to dyeing. Factory floor managers
can then see where bottlenecks
exist, which processes are
particularly streamlined and more.
For example, Pacific Textiles uses
real-time analytics to achieve the
desired fabric colors, support
growth plans and more. Having

that information available at
any time allows leaders to take
corrective action before an
identified problem becomes
prohibitively costly.
IoT data supports improved
quality control for various
textile-handling steps, too. One
machine automatically monitors
yarn tension and alerts factory
personnel when it falls outside
of set parameters. Users can
also access detailed machine
performance statistics, helping
them see where things went
wrong and determine the cause.
Better access to real-time data can
tie into restocking efforts, as well.
It could reduce product waste,
meaning textile company leaders
don’t have to purchase supplies
as often. Alternatively, IoT sensors
could reveal how long it takes to
make a certain garment from start
to finish, helping managers set
more accurate expectations for
customers.
The IoT will help the textile sector
stay competitive
These are some of the many
examples of why representatives
from textile companies often
decide it’s worthwhile to pursue
IoT technology for improved
inventory management. However,
people will see the best payoffs
by identifying current weaknesses
and determining how advanced
sensors and similar products could
help.
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Building on Denim Success

Building on prevailing denim success
Md. Eousup Novee, Bablu
Denim as a chunk has been distinctive for its
contribution to the total export and textile industry
as a whole. Few years back, a significant portion
of the denim fabric would have been imported
from China, Pakistan and India to meet the export
demand. With the time evolves, homegrown denim
fabric mills started to feed the sector remarkably.
Straight off, local fabric mills support over half of the
total demand of denim exports. The fabric quality we
ensure not anyhow less than that of the importing
countries. Manufacturers could bring a variety of
fabric to use them multiple applications and styles.
A big investment was made to increase capacity in
this sector and the trend of investment is furthering
more.

Yet, the sector lags behind the capacity of aptness
in design, development and the high end fabrication
like China. As of now, 35 fabric manufacturing
factories can produce 435 million yards yearly
whereas, garment manufacturers still have to import
large amount of fabric - 350 to 400 million yards
yearly from China, Vietnam, India and Pakistan.
Besides homegrown capacity, US trade policy
concerning to China puts forward Bangladesh to
clutch opportunity in the recent years.

Bangladesh's share of denim in US market in 2020 (in %)
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Along with the fabric manufacturing, local denim
washing plants got significant momentum for the
last few years. Particularly for denim, washing poses
a striking impact in case of appearance and feel.
Adopting modern technology and coping with the
required skills could back the sector steadily. The
garment manufacturers opt to local fabric to run
away from the long supply chain. These combined
capacities helped the industry to get access to the
both European and the US market. Almost 400
garment factories export denim products to the US
and European markets. This strength could convoy
the sector to the top among the global competitors.
The USD 60 billion of global denim market would
expand more in near future, said Technavio – a global
research and consultancy firm.

In spite of growth opportunity, the sector faces
multiple practical challenges:
• Buyers continue to lower product prices;
•	Competing countries produce diversified, trendy &
fancy products;
• Interrupted and low quality power supply;
•	Insufficient modern automated weaving & sewing
machines;
• Less capacity of taking orders for short lead time;
•	Insufficiency of custom made product and
innovation;
• Inadequate port capacity and delay shipments;
Weakness of the product development and marketing;
•	

Bangladesh's share of denim in EU market in 2020 (in %)
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• Increasing manufacturing costs with vat & tax etc.
Despite hurdles, denim sector has significantly grown
over the last years. The success of this sector can
be the learning for other sector and sub sectors to
follow the paths convenient for them. Furthermore,
the sector not yet get saturated, it can move
positively further in the next few years in Bangladesh.
It could attain wonderful global reputation altogether
in quality and conformance consistently in terms of
fabrication, washing and garmenting.
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Focusing on diversity and quality
can increase denim export
TexTIMe Team
According to the US Department of Commerce,
Bangladesh is currently the third-largest denim
exporter to the United States after Mexico and China
with a market share of 11.3 percent.
Last year, Bangladesh exported denim products
worth $561 million to the US. Bangladesh has been
the largest exporter of jeans clothing to the EU
(including the UK) for the last few years, according
to Eurostat data. Generating US$1.6bn (EUR1.31bn) in
denim exports in 2019.
Denim is the fastest-growing sector in the
Bangladesh textile and RMG industries. At first,
denim manufactures thought that the lifespan of
the denim industry might not be so long. Denim
manufacturer like Shasha Denim have calculated
that the demand of its industry could last until 2010.
Because of the US financial crisis in 2008 switched
consumer demand. But it proved wrong. Annually
2.1 billion pieces of denim are sold globally. It is also
predicted that the size of the global denim market
will reach $64.1billion by the end of 2021. So even
after the epidemic, the denim industry has stood tall.
But questions have been raised about the success of
the denim industry and the next thing that industry

needs to maintain this success.
Textile Today arranged its weekly webinar titled
on ‘Building on Denim Success’ in episode 15th of
TexTIMe presented by COATS on 5th September,
2021. Shams Mahmud (CIP), Managing Director,
Shasha Denims Ltd. And Shafiur Rahman, Country
Manager, G-Star RAW were present as panelists.
Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO, Textile Today
moderated the webinar.
With a global denim market share of $87.4 billion,
Bangladesh lags behind China, the United States,
Italy and some Latin American countries. According
to the Bangladesh Textile Mills Association (BTMA),
32 mills manufacture denim fabrics for exportoriented denim product manufacturers. Bangladesh
has enough capacity to compete with the big ones.
However, Bangladesh's denim industry has less
diversification and quality issue to offer the world.
Bangladesh is working on basic denim products.
Shams Mahmud said, “We need to focus on quality
and more R&D to create more healthy competition
in the market”.
When the market competes with the same basic

Figure 1: (Clockwise) Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO, Textile Today; Shams Mahmud (CIP), Managing Director, Shasha Denims Ltd.;
Shafiur Rahman, Country Manager, G-Star RAW.
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Figure 2: Shafiur Rahman, Country Manager, G-Star RAW.

Figure 3: Shams Mahmud (CIP), Managing Director, Shasha
Denims Ltd.

products, competition depends only on the cheapest
price and the shortest lead time. Bangladesh does
not have adequate port facilities to shorten the lead
time and also most of the raw materials are imported
from abroad. Shafiur Rahman said, “In comparison,
Bangladeshi manufacturers have to pay the
highest price for the yarn so that they do not take
advantage of the backward linkage”.

manufacturers have started shipping to some new
destinations: China, India, Malaysia, Thailand, Japan,
and Russia. Bangladeshi entrepreneurs supply denim
products to retailers such as G-Star RAW®, H&M,
Uniqlo, Levi's, Nike, Tesco, Wrangler, s.Oliver, Hugo
Boss, Puma, Primark, and JC Penney.

Bangladesh has got Generalized Scheme of
Preference (GSP) status in 37 countries which
is now the only benefit of the country. Shams
Mahmud said, “GSP is an issue that has grew the
denim industry in a short period of time”. "At first,
manufacturers are using slub yarn to produce denim,
but as manufacturers move toward stretched denim,
we begin to face problems" he (Shams) added.
Bangladesh's denim industry lacks proper R&D.
Shasha Denims' most R&D works come from Italy.

Shams Mahmud said, “There are many diversity
opportunities in the washing sector and it is time to
seize that opportunity and maintain the success of
the denim industry”.
Denim is a growing industry due to the demand
of buyers but not because of Bangladeshi
manufacturers. Shams Mahmood suggests that
new entrepreneurs should focus on creating denim
brands. So that manufacturers can connect the
denim market with both local and international
markets.

Shams Mahmud said, “The reason we can’t do
proper R&D work is that we follow the Manchester
curriculum instead of the Russian curriculum”.

Shams Mahmud said, “Brands today are focusing on
lightweight (8 ounce) fabrics so new entrepreneurs
should focus on developing lightweight fabrics”.

Russian curriculum follows more on cotton.
Manchester curriculum follows the inputs and
outputs of machinery that limit knowledge.
Bangladesh denim manufacturers have invested $1
billion in technology in recent years to increase the
capacity and the investment should move towards
R&D now. Shams Mahmud said, “Large export
doesn't matter if the profit margin is low”.

Tareq Amin mentioned that the world knows the
denim industry as a dirty industry if there is a
possibility to make it more sustainable. Shafiur
Rahman said, “Apparel means water wastage but
with the advancement of technology, water waste is
decreasing day by day”. But this waste management
carries costs. Manufactures are always been pushed
for sustainability by the buyers. But buyers are
reluctant to give too much help. It is difficult for
manufacturers to maintain sustainability in this
situation.

Manufactures still can work on R&D in many denim
products with low investment. Shafiur Rahman said,
“Washing sector of the denim industry has a lot of
potential to diversify and increase exports”.
Buyers prefer the unique denim designs produced
by the washing sector. Nowadays, different types
of eye-catching wash denim carry extra dimensions
in the fashion world. Washed cloth is gaining
extra importance for the western and eastern
generations which are giving a great opportunity
to the Bangladeshi manufacturers. Recently, denim
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Shafiur Rahman said, “If brands take on the cost of
sustainability, it could potentially drive the industry
to minimize waste”.
Shams Mahmoud suggested that sustainability can
be pulled in many ways with unique solutions. Blues
slubs in Ethiopia are collected from tannery waste.
Japan has developed natural brown color cotton so
zero dyestuffs are needed for producing khakis.
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Going green: exploiting leverage
Md. Eousup Novee, Bablu
Prioritizing the health of the planet and environment
can benefit us in many ways. People started to
recognize that a healthy planet leads to a healthy
generations. It is also associated with the mindset
of learning, practicing, and contributing in ways that
help conserve the natural resources and habitats of
the earth. The green practices of manufactures can
play roles in the way product is marketed, purchased,
operated and delivered. To go green, it requires to
apply the BAT (Best Available Techniques) to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions etc.
There should be business cases of ‘going green’
along with the environmental and social phenomena.
Making Green itself has a dilemma of both the costs
and savings for financial decisions. Investors can get
motivated either by direct savings from the costs or
return in product prices out of the investment made.
Many argue that if buyers would give the price for
the investment in/for Green; whereas some reply that
going green can reduce costs by its own eventually.
BGMEA reports:
•	148 LEED green garment factories certified by the
U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)
•	9 out of the world's top 10 green garment
factories are in Bangladesh
•	40 out of the world's top 100 green industrial
projects are in Bangladesh
•	500 more factories are in the process of getting
LEED certification
Having green at sources
# Structural & Product modification: Reducing the
weight and the thickness of the products, structure,
design those can allow us to be more easily managed.
# Material substitution: It may be a replacement of
existing materials with some more environmental
friendly materials. For example, replacing a
dyestuff containing a hazardous chemical with an
environmental friendly one.

Fig: Causing to Ozone Layer Depletion

can include setting engine speeds, optimizing tank
volumes, isolation of hot pipes, and so on.
# Reuse/Recycling: Reusing rinse water from one process
to another cleaning process is an example of on-site
recycling or reuse. It involves collecting waste and reusing
it in the same or different parts of the production.
Going Green can create advantages in many ways
Economic Advantage: Investors are bit afraid
of going green as it can increase upfront costs,
in the long run money will be coming back and
saving would be catalyzed. Ex- creating sources of
renewable energy can reduce energy consumption
and lower electricity bills can eventually cut costs.
Health Advantage: The prioritization of going green results
in the reduction of air pollutants and environmental toxins
– means having cleaner air for breathing. Throughout
the world air pollution causes approximately 2 million
premature deaths every year, a study showed. A healthy
man is a productive man undoubtedly.
Environmental Advantage: If we make choices to
delve into organic farming, responsible land use,
and habitat preservation, production would be
higher in return. In addition, organic farming reduces
greenhouse gas emissions and lowers air pollution.
Legal and Financial Advantage: From the legal and
financial aspects, business can reap scope out of the
incentives from the government.

# Better process control: Temperature, time,
pressure, pH, process speed etc. are to be checked
to see if they are optimum in terms of welding
consumables, production, and waste production, and
to make appropriate changes if necessary.

Brand Advantage: A brand that is known for
environmental stewardship are chosen by consumers
or customers. Businesses that have switched to
green initiatives are seeing positive responses from
their markets.

# New process technology: Though, having modern and
efficient technologies require a higher initial investment
cost than other methods. It can be repaid in a short-time
with the developments of quality and savings.

Finally, going green can bring forth material
advantages for the factories other that the aesthetic
or ergonomic value or mere adherence to social and
technical compliance. The story of green, having a
business case is felt important, to eventually attract
the investors in case of business sustainability with
the environmental sustainability together.

# Equipment modification: The development of
present equipment to produce with green technology
and to ensure more efficient production processes that
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Green management system can ameliorate
businesses by reducing costs
TexTIMe Team
Global brands prioritize me for my green factories,
and I get preference to others: Humayun Kabir Salim,
Managing Director of Khantex Fashion Ltd. said at
the 14th episode of TexTIMe webinar series, titled
‘Green Leverage’ arranged by Textile Today on 28th
August. The webinar was moderated by the Founder
& CEO of Textile Today, Tareq Amin.
Concern over preserving the interest of future
generations enticed me to make my factories
green so did the business benefits, he also asserted
in response to a question, asking why he has
chosen the green pathway. In response to a similar
question, Ananta Ahmed, a Faculty of USGBC and
the Managing Director of 360 TSL said that after
staying in Canada for 22 years, when he returned
to Bangladesh, he thought to do something for
the nation, and started working to develop green
buildings in Bangladesh by utilizing his long
experience of such work in Canada.

set of checklists that indicates that what we can do
with our buildings. In the case of LEED certification,
it declares that a factory is compliant with local and
international standards of green building. And, it is
well known to the western world with its presence
in 167 countries across the world. The LEED system
also helps factories to perform well in terms of other
certifications like the Higg Index and environmental
reporting. It helps factories to reduce carbon
footprint by ensuring a proper energy management
system. Overall, implementing LEED in a factory
makes it advanced in many aspects.” Ananta Ahmed
said in response to a question asking why factories
emphasize green certification rather than getting
benefits from the ground by making factories green.

“Our climate is really under challenge, the
deteriorating idyllic environment of the industrial
areas near Dhaka has made this very clear to us.”
Tareq Amin mentioned.

To achieve the privilege of our green factories, we
have to make a combined effort to promote our
green achievements. For this, we have to develop
a plan to use the technical tools of branding like
videos, news features, GRI sustainability reports,
etc. Even, we have been able to erase the taint of
the Rana Plaza incident through a positive branding
effort so for sure we will also be able to promote
our green achievements, the speakers hope.

“Green certifications like LEED are nothing but a

“Industry owners are more concerned and careful

Figure 1 (Clockwise) Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO, Textile Today; Ananta Ahmed, a Faculty of USGBC and the Managing Director of 360
TSL; Humayun Kabir Salim, Managing Director of Khantex Fashion Ltd.
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Figure 2 Humayun Kabir Salim, Managing Director of Khantex
Fashion Ltd.

Figure 3 Ananta Ahmed, a Faculty of USGBC and the Managing
Director of 360 TSL

about the environmental conservation nowadays,
and they very much positive to make their businesses
sustainable to conserve the resources for future
generations. When we got introduced to these green
ideas by various promotional activities, we studied,
and we found these systems very much beneficial in
the long run in terms of profit and well-being of the
future generation after we implanted these in our
factories that also helps us” Humayun Kabir Salim
said when he was asked about the factory owners’
interest in green leverage.

these while responding to an audience asking about
green funds.

The speakers shared from their experience that
though it requires a little higher cost initially, green
buildings provide many short-term and long-term
gains. Reduction of energy cost by 20-25%, and
making the work environment pleasing for the
employees to increase their productivity are among
the short-term goals. Achieving a good global image,
less migration among employees, getting priority in
getting orders, green financing by banks are among
the long-term benefits of making factories green.
We do not recommend investing in any technology
that has a return rate of more than 5 years while
making a factory green, Ananta Ahmed said.
“One-megawatt solar plant is more than enough
for a composite factory to achieve a platinum LEED
certificate. And in terms of land there should be 20%
green land, 20% pathway, and 60% ground coverage,
just as mentioned in the BNBC code” speakers said
in response to a question from an audience.
Banks are very much interested in green financing
but loan seekers have to make the right approach
by fulfilling the requirements. In addition to
Bangladesh Bank, World Bank, JICA, ADB, LDCOL
are also providing green funds. Speakers mentioned

When asked, if the green funds make obligatory
any particular brand’s machine to be purchased,
Humayun Kabir Salim said it’s not done and added
that one can buy a machine from any brand meeting
the environmental standards.
The green certified factories are designed in a way
that these automatically operate sustainably. Besides
this, the factories have to send the water and energy
consumption data periodically which is monitored by
the certifying organizations to check any fluctuation
from the standards. And, after every 5 years, the
factories have to renew their certification, the
LEED certification is the beginning of a continuous
process of improvement. The speakers said when
asked about how the green certification ensures the
sustainable operation of the factories.
“For continuous monitoring and finding new scopes
for resource conservation, I have made mandatory to
recruit a green officer, whom we train, in the projects
under my supervision. And, also a yearly energy
audit of the equipment is conducted to check any
deterioration in them.” Ananta Ahmed said when
asked about monitoring of factories.
Bangladesh has achieved the USGBC Southeast Asia
award this which recognizes that we are doing very
well in this. To make the impact of green projects
visible, there should be a national effort in all other
sectors of the country besides the RMG industry,
Ananta Ahmed suggested.
Sustainability is an important part of the internal
meetings with the stakeholders of BGMEA, and, there
will be a positive outcome about this soon, Humayun
Kabir Salim said at the end of webinar.

QUICK LOOKS
Q. Is there any assurance that by

Q. How productivity will be higher

achieving LEED/green certificate,
a factory will be maintaining
green culture?

in green factories compared to
conventional?

Humayun Kabir Salim: Off course.
The process is designed in such
a way that it will be maintained
automatically.
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Ananta Ahmed: Green factories ensures
convenient environment, health & safety
to its employees. Greening reduces
migration, improve employee satisfaction
and thus increases production.
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Developing strategy for
suboptimal woven sector
Md. Eousup Novee, Bablu
Woven clothes export has been experiencing a
slower growth and it's additionally losing its relative
strength in the export market. One of the key reasons
behind this concern is – insufficient backward linkage
for woven sector. We can be competitive if we are
able to meet the demand of woven fabric from the
local source.
The key material of manufacturing a garment is
fabric in the two main categories of woven and
knit. We concentrated little more on knit product
to address the demand of the European markets
whereas woven product has a great deal of demand
in the US market and other market as well. Though
the knit sector has been rebounding from corona
impact whereas the woven sector can take years to
get over the fallout. Competing countries like Vietnam,
Cambodia, China and Turkey remain in good pace.

would invest in fabric manufacturing to strengthen
the backward linkage. Pakistan, Indonesia and some
other competing countries are doing well in making
woven fabrics.
Capacity and Infrastructure
Most of the fabric mills are doing basic fabrics not
high stretched items in their capacity. Woven fabric
varieties what local mills can manufacture is - mainly
cotton and cotton/elastane based product in solid,
prints and yarn dyed. It shows that the capacity of
factories is still limited that they are prepared for
basic volume products. They are normally scared of
going for innovative products.

Gap between demand and supply

(Denim fabric - one of the main woven products we
do, we are capable of doing it successfully where lots
of investment is already made. In this short article,
we are not going to write about the denim fabric)

Woven product makers are extremely hang on the
imports of fabric. There's a requirement of roughly
over 3 (three) billion meters of woven fabric yearly.
Local millers can support only 35% of total demand

Capacity of marketing has been felt weak to navigate
into the export markets. It apparently seems there may
be little or no strategy for taking opportunity from the
global demand of woven items.
Investors require to invest in Special Economic
Zones whereas many investors have already invested
but they don't obtain the required permissions.
Quality power supply remains inadequate in special
economic zones; but it is required for the automated
or technology-driven manufacturing unit for woven
materials. Congenial policy for this sector is also felt
poor to do further investment.
Lead time

Fig: equipped a denim fabric factory.

now. Though the demand for woven product is
increasing globally but we still stay behind due to the
insufficient investment in backward linkage.
There's an immense gap within the supply and
demand in woven sector. It shows that however huge
chance the country have in this sector wherever
market is ready. The industry is now in a question – if
they efficiently import fabric and do garment or they
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USA and European retailers are still purchasing a
big amount of woven products from Turkey just for
the quick response. It takes thirty five days to ship
merchandise to the North American countries from
Bangladesh. On the contrary, China takes twenty
days, and Turkey takes 15 days. This can be another
reason for losing the market. Therefore for clothes
created in Bangladesh has a high demand of fabric
from local sources to meet the shorter lead time.
Fabric development time interval conjointly plays
an important role to perform the orders efficiently.
If there's a support from local mills a product may
be developed 2-3 weeks quicker as compared with
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Export scenario of woven & knit in bangladesh (in %)
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Figure 01: Year wise breakdown of total export.

foreign sources.
Opportunity to go further
Though the investment is increasing within the
woven sector, it is not enough to address the
growing demand. Investors assume that the return is
comparatively slow and also the margin of profit is
little. It normally costs Tk 300 - 600 core minimum
to ascertain a manufacturing unit for woven fabrics.
The fabric manufacturing factories additionally
require to setup dyeing facilities to create the
investment viable. Moreover, it is argued that the
local factories could not create a competitiveness in
marketability.

Diversity of products in the range of technical textile
or functional textile or high stretched fabric are of
high value and demand in the export market. In
particular, world market is ready for some types of
fabrics we yet to produce significantly like – fabric
blended with viscose for garment and its material,
blended with linen, woolen, corduroy, nylon and
synthetic based woven fabric.
During the covid 19, demand of woven items got
little slow moves but they now regain the previous
milestone and even getting better demands right
after improving the pandemic situation in the
western countries.
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Lofty invested woven sector
pursues for better ROI
TexTIMe Team
Although the textile industry of Bangladesh started
with woven sector, its market share in export is
lagging behind now. Woven sector faced the most
difficult times, while export suffered a double-digit
decline. In July, export earnings from woven products
fell 18% year-over-year. To develop new strategies to
increase the export of woven products Bangladesh
Textile Today has organized its weekly talk show
TexTIMe Episode 13 presented by COATS Bangladesh.
This time Panelists were Mir Azharul Islam, Chief
Operating Officer of Hamid Fabrics Ltd., and Adil
Hossain, Sr. Fabric Manager, Marks & Spencer
(Bangladesh) where Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO,
Textile Today moderated the webinar.
Shipments of woven products have been declining
since June last year as many people confined
themselves to their homes due to the deadly virus
and many worked from home. Tareq Amin said,
“According some research longer stay at homes
has pushed up the customer interest in knitwear
products.” But the world has decided to vaccinate
and return to the workplace. Consumers are
returning to formal wear now.

Adil Hossain said, “Demand for woven has also
declined as people were mostly indoors in export
markets due to the epidemic. But they have already
opened the store after mass vaccination, which is
increasing demand”. Marks & Spencer are getting
response for both knitting and woven products now.
However, the woven sector is about 40 years old, but
still can’t fully compete with China. Every year the
country spends about USD 4 billion to import fabric.
Marks & Spencer still source 40% woven fabric from
Bangladesh and 55-66% from china around 120 million
yards worth around USD 0.5 billion. Bangladesh can
take this opportunity from China.
Mir Azharul Islam said, “The growth of the woven
sector was slow because of unskilled manpower”.
But the textile industry of Bangladesh is getting
educated fresh graduates and experienced
manpower. However, employees need training and
development after a certain period of time to learn
about new technologies and skills. Mir Azharul
Islam said that employees are not motivated about
these trainings so industry is losing its potentiality
in research and development which is necessary for

Figure 1 (Clockwise) Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO, Textile Today; Mir Azharul Islam, Chief Operating Officer of Hamid Fabrics Ltd.; Adil
Hossain, Sr. Fabric Manager, Marks & Spencer (Bangladesh)
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Figure 2 Mir Azharul Islam, Chief Operating Officer of Hamid
Fabrics Ltd.

product diversification.
Woven sector is still doing
traditional products. It’s time to
focus on product diversity. Mir
Azharul Islam suggests focusing
on blended and printing trends
in the woven fashion to bring
diversification in the weaving
industry. However, denim products
are prospering right now. Today,
more than 400 textile and garment
manufacturers in Bangladesh are
exporting a total of 180 million
pieces of denim jeans to the world
market every year. Bangladesh’s
market share in US denim products
rose to 20.03% in 2020 taking the
first position from Mexico. Mexico
holds the second position with a
16.74% market share followed by
China 11.85%.

Bangladesh's textile industry are already working on value-added
products and product diversifications.
Adil Hossain said, “Woven sector needs to increase its capacity
and lead time to survive in this competitive market”. However,
manufacturers are arguing that they have invested heavily like in hometextiles but buyers are not supporting them. Khorshed Alam, Advisor
of Noman Group said, "We have built many factories but still, we are
not getting proper response from the buyers and even the factories
have gone bankrupt". Buyers are not willing to pay a fair price. Also, a
few factories did not get the return on their investment.
Adil Hossain said, “Factories are facing difficulties due to unplanned
expansion without proper market research”.
Bangladesh still cannot compete with China for lead time. Today
the whole world is moving towards fast fashion. Buyers are no
longer referring to the lead time of 60-90 days. In this circumstance,
Bangladesh has to offer a competitive price than others. Adil Hossain
said, “If manufactures can’t have a competitive lead time, they should
invest in capacity, quality, and effective marketing for better ROI”.
Adil Hossain suggested focusing on tailoring fabrics, active-wear, and
sports-wear to diversify the weaving industry.

Home textiles are a part of the
woven sector. The global market for
home textiles is valued at 151080
million USD in 2020 is expected
to reach 186240 million USD by
the end of 2026, growing at a
CAGR of 3.0% during 2021-2026.
However, exports of home textile
products collected $92.36 million
this July, 1.76% lower than that in
July last year. Home textile is an
opportunity for the woven sector
for product diversification. Mir
Azharul Islam said, "It takes 12-13
acres of land with a capacity of
1-1.15 million yards of fabric to
build a competitive home textile
factory". Also due to recent events
buyers are looking for alternative
sourcing points along with China
which could be a big opportunity
for Bangladesh. Competitors of
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Figure 3 Adil Hossain, Sr. Fabric Manager, Marks & Spencer
(Bangladesh)

Q. In woven sector, why don’t we have
enough skilled manpower?
Mir Azharul Islam: It’s because our lack
of investment and lack of exercise for
skill development

Q. If we go for specialization, will Bangladesh
have a possibility of exporting woven fabric?
Adil Hossain: Off course. We are exporting denim
now which we didn’t think of even four years back.

Q. In your opinion, what are the feasible areas to
invest in denim sector?
Adil Hossain: Formal wear, active wear
and outer wear should be our focus.
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CSR and RMG industry

Social compliance & safety in
contemporary perspective
Md. Eousup Novee, Bablu
Whatever we do; we do for people – do by people.
Social compliance, in practice, means as to how a
factory or company manages the affairs of health,
safety, employment rights of workers along with the
community and social safety. It creates a difference
between extracting compliance from the corporate
ethos and deploy the matters in the day to day
factory operations rather than that of formal audit
approvals industry experiences.
Conceding some anomalies herein, the RMG of
Bangladesh heralded a noteworthy accomplishment
in social compliance for the past years. In the
business perspective, compliance started to work as
a marketability for factories by demonstrating a safe
and healthy working environment as well as quality
of products to the buyers.
Frame of Existing Social Compliance
Principle of human rights home and abroad and
several codified laws in this connection worked as
the bases of social compliance. Some standards put in
place from the international organizations like – WRAP,
SEDEX, ETI, FLA, ILO, UDHR and BSR in particular. The
apparel buyers have set their COC extracting from the
several standards for the supplier companies.
Among others, BSCI plays important roles by
advocating for policy instruments and management
roles to adopt compliance from the top. They also
set impactful best practices for the industry in this
regard. The BSCI recognizes the Social Accountability
standard (SA 8000) to check areas as under:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Underage, or forced labor
Collective bargaining & Freedom of association
Discrimination
Disciplinary practices
Working hours and environment
Harassment and abuse
OHS (Health and safety)
Wages and payment
Management system

Accord & International Accord
Accord on fire and building safety in Bangladesh,
simply Accord started to work to ensure safe
workplaces from 2013 after Rana Plaza collapsed.
After expiry of its tenure, brands the former
signatories of Accord now sign an agreement called
110
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Fig: Connecting components of social compliance

"International Accord for Health and Safety in the
Textile and Garment Industry" International Accord in
short. Likely the former Accord, the new and expanded
International Accord is a legally binding agreement
among the signatories (brands and trade unions).
Though some authoritative figures deduced that
Bangladeshi factories should not be worried of this
new development. The leading buyers have shown
their content of this new arrangement, factory
owners are skeptical of this confusing new regime.
It seems misleading that - how this new framework
would operate with the previously settled tripartite RSC. The RSC has already adopted all the
Accord protocols to monitor issues of compliance
of factories. The RSC has started to function as
an independent and only authorized body by the
government of Bangladesh.
Critical look at Compliance
Yet, working hours and other employment practices
are not conducive to workers. For an example, a
study found that over 62 % of workers work for long
12 hours regularly. An irony is that they themselves
eager to work for long hours due to the poor salary
they are paid. Below the long working hours, they
cannot meet their subsistence. Reportedly, expenses
for compliance leads to increase non-profit making
overhead and common costs.
Securing a good audit score does not necessarily
mean a good practice of compliance in the premises
always. It seems factories practice compliance to
satisfy the buyers not to attain real outcome out of
the initiatives. Many small factories and some big
factories are still non-compliant at least in some
areas if not all. Lack of a full hearted management
support impedes the initiatives of ensuring safe and
healthy working environment.
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Discord in Accord: a new
regime of social compliance
& its monitoring system
TexTIMe Team
Recently, Bangladesh has earned the recognition to
be most compliant in the textile industry. But, few
years back the situation was different. Especially,
after the pathetic Tazrin Fashion and Rana Plaza
incident, Bangladesh RMG industry earned a very
bad reputation globally for objectionable social and
safety issues of workers.
But fortunately, it did not take much time to clean
the image and become well known for being most
compliant in the world within a few years of holistic
effort of the industry stakeholders. The RMG industry
is going through a transition period in terms of social
compliance and safety from last few years after the
global initiative Accord’s arrival to the country.

issues related to the buzzing social compliance and
safety in Bangladesh. The session was moderated by
Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO, Textile Today.
In this episode of TexTIMe Panelists were Rubana
Huq, Former President, BGMEA; Chairperson,
Mohammadi Group; Director (Industry
Representative), RMG Sustainability Council and Md.
Fazlul Hoque, Former President BKMEA, Managing
Director, Plummy Fashions Ltd.

And recently, again the Accord issue has become a matter
of discussion among the RMG stakeholders in Bangladesh.

Social compliance and safety issues in Bangladesh
had been going through a continuous evolution till
the Rana Plaza collapse in 2013. After the incident,
the situation changed rapidly and with the concerted
effort the industry stakeholders the RMG industry
has achieved a tremendous success in terms of social
and safety issues of the workers.

In the 16th episode titled ‘Social Compliance and
Safety: Bangladesh Perspective’ of Textile Today
Innovation Meet (TexTIMe), the panelists potrait

“Though a theoretical deviation in implication
may be found, our achievement is tremendous
we are the best compared to the other apparel

Figure 1: (Clockwise) Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO, Textile Today; Rubana Huq, Former President, BGMEA; Chairperson, Mohammadi
Group; Director (Industry Representative), RMG Sustainability Council; Md. Fazlul Hoque, Former President BKMEA, Managing
Director, Plummy Fashions Ltd.
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Figure 2: Rubana Huq, Former President, BGMEA; Chairperson,
Mohammadi Group; Director (Industry Representative), RMG
Sustainability Council.

Figure 3: Md. Fazlul Hoque, Former President BKMEA, Managing
Director, Plummy Fashions Ltd.

manufacturing countries in social and safety
issues.” Md. Fazlul Hoque said.

Huq said.

The burden of compliance imposed by the global
buyers on the manufacturers of the country are
creating a negative reaction. The manufacturers are
now only concerned about meeting the conditions
required to become socially compliant rather than
doing a holistic welfare of the workers with selfmotivation.
As Rubana Huq said “Factories are now just
focusing on marking the points of the checkbox
containing the conditions to meet the social
compliance requirements.”
Not getting proper price for being compliant is also
creating frustration among the manufacturers as
meeting the compliance conditions is putting an
extra burden. And, an internal competition and lack
of unity among the manufacturers have made the
situation exacerbated.
“We have been carrying the burden of compliance
and we should make a concerted effort to make
buyers pay more to the manufacturers for being
compliant.” Rubana Huq said.
Buyers are taking advantage of the discord among
the manufacturers in the RMG industry, and in that
case, ethical issues of the buyers become questionable.
As Fazlul Hoque said “We, the owners have to pay
the workers properly to be compliant. But what
about our proper price? Who will ensure our right
of getting the right price considering our extra
expense? Isn’t it the buyers’ responsibility?”
The initial cancellation of orders during the advent
of the Covid 19 was about 3.18 billion dollars which
were recovered after an extensive struggle to compel
the buyers to complete their orders. Though the
buyers committed to complete the orders they were
reluctant to pay the proper price and lingered taking
over the products. And, the lack of unity among the
manufacturers had suffered a lot to get the orders
back from the buyers during the pandemic, Rubana
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So many certification requirements by different
international buyers, and the complexities and
costs of meeting the certification conditions are
making businesses difficult to be conducted by the
manufacturers. As Md. Fazlul Hoque said “The whole
certification process is one of the elements that
oppresses us. And, I think, it hardly has any benefit
for the industry”
Bangladesh has the capability to establish a selfmonitoring system rather than depending on others
for the RMG industry to meet the social compliance
and safety issues, but lack of unity and a concerted
effort are making the country futile in this. “And
this weakness makes us depended on the system
prescribed by the outsiders” said Rubana Huq.
Bangladesh has made a significant improvement
in water use and carbon emission reduction from
the RMG industry. And it has a huge potential
to make more improvement in the area of green
manufacturing and sustainability. But the problem
is again, not getting the proper return for such
improvements. “The buyers have to clear their
commitments toward sustainability in their supply
chain otherwise we have to reconsider investing in
such green initiatives.” Said Md. Fazlul Hoque.
In the 8 years of Accord’s operation in Bangladesh,
the progress was very slow as only less than 25%
factories have been certified under it for safety
issues. There are many limitation by the factories
which were ignored during the Accord’s certification
process in the country. Rubana Huq said “Accord had
almost zero impact in Bangladesh. In case of the
RMG Sustainability Council, it is fully independent
according to the newly formed International Accord,
and is gaining the ability to operate independently
step by step.”
“Though the Accord started with a good intention,
it had many flaws in the implementation process.
That’s why the success of the initiative is very
insignificant” Md. Fazlul Hoque said.
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Making shrinkage
percentage consistent
in denim garments
manufacturing and
washing processes
Ayon Sadman (Transformation Leader), B.Sc. in Textile Engineering, BUFT
Md. Nasir Ullah (Industry Expert), Country Manager, Officina +39, Uttara, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Md. Saiful Islam Khan (Industry Supervisor), General Manager, Denitex Ltd (Washing), Savar, Bangladesh
Most. Setara Begum (Academic Supervisor), Assistant Professor of Wet Processing Engineering, BUFT

Abstract
Textile fabric has a common feature that it shrinks
in wet processing. Woven fabric shrinkage (2-4%)
varies from knit shrinkage (3- 8%). Shrinkage of
stretchable fabric (10-18%) is higher compared to
normal woven fabrics. Shrinkage in garment dyeing
or washing is always a vital issue. Many times it
causes rejection and wastage. There always remains
some loopholes behind any problems. In this project,
we detected the root cause of this problems,
analyzed and implemented a way of eradicating
the loopholes. Main problem was in dyeing section
where times were not maintained properly. Another
loophole was not following the recipe as per
provided. Here mainly the parameters were kept
accordingly in each step so that measurement result
could be brought in consistent level. If every steps
can be done maintaining the recipe properly along
with maintaining the parameters, shrinkage issue of
garments can be eliminated surely and shrinkage
percentage can be brought in consistent level.
Maintaining the parameters accurately in relation
between two consecutive processes is the main
struggle here. Every processes should maintain
same parameters. In this way deviation can be
eradicated. This problem occurs in dyeing section
(time, temperature & loading). This problem causes
lots of fabrics usage. If shrinkage deviation can be
brought under control, amount of fabric wastage can
be reduced which will bring the company extra profit
annually. That is why the problem is worth solving.
This can be done by proper inspection of applying
each and every parameter during every process.
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Keywords: Size set process, Balloon pressure, Blanket
wash, Shrinkage measurement
Introduction
Denim is very strong, stiff and hard wearing woven
fabric. Denim is cotton and twill weave fabric that
uses colored warp and white weft yarn and used
for jeans, work clothes and casual wear. Denim is
normally dyed with indigo, vat and sulpher dyes.
Denim garment (Jeans) washing is known as one
of the widely used finishing treatment that has vast
usage in textile sectors because of creating special
appearance and making fashionable and wear
comfortable garments of the present day world and
commonly used. Without finishing treatments, denim
garment is uncomfortable to wear, due to its weaving
and dyeing effects. For this it essentially needs a
finishing treatment to make it softer, more supple,
smooth and comfortable to wear performance.
In the readymade garments industry sector garments
washing is a new technology. After making garments
from solid color from dyed or pigment printed
fabrics, the garments are washed by garments
washing, color and outlook of the garments are
modified. Due to washing, some garments shrink
after wash. Unfortunately, during finishing treatments
denim garments lose their dimensional stability
which causes many difficulties to adjust the pattern
before cutting the fabrics and to obtain fixed sizes
with defined measurements. Indeed, one of the
biggest quandaries of the garment’s finishing is the
uncontrollable shrinkage of the clothes becoming
unpredictable due to the huge variety of the fashion
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treatments. That’s why it needs an efficient tool
to predict the fabric shrinkage occurring during
finishing treatments of the garments.
There are several points in bulk production due to
which shrinkage may occur in denim garments. Few
of them are described in short below:
i)

Proper cutting allowances:

In industry, after receiving fabric rolls and checking
each roll’s dimensional stability nature by washing,
cutting for garments making permission is given.
While cutting fabric rolls according to the after wash
measurement for making garments, allowances are
not maintained properly. Allowance is necessary
here to maintain accordingly as it helps to hold the
desired size of garments after wash. If not allowances
are not present while cutting, the size will decrease
even more in further processes.
ii) Sewing allowance maintain:
While converting cut fabrics into garments by
sewing, there needs to maintained another type
of allowances in different points of garments.
This allowance is for stabilizing the dimension of
garments after wash. Otherwise after wash the
garments will shrink to a level which will decrease
the desired size of certain points.
iii) Unwash measurement checking:
Unwash measurement is the very first and foremost
step for determining shrinkage nature of fabric rolls.
Blanket wash, a well-known process where fabric
rolls are cut into small pieces of (50*50) cm and
sewn with each other and passes through a minor
wash. In the dye bath, Softener is used of 1gpl and
run for 3 minutes. After washing, the blanket of fabric
rolls are unloaded, squeezed using hydro-extractor
and then dried and cooled using dryer. After all these
steps, measurement is taken of the after wash result.
Based on this measurement, the further processes
are calculated and determined.
iv) Balloon pressure (Hand sanding):
This point also can be a major issue for creating
dimensional unstability or shrinkage problem.
Normally the balloon pressure should be at a level
which denim garments can withstand. If the pressure
goes beyond garments bearing level, deformation
can occur and can create impact in shrinkage problem.
v) Dryer:
This is a vital point of whole garments washing
process and also deeply related with this study.
Temperature of dryer is a vital issue in case of
garments shrinkage. In many industries, drying
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process is negligibly conducted without proper
care. Workers sometimes have less knowledge
about the impact of dryer temperature on garments
dimensional problem. If temperature of dryer is
raised suddenly at higher degree, then there is
certain possibilities that garments will shrink more
than its natural range.
Along with these stages there are more things where
precautions can be taken easily to avoid excess
shrinkage problem.
The aim of this project is to minimize and bring into
constant stage the shrinkage deviation level which
occurs during denim garments washing. A practical
approach in denim industry has been conducted for
experimenting on this issue.
2. Literature Review:
Four types of fabrics manufactured into pants were
used. These fabrics differ not only by their fabric
density (medium and heavy weight fabrics), but also
by their composition (with and without elastane)
and their structure (warp and weft yarn count, twist
and density). The fabric shrinkage was measured in
three parts of the treated pants (waist, hip and leg
zones) according to ISO Standards 3759 (ISO 3759,
2011) and 5077 (ISO 5077,2007) for the preparation,
marking and measuring of dimensional changes
in textile fabrics and garments after a specified
treatment such as washing, soaking in water and
steaming. To obtain pertinent results, a factorial
design analysis, based on an experimental
design presented in Table 3, was established. The
choice of these treatments (factors), as well as
their levels, led us to make a complete factorial
experimental design (4 × 2 × 2 × 5 × 2 × 3 × 2) with
four fabric types, five washing processes, different
special treatments and 960 type of experiment
(Phan-Tan-Luu, 1993). This plan is repeated three
times which means that 2880 experiments were
conducted under industrial conditions to establish our
factorial plan. The experimental shrinkage values were
analyzed using “MINITAB” software to develop a model
able to calculate the shrinkage ratio after finishing.
Since the fabric shrinkage is depending on its
relaxation in the water which is highly related to
the elimination of the warp yarns size and the
bath temperature during the test, we modified the
standard test ISO 6330 (2008) to measure the
fabric potential shrinkage. As the warp yarns of
denim fabrics can be sized with starch or soluble
synthetic glues or a mixture of them, we chose
to treat the fabric in a boiling bath as shown in
standard ISO 6330, but with adding 2% of thermally
stable α-amylase to the bath to be sure that all the
glues were eliminated and the fabric was totally
relaxed during the shrinkage test. This new method
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was tested first with two types of non-dyed denim
fabrics. This study has led to a new approach to
predict the fabric shrinkage in denim garments
after finishing treatments with a very simplified
method giving accurate results. In addition, in order
to determine the level of the “fabric type” in the
model, the standard procedure used to identify the
fabric shrinkage in the laboratory was modified to be
able to calculate the shrinkage potential that denim
fabric can reach after a total relaxation. A modified
standard method to ensure a total relaxation during
the test was established to be able to calculate the
potential shrinkage of denim fabric.

to the amount of garments. Input of each chemical
in dye bath were done accurately and parameters
like temperature and time were maintained just
similar to size set process. After extracting water
from garments after wash, they were again passed
to the dryer for drying and cooling. The time which
were maintained in size set process were maintained
here in similar way. After cooling the garments were
delivered to QAD room where they checked the
measurements of each part of garment and matched
with size set measurement. In this stage, the prime
aim of measurement checking was whether there
occurred any unnecessary shrinkage in any garment.
Finally fabric were cut for final garments making
after preparing pattern. After cutting, fabrics were
sewn with proper allowance. In bulk process I tried
properly to maintain the same recipe and parameters
without fluctuating a single bit and processed the
garments in dye bath. At last, the bulk washed
garments were dried after extracting the waters from
it, maintaining the same time as before. This is how
the experiment of improvement was done.

3. Experimental (Methods & Materials)
3.1 Experiment of Effect of Dryer (Temperature,
Time & Loading) in Size set process:
3.1.1 Materials: Fabric- Woven denim fabric.
3.1.2 Procedure:
Initially, I had to check the shrinkage percentage
nature of every roll of fabric. For that rolls were
cut according to blanket measurement of (50*50)
cm. Then after proper relaxation they were sent to
washing section for blanket wash. There they used
softener (1gpl) and run the bath for 3 minutes. Then
ITEM- Denim garments
AW-20

New Formula
Tol +/-

3.1.3 Comparisons between Size set, Pilot run And
bulk process measurement:
Table 3.1: Data of Pilot run process:

28
Spec

Patt

Inside Leg Regular

77.5

78.77

Inside Leg Short

72.5

73.77

1/2 Waist Relaxed

37

39.79

30

Before Wash
0.3

0.7

0.2

0.7

After Wash
-0.5
-0.5

-1

Spec

Patt

77.5

78.77

72.5

73.77

-0.4

39.5

42.54

√

√

-0.5

√

-0.5

-1

-1.5
-0.5

Spec

Patt

77.5

78.77

72.5

73.77

42

45.28

34

Before Wash
√

0.3

-0.3

√

After Wash
-0.6

-1.4

-1

-1

Spec

Patt

77.5

78.77

72.5

73.77

44.5

48.03

Before Wash

After Wash

0.3

0.6

-0.5

-1

√

√

-1

-0.6

4

4

√

√

√

√

4

1/2 Seat 16 cm Below W/B

47

53.81

-0.8

-0.5

√

0.3

49.5

56.52

-1.5

-1.5

√

-0.4

52

59.23

-1.2

-0.8

√

-0.6

54.5

61.94

-1.5

-1.4

-0.3

1/2 Thigh at Base of Crotch

27.25

32.71

-0.8

-0.7

1.2

0.6

28.5

34.08

-1

-1

0.8

0.3

29.75

35.45

-1

-1

0.5

√

31

36.83

-1

-1.5

0.4

√

Knee 1/2 Inside Leg & 5cm Up

17.7

19.54

1

1

0.3

18.3

20.2

0.7

0.5

√

√

18.9

20.86

0.5

0.8

√

√

19.5

21.52

√

1

√

√
√

W/B Depth

√

32

Before Wash After Wash

4

4

4

4

√

4

-0.6

1/2 Hem

14.7

16.18

0.3

0.4

0.3

√

15.3

16.84

0.4

0.3

√

√

15.9

17.5

0.3

√

-0.3

-0.4

16.5

18.16

0.3

0.5

√

Front Rise Incl W/B

26.7

26.63

1.6

1.6

0.7

0.6

27.3

27.22

1.5

2

0.5

0.7

27.9

27.81

2

1.8

1

0.8

28.5

28.41

2

1.6

0.8

1

Back Rise Incl W/B

36.7

36.97

1.3

1.5

-0.3

0.5

37.3

37.56

1

1

-0.3

-0.5

37.9

38.15

1.4

1.2

-0.4

-0.6

38.5

38.75

1.7

1.3

-0.3

-0.6

after passing through hydro extractor they were kept
for relaxation and then they were given in dryer. In
dryer, rolls were loaded in three parts. Each of them
were dried for same amount of time (20 minutes
each) so that effect of drying doesn't have different
impact on any role of fabric. Then cooling was also
done in same way with proper caution. After that,
fabrics were measured after wash and calculated out
the difference with the before wash measurement.
According to this calculation, patterns were made
and fabrics were cut maintaining the measurement.
After making garments, they were delivered for
size set process. 2-3 pieces of garments from each
size are given for size set process. There they apply
chemicals according to developed recipe. After
washing, the garments goes for drying and cooling
section with same amount of time and measured
every parts of garments. Here, after this part, In pilot
run process, loading amount of garments were 100120 pieces with a recipe used calculating according
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Table 3.2: Documentation of Size set process:
Criteria

28

30

32

34

Depth of Waistband

4 +0.2

4 +0.2

4 +0.2

4 +0.2

Fly length-regular

14 +1

15.5

15.5

15.5

Front pocket width
Underband)

10 +1

10.5 +1

10.5 +0.8 11 +1.2

Front pocket depth (Side
seam)

6 +0.2

6.5 +0.2

6.5 +0.2

7 +3

Back pock width top (Spade)

15 +1.4

16 +1.5

16 +1.5

17 +1.4

Back pock width bottom
(Spade)

12 +1.4

13 +1.3

13 +1.4

14 +1.5

Back pocket depth

15.5 +0.2 16.5 +0.1

16.5 +0.3

7.5 +0.2

Ticket pocket width

8 +0.7

8.5 +0.8

8.5 +0.8

8.5 +0.9

Ticket pocket depth

9

9.5

9.5

9.5

Belt loop width

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Belt loop depth

5.5 +0.5

5.5 +0.5

5.5 +0.5

5.5 +0.5

Yoke depth (Side seam)

3 +0.5

3 +0.4

3 +0.3

3 +0.2

Yoke depth (CB rise)

6 +0.2

6 +0.3

6 +0.2

6 +0.4

Back pocket under waist band 8.5 +1
at SS

8.5 +1

8.5 +1

8.5 +1

Back pocket under Waistband 9 +0.3
at CB

9 +0.2

9 +0.5

9 +0.5

Front belt loop placement
from CF

6 +0.8

7 +1

7 +1

7 +1

Front pocket bag depth

27 +1.2

27 +1.5

27 +1.8

27 +1.6
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Table 3.3: Deviation of shrinkage in between two
processes:
Size set & Pilot run pattern
correction point

(+) Increase
in cm

In Seam

0.5

Waist (Body)

0.5

Hip Width

0.5

Front Rise

-0.6

Back Pocket Width

0.3

6. Discussion:

Top + Bottom

4. Results:
In Table-3.2, here we can see most of the parts of a
garment has shrinkage. After passing through the
new garments in pilot run process, still there arose
shrinkage in most of the parts except the tick marked
cells shown in Table-3.1.
Document from table-3.3 describes that these are
the major points where corrections were needed.
Sizes of garments at these points needed to adjust
in next process for achieving required size of the
garments. Here in this stage, by maintaining all
the parameters accurately desired output can be
brought.
Spirality calculation: S= (S1+S2)/2
Spirality = (S+S*L)/100
Where, S1 = right side distance of the specimen from
the stitch line wash,
S2 = Left side distance of the specimen from the
stitch line wash,
L= Length before wash.
5. Test Methods:
The testing method for garments size measurement
in each step is mainly a manual method. QAD
department is responsible for this job of measuring
the accurate measurement of garments before
and after wash. In case of measuring shrinkage
percentage, the standard formula is,
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Shrinkage % = (𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒  𝑤𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒  − 𝑎𝑓𝑡er   wa𝑠ℎ 
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒)/𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒  𝑤𝑎𝑠h
The whole improvement process is inter-related with
each and every stage. Without doing every stage
properly, improvement won’t be visible. According
to our prime motive of this study, in each stage after
maintaining all parameters accordingly, shrinkage
percentage of each role of fabric will show constant
result comparing with each stages. The whole
process takes at least 1.5-2 months in a factory. So
there are many things to be careful of. Mistake
free documentation is a major issue here. After
that, the project is all about bringing consistency in
shrinkage deviation rather than reducing shrinkage
percentage. The outcome of this project activities
shows that problem of shrinkage can be minimized
up to a level which will economically as well as
technically bring positive effect for industries. In
addition, as the total process normally takes 1.5-2
months in a factory, if the whole process can be done
from starting to ending with accurate observation
and maintaining follow-ups, definitely desired
outcome will be visible.
Following parameters and adjusting measurements
according to those documentations are significantly
important for achieving improved state of shrinkage
deviation. If the improvement experiment can be
done on a specific lot from starting to ending with
proper care, definitely the deviation level will be
visible in a constant state.
7. Conclusion:
Shrinkage problem is a common and very much
expected problem in our industry. The project is all
about bringing consistency in shrinkage deviation
rather than reducing shrinkage percentage. The
outcome of this project activities shows that problem
of shrinkage can be minimized up to a level which
will economically as well as technically bring positive
effect for industries.
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Resolving bottlenecks of
garment sewing floor in
possible ways
Md. Abu Hasan (Transformation Leader), B.Sc. in Textile Engineering, BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology
Abdullah Al Rana Farhad (Industry Supervisor), Lean Incharge, TEAM Group.
Anis Ansari (Industry Expert), Sr. GM, Operation, Ha-Meem Group.

Abstract
This project is on “Solving bottleneck of a sewing
line in possible way”. The selected method for this
purpose focuses on cycle time reduction and cost
reduction by solving bottleneck, at first a discussion
session was arranged with the production and IE
team in order to set potential area for improvement.
Then we identified the workable area by time study
& capacity graph. We analyzed the micro motion by
video capturing of bottleneck process, workstation
layout analysis, and machine controlling. Then we
introduced the motion economy and point kaizen
concept with the related department to improve
the method and arranged a training session for the
workers. We implemented the improved method
to the selected workstations. At last the follow up
responsibility was handed over to the responsible
authority. The order we’ve worked on for this
project is from the brand CRAGOPPHERS. The order
quantity was 2200pcs. Method development study
& cost savings calculation is attached as Annex-4.
We were able to reduce 430sec of cycle time
which results in saving a total BDT 11,640/- in that
particular line. The factory consists of 42 sewing line.
The improved method is applicable in any sewing
method. If they roll out within 42 sewing lines then
the expected cost savings would be BDT 4,88,880/-.
Keywords: Bottleneck, Point Kaizen, Motion
Economy, Work standardization, Cost saving
1. Introduction:
The lowest output point in the production line is
called bottleneck. That is bottleneck area, where
supply gathered and production goes under capacity.
There are so many reasons to arise a bottleneck in
the production line and it is described below.
Pre-Production Stage:
I.	Sub Standard issue supply or supply in delay from
store.
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II. Substandard cut panel supply from cutting
III. Wrong pattern supplied from CAD, etc.
Production Stage:
I. Worker selection wrong.
II. Wrong works flow / sequence of works.
III. Non-balance allocation of elements.
IV. Machine disturbances / out of order.
V. Non-serial supplies forward from workers.
VI. Quality problem.
Diagnostic character of bottleneck:
a)	Direct Observing Method: Those areas are
bottleneck areas where pile of supply is observed.
b)	Hourly Production Report: Supervisors use to
record hourly production report of each worker.
The record shows the bottleneck point.
c)	Time Study Method: - By performing cycle check
we can realize bottleneck from different of time.
We can realize bottleneck at a glance by making
graph and it is a best and scientific way to find out
the real bottleneck.
How to reduce bottleneck in apparel industry:
A bottleneck can be solved by increasing the
process capacity or adjusting the production level
in the sequence where the bottleneck is happening.
Following 4 M methodology, this can be solved by:
Man:
• Selecting right person at right process
• Prior skill need assessment and train in advance
• Train worker based on Motion Economy
• Workers must be trained on self-inspection
• Workers must be trained in basic troubleshooting
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of machine

1. Point kaizen

Machine

2. System kaizen

• Selecting proposer machine to perform the job
• Ensure disturbance free machine.
• Preventive maintenance to ensure availability
Material
•	Ensure standard input to the process from
previous process
• Supply material is orientation as per process need
• No Sub-standard material should be allowed in
process
Method
•	Introduced zig-pattern-fixture to reduce defect
generation
•	Improve work station layout to reduce micromotion
•	Continuous improvement of work method to
reduce non-value added work.
• Balance the work as per worker’s capacity
• No backward flow should be allowed in line
2. Objective:
2.1. General Objective:

3. Line kaizen
4. Plane kaizen
5. Cube kaizen
Here, we have followed Point Kaizen. It is a quick
improvement targeting a specific workstation
which helps to get the low hanging fruit in very
shorter time period. As soon as an error is predicted
or is detected in the work process, a solution is
implemented. Measures for point kaizen are usually
small and easy to implement. Also, they can be
connected or not to the whole chain, and can have a
huge impact.
In manufacturing, Point Kaizen mostly follows the
motion economy principles. Motion economy refers
to the manner in which human energy is conserved
while performing a task. The objective in all areas
of the dental office, clinical, business or laboratory
setting should be to minimize the number and
magnitude of motions and conserve energy while
working.
The principles of motion economy form a set of
rules and suggestions to improve the manual work in
manufacturing and reduce fatigue and unnecessary
movements by the worker, which can lead to the
reduction in the work related trauma.

The general objective of the study is to solve
bottleneck, enhance productivity through lean
manufacturing tools at TEAM Group, BD.

The principles of motion economy can be classified
into four groups:

2.2. Specific Objectives:

2)	Principles related to the arrangement of the work
place,

To meet customer demand on time by eliminating
non value added (NVA) work from the manufacturing
process,
• To reduce operation cycle time ,

1)	Principles related to the use of human body,

3)	Principles related to the design of tools and
equipment.
4)	Principles related to time conservation.

• To improve productivity, and

Principle 1 & 2 are used for this project which are,

• To save manufacturing cost.

Use of Human Body:

3. Methodology

1.	The two hands should begin motions at the same
time.

In conducting a study, appropriate instruments of
data collection tools should be employed, decided
and explained briefly together with the reasons why
they are selected. There are different data gathering
tools and or techniques used in conducting a study.
In this study, direct observation and time study
is used. Kaizen is a concept referring to business
activities that continuously improve all functions and
involve all employees from the CEO to the assembly
line workers.

2.	The two hands should not be idle at the same time
except during rest periods.
3.	Motions of the arms should be made in opposite
and symmetrical directions and should be made
simultaneously
4.	Hand motions should be confined to the lowest
classification with which it is possible to perform
the work satisfactorily:

Types of kaizen:
All projects are supported by-
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• Finger motions
• Wrist motions
• Forearm motions
• Upper arm motions
• Shoulder motions
5.	Momentum should be employed to assist the
worker whenever possible, and it should be
reduced to a minimum if it must be overcome by
muscular effort.
6.	Smooth continuous motions of the hands are
preferable to zigzag motions or straight-line
motions involving sudden and sharp changes in
direction.
7.	Ballistic (i.e. free swinging) movements are faster,
easier and more accurate than restricted or
controlled movements.
Arrangement of the Work Place:
1.	There should be a definite and fixed place for all
tools and materials.
2.	Tools, materials, and controls should be located
close in and directly in front of the operator.
3. Drop delivers should be used whenever possible.
4.	Materials and tools should be located to permit
the best sequence of motions.
5.	Arrange the height of the workplace and chair for
alternate sitting and standing, when possible.
6.	Provide a chair of the type and height to permit
good posture.
3.1. Direct observation and Time-study
Observation is the process of recognizing and
recording the behavior of people, objects and
events. Time study is a structured process of
directly observing measuring (using a stop-watch
device) human work in order to establish the
time required for completion of the work by a
qualified worker when working at a defined level of
performance. Also, direct observation of the existing
manufacturing process can serve as an instrument
for collecting data related to the study problem.
Within the garment industry time variation is a must
since the garments are made by different machine
operators. For this reason, emphasizes the need to
set a standard target for different prod-ucts, thereby
making time and motion studies mandatory.
4. Result and discussion
4.1. Calculations
In this study, both primary and secondary data was
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used for the analysis. It starts by time study, capacity
graph preparation and ends in Method improvement
and cost saving.
4.2. Time study for making capacity graph
In order to find bottlenecks in the sewing line as well
as the efficiency of the line, at first a detailed work
and time study was carried out to prepare a capacity
graph. The following basic steps were followed to
prepare a capacity graphStep 1: Define objective of the study.
Step 2: Observe the cycle time of every operation of
both operator and helper by a stopwatch. In this case
there were 48 operators and 4 helpers in that line.
Step 3: Calculate the capacity of every workstation
from the observed cycle time.
Step 4: Prepare a graph with those data. In this case
the capacity graph was prepared with the help of
Microsoft excel.
Step 5: Identify the bottlenecks from the capacity
graph.
4.3. Method Improvement
Method improvement involves the practice of identifying, analyzing and improving existing methods to
optimize performance, meet best practice standards
or simply improve quality and the user experience
for customers and end-users.
What did we do:
Workstation-1: Front & back yoke join
What did we do: Trained the operator to sew steady
from needle point to ending point grabbed by the
hand to reduce bursts.
Before-There were a total 14 sewing bursts at the
process for which the cycle time of the process was
170.
After- Sewing bursts were reduced to 8 from 14 as a
result the cycle time was reduced to 98.
Workstation-7: Quilting at Front part
What did we do: We increased the machine speed
from 1900 to 2600
Before- Process cycle time was 112
After- Process cycle time was 82
Workstation-9: Quilting at sleeve
What did we do: We increased the machine speed
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Capacity Graph (Baseline)
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Capacity Graph (After Implementation)
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Innovation Showcasing

TTH-STB Projects

from 1900 to 2600

Here,

Before- Process cycle time was 172

Worker salary per month = 9500TK

After- Process cycle time was 145

Working day in a month = 26 day

Workstation-5: Basting at Front & Back side panel

Working time in a day = 8 hours

What did we do: Trained the operator to sew steady
from needle point to ending point grabbed by the
hand to reduce bursts.

So, worker payment per second (W.P.P.S) =
9500÷26÷8÷60 =0.013tk per sec

Before- Sewing bursts were 32 times and process
cycle time was 132

Order quantity (O.Q) = 2200pcs
Process

Cycle
time
saved

Implemented
stations (I.S)

Cost saved
per sec
{(Saved
C.T×W.P.P.S)
× I.S ×O.Q }

110

22

1

629.2

172

145

27

2

1544.4

Shell
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Join At
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Front

266
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74
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4233
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At Hood
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108
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11

1

315

Lining
Front Part
& Yoke
Join

93

59

34

1

972.4

Front Side
Panel &
Pocket
Bag Join
(1*2)

317

239

78

1

2230.8

Quilting
At Frt

112

82

30

2

1716

After

Front &
Back Panel
Basting
(1*4)

132

Quilting
At Sleeve

After- Sewing bursts were reduced 24 times and
process cycle time was 110
Workstation-26: Front side panel & pocket bag join
(1*2)
What did we do: Instructed her to mark the pocket bag joining point at the front side panel before
sewing them.
Before- Pocket bag joining seam alteration & process
cycle time was 317
After- No alteration & process cycle time was 239
Workstation- 25: Lining front part & yoke join
What did we do: Trained her to match both fabric part with their cut mark position and then sew
steadily.
Before- Process cycle time was 93
After- Process cycle time was 59
Workstation-10: Quilting at hood
What did we do: Trained the operator to sew steady
from needle point to ending point grabbed by the
hand to reduce bursts.
Before- Sewing burst was 20 times and process cycle
time was 108
After- Sewing burst was reduced to 15 times and
cycle time was 97
Workstation-36: Shell lining join at center front
What did we do: Trained the operator to sew steady
from needle point to ending point grabbed by the
hand to reduce sewing bursts as much as possible.

Cycle time
Before

So, Total cost saved= BDT 11640
5. Conclusion
We implemented motion economy principles 1&2
to solve bottleneck which does not requires any
extra cost and time. It only requires engagement
of associated persons, some training and follow up
the improvements to achieve the desired output.
As this method does not requires any extra cost,
further study can be carried out to find the impact
of other two principles. Our expectation from this
project was to reduce manufacturing cost & increase
productivity which is fulfilled. So, we can say that
if we follow these steps to all the sewing line of the
factory, the result will be remarkable.

Before- Sewing bursts were 18 times and process
cycle time was 266
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Another STB Black
Belt achievement in
sustainability in garments
washing and dyeing
Sazzadur Rahman

Archroma
‘DEEP SOUL’
sustainable
jeanswear
collection
Archroma Story
Archroma ‘DEEP SOUL’ sustainable
jeanswear collection with fabric
processed by PT Badjatex. It used
PAD-OX G2 Cold technology
developed by Archroma and
Jeanologia. On final garment,
this will use 65% less water, 48%
less carbon footprint and the
improvement of EIM score up to 35%.

Figure: S.M. Tanvir Alam (middle) receiving the STB Black Belt certificate.

S.M. Tanvir Alam a graduate of
Daffodil International University,
currently working in Blue Creations
ltd. – a concern of Sterling
Group – has achieved Setting
Transformation Blueprint (STB)
Black Belt through his 4 months’
intensive journey of 128 hours of
factory skill development training
in 8 different courses and 128
hours of practical project on
‘Reducing rewash percentage
in denim washing through
maintaining proper blanket
process and automation.’

where we have scopes to develop
continuously. I recommended
Tanvir to work on some grey areas
and bring out solution statements
where the industry can focus and
run more efficiently. This project
made Tanvir more confident and
at the same time factory got
benefitted.”

Project Leader Engr. Md. Nasir
Ullah, Country Manager, Officina
+39; Ex. Head of Washing
Denimach Washing Ltd.; Md.
Eousup Novee, GM-HR & Strategy
of Textile Today; Sanjoy Kumar
Saha, Sr. Manager, Factory
Engagement & Sub Editor, Textile
Today; Abu Hasnat, Innovation
Projects Manager, Textile Today
handed over the certificate of STB
Black Belt to S. M. Tanvir Alam at
the Textile Today premises.

Tanvir expressed “I didn’t start my
career as a fresher, started with the
knowledge and experience of this
project which boosted up my career.”

Md. Rajan Ahmed, General Manager,
Blue Creations ltd. was the
Industry Supervisor of this project.
Engr. Md. Nasir Ullah said, “There
are some grey areas in industry

Sanjoy Kumar Saha commented,
“It is just a beginning, Tanvir should
continue his learning and Textile
Today will always be on his side to
support him”

Tanvir’s project is on reducing
the high rewash percentage of
denim which is one of the most
common glitches in the industry and
automation of the washing process.
In this project, a common but
highly effective way of minimizing
the rewash percentage in denim
washing is described by following
the blanket method and automation.
In concern of sustainability and
profit margin, these methods
may be the alternative to the
conventional method.

Figure: DEEP SOUL used PAD-OX G2 Cold
technology developed by Archroma and
Jeanologia. Courtesy: Archroma

Sustainable manufacturing with
DEEP SOUL system
The unique technology PadOx G2 Cold allows significantly
increase productivity by reducing
20% process time, 89% less water
consumption, 46% less energy
consumption and 32% less CO2
consumption.
Creating elegant denim with minimal
resources and maxim quality
DEEP SOUL uses a system for
overdyeing denim and woven
fabrics for trendy wash-down looks
using much less water and energy.
DEEP SOUL has received the
Cradle to Cradle Products
Innovation Institute‘s Gold Level
Material Health Certificate.
Products used in compliance with
ZDHC, bluesign®. Making DEEP
SOUL jeans safe to use, safe to
discharge and safe to wear.
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Ecoprint by CHT
Erich Wissing / Ilja Ziegler

Abstract
ecoprint by CHT is the first
compostable pigment printing
system with Cradle to Cradle®
Platinum level. The excellent
technical properties lead to
outstanding sustainable printing
results. ecoprint by CHT is simply
designed to be returned to earth.
Description
Cradle to Cradle® (C2C) is a
systemic approach to product
design developed by Professor
Michael Braungart and William
McDonough. It aims to create
products that are healthy and safe
for humans and the environment
in all phases: production, use and
after-use. Within the C2C concept,
products are developed according
to the principles of an ideal
circular economy.
For CHT, sustainability is not
only a trend. It is one of our most
important core values and goes
alongside the innovative strength.
As an innovative partner of the
textile industry, we are working

continuously on the ideas and
solutions of tomorrow.

Waste presents problems
all along the fashion supply
chain. Ensuring long term
sustainable prosperity,
we believe that circular
economy is the future. A
circular economy is a system
that minimizes the input of
resources and the output of
emissions and waste.

It transforms our take-make-waste
linear economy to a close-loop
system to keep products in use for
longer. This means that everything
starts with the design of the
product, having the garments endof-life in mind.
So CHT has developed a printing
product range, ecoprint by CHT,
which fulfils these criteria.
The excellent technical properties of
ecoprint by CHT lead to outstanding

sustainable printing results.
It works eco-efficiently on Cradle
to Cradle Certified™ Platinum level.
The products are safe in biological
systems – not harmful for the
environment and biodegradable.
Ecoprint by CHT offers high colour
brilliance in combination with a
wide color range of C2C pigments
and bright white printing results.
There are products which
are applicable for screen and
continuous printing. The system
includes a set of 9 pigments and
printing auxiliaries as well.
For screen printing we developed
the three most basic products:
Printperfekt Base CC 20;
Printperfekt Clear CC 50 and
Printperfekt White CC 10.
It can be used for almost all
printing applications and it does
not matter whether you want to
print on dark or light textiles. The
soft touch and very good opacity
are combined with elasticity and
user-friendliness.
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PRINTPERFEKT® BASE CC 20

PRINTPERFEKT® WHITE CC 10

Prints with PRINTPERFEKT®
BASE CC 20 and PRINTPERFEKT®
CLEAR CC 50 are eco-friendly and
soft. The printed fabric keeps the
textile character.

For brilliant white prints
we recommend to use
PRINTPERFEKT® WHITE CC 10.

For a low pigment amount
(BEZAPRINT CC < 4 %) we
recommend to use PRINTPERFEKT®
BASE CC 20. Whereas
PRINTPERFEKT® CLEAR CC 50
is best suited for higher pigment
amounts (BEZAPRINT CC > 4 %).
PRINTPERFEKT® CLEAR CC 50
Prints with PRINTPERFEKT®
CLEAR CC 50 and
PRINTPERFEKT® WHITE CC 10
are eco-friendly, soft and elastic.
To print on dark dyed fabrics
coverage is always needed.
For a brilliant colour print we
recommend to use a mixture of
PRINTPERFEKT® CLEAR CC 50
and PRINTPERFEKT® WHITE CC
10. A typical mixing ratio is 70/30
in combination with BEZAPRINT
CC pigments.

Appropriate print products
have also been developed for
continuous printing that meet the
high demands of textile designers.
Print on white or very light dyed
fabric with TUBIFAST CC.
Together with TUBIFAST CC as
binder, TUBISOFT CC PEN as
softener and fastness improver,
thickened with TUBIVIS CC, the
printing pastes result is brilliant,
eco-friendly and prints keep the
textile fabrics soft. The amount
of binder used depends on the
amount of pigments in the printing
paste. For more details have a look
at the technical data sheet.
Print on dark dyed fabric with
TUBIPRINT® WHITE CC 100
Prints with TUBIPRINT® WHITE
CC 100 achieve an outstanding
opacity and a brilliant white effect.

The printability in rotary printing is
excellent. To print colours on dark
dyed fabrics, we use a mixture of
TUBIPRINT® WHITE CC 100 with
a transparent paste based on
TUBIFAST CC to get brillancy and
the needed fastness properties. A
typical mixing ratio is 65/35.
Fastness properties
ecoprint by CHT is specially
developed to reach an outstanding
biodegradability that was
impossible to reach with a
standard pigment print. It is not
possible to add a fixing agent to
improve fastness, as this reduces
degradability. To achieve optimal
fastness levels it is mandatory to
follow the fixing guidelines. For best
fastness we recommend a fixation
at 160 °C for a minimum of 3 min.
SMART CALCULATION With our
colorimetric ColorFinder software,
pigment printing recipes can be
calculated.
Fast, flexible and free of charge on
your PC, smartphone or tablet.

Product list:
Ready-made:

Continous printing/AOP

Screen Printing

White bases
Clear bases

TUBIPRINT White CC 100
PRINTPERFEKT CLEAR CC 50
PRINTPERFEKT BASE CC 20

PRINTPERFEKT WHITE CC 10
PRINTPERFEKT CLEAR CC 50
PRINTPERFEKT BASE CC 20

Single components:
Binder

TUBIFAST CC

Rheological additive

TUBIGAT R 130 Neu

Thickening agent

TUBIVIS CC

Softener

TUBISOFT CC PEN

C2C pigment range:
BEZAPRINT CC

BEZAPRINT
BEZAPRINT
BEZAPRINT
BEZAPRINT
BEZAPRINT
BEZAPRINT
BEZAPRINT
BEZAPRINT
BEZAPRINT

Yellow CC-O
Golden Yellow CC-C
Carmine CC-E
Red CC-G
Fuchsia CC-I
Brilliant Blue CC-L
Blue CC-K
Green CC-M
Black CC-N

In addition to the ECOPRINT by CHT system we are also able to offer a complete range of products for reactive printing.
This includes thickeners, auxiliaries and selected reactive dyestuffs. (For more information have a look on www.cht.com)
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&Innovation Hub
Utilize the biggest

Media Communication
for Textile & Apparel Industry.

1

2

More Than
630,000+ Monthly
Website Page View

4

3

Weekly E-Bulletin
Reaches To About
100,000+ People Per
Month

Paper, PDF &
E-Magazine Reaches To
About 150,000+ People
Per Month.
5

More Than 150,000+
Social Media
Engagement

7

6

Webinar Series For
Technology/Solutions
Launching

Problem Solving
Through STB
Innovation Hub

8

Technology Piloting
Through STB
Innovation Hub

9

Biggest Ever Academy Industry Collaboration

PEOPLE Project For
Increasing Proﬁtability
& Organization Build
Up.


A man who stops
3

advertising to save
Money is like a man
who stops a Clock to
save time.
- Henry Ford
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Quality is
our responsibility
we are always striving to deliver
better products and service
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